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Abstract 
We survey the p-median problem and the p-centre problem. Then we investigate 
two new techniques for continuous optimal partitioning of a tree T with n - 1 edges, 
where a nonnegative rational valued weight is associated with each edge. The continuous 
Max-Min tree partition problem (the continuous Min-Max tree partition problem) is to 
cut the edges in p- 1 places, so as to maximize (respectively minimize) the weight 
of the lightest (respectively heaviest) resulting subtree. Thus the tree is partitioned 
into approximately equal components. For each optimization problem, an inefficient 
implementation of the algorithm is given, which runs in pseudo-polynomial time, using 
a previously developed algorithm and a construction. We then derive from it a much 
faster algorithm using a top-down greedy technique, which runs in polynomial time. 
The algorithms have a variety of applications among others to highway and pipeline 
maintenance. 
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Introduction 
Locational analysis, in short, is analysis of the notion of optimal choice within a spatial 
context. Here are some examples of such choices: 
• In the design of urban service systems or analysis of transportation systems, there are 
problems of where new facilities are to be located on a network, in order to minimize 
with respect to cost or to satisfy time constraints. 
• In communication systems and computer network planning, to serve a set of customers 
or communities, there are restrictions on the locations where the hardware is to be placed 
or restrictions on the distance between the connections, to reduce the noise interference. 
• In circuit design, a designer may want to partition the circuits into subcomponents, 
which are constrained by the physical restrictions of the board, the size of each subcom-
ponent or the number of connectors on the board. 
Locational analysis is employed in a wide range of fields, such as in industrial engi-
neering, operations research, management science and computer science. Hence there 
is a huge and rapidly growing amount of literature on this topic. However, in most 
of the literature, the emphasis is put on the discrete formulation of optimallocational 
decisions, discrete location theory. This thesis focuses on the continuous formulation 
of optimal locational decisions. The difference between the continuous formulation and 
the discrete formulation is that the continuous formulation presumes the objects to be 
located can be placed anywhere, that is, within a context of continuous space, whereas 
in the di~crete formulation, the problems are analyzed in a discrete spa<>e, where the 
objects to be located can only be placed at a finite number of potential sites, selected 
by prior analysis. Here is a list of some possibilities of potential sites, if the network is 
represented as a graph: 
• At some vertex. 
• At the head of some edge. 
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• At the tail of some edge. 
• At a point whose distances from the endpoints are in a fixed ratio. 
Now, the question that needs to be answered is why one should have such an option 
and when a continuous formulation is more appropriate then a discrete one. To answer 
the above question, one needs to ask what is the goal of locational analysis. The ultimate 
goal of locational analysis is to provide decision makers with quantitative tools for finding 
good solutions to realistic locational problems. To justify the choice of formulation an 
analyst makes, many issues are often considered, such as: 
(a) What is the nature of the network? 
(b) Is the restriction to a finite number of potential sites a reasonable model for 
the particular network? Is this set of finite potential sites identifiable on the 
' -
particular network? 
(c) Is the error caused by the restriction of finite potential sites justifiable? 
(d) Are the optimal solutions obtained by a continuous formulation "comparable" to 
the optimal solutions obtained by some discrete formulation? 
(e) Are there considerable computational simplifications obtainable via either a dis-
crete or a continuous formulation? 
The notion of "comparability" is introduced in (d): We say a continuous formula-
tion is "comparable" to a discrete formulation, when the optimal solutions to a discrete 
formulation are readily transferable to a continuous formulation without changing the 
magnitude of the optimal solutions. In general, the discrete and the continuous formu-
lations do not yield "comparable" optimal solutions, but in the later chapters of this 
thesis, we will present one "comparable" formulation. Note, that a discrete formulation 
usually has simpler algorithms associated with it. 
Due to the vast number of types of location problems available, this thesis will 
present a selection of location problems. The following is a summary of the subsequent 
chapters: 
Chapter 1 fixes the notation used in this thesis, recalls a few concepts from graph 
theory and the terminology used in location theory. 
Chapter 2 introduces the concept of p-inedian and shows that in this locational 
analysis, the optimal solutions provided by continuous and discrete formulations are 
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"comparable". 
Chapter 3 introduces the concept of p-centre and shows why the continuous formu-
lations are not "comparable" to the discrete one. Some algorithms and the concept of 
dual problems are investigated. 
Chapter 4 is based on an approach originating in the recent research paper [7]. In 
that paper, the continuous Max-Min tree partition problem was treated. Here we treat 
the continuous Min-Max tree partition problem, where we find a polynomial algorithm 
for solving the continuous Min-Max p-partition on a tree with rational valued edge-
lengths. The solution is obtained by solving a related discrete problem. 
Chapter 5 presents the material of [7] on the continuous Max-Min tree partitions 
problem, where we present a polynomial algorithm for solving the continuous Max-Min 
p-partition on a rational valued edge-lengths tree. Again, the solution is obtained by 
solving a related discrete problem. 
Chapter 6 contains conclusion and some computational results obtained from the 
continuous Max-Min p-partition algorithm. 
The sources of the topics in this thesis are as follows: 
Chapter 1-3, contains material studied in the literature. 
Chapter 5 is based on the joint work with Becker and Simeone as reported in [7]. 
Chapter 4 is an original modification of the approach used in Chapter 5 applying to 
the Min-Max case. 
Chapter 6 contains original computation experiments of the continuous Max-Min 
p-partition algorithm. 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
This chapter is an overview of terminology, notation and concepts, which will be used 
in the subsequent chapters of this thesis .. 
The thesis is written with the assumption that the reader has basic knowledge of 
graph theory and combinatorial theory. My primary reference of basic graph and com-
binatorial theory has been [4] and the reader may also consult [38] for general definitions 
and concepts in graph theory. 
The basic reference for location theory is [50). Furthermore, [58) provides an in-depth 
review on the topics of p-medians and p-centres. Before the completion of this thesis, I 
was made aware of a recent text by Daskin [17). This reference seems to deal with the 
practical application of location theory. 
Garey and Johnson's book [24] gives a detailed guide to complexity and intractability. 
1.1 Notation, Concepts and Terminology 
A convenient way of modeling locational problems, is to model the problems using 
connected graphs with weighted edges and weighted vertices. The networks can usually 
be visualized as graphs with vertices representing junctions (such as intersections or 
cities on a road network, components on a circuit board) and edges representing the 
links {such as the road joining two cities, connections of two components). 
A network N can be represented by a bar-and-joint graph, where a bar-and-joint 
graph is defined as follows: Let G = ('V, E), where Vis a finite set of circumferences of 
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circles in the plane (joints) with the same radius p, where pis a small positive number, 
and E is a finite set of straight line segments of the plane (bars or edges), such that: 
(i) any two different joints have an empty intersection; 
(ii) any two different edges have an empty intersection; 
(iii) the two endpoints of each edge lie on two different joints. 
(iv) for any two different joints, there is at most one edge whose endpoints lie on the 
two joints. 
A connected graph will be denoted by G = (V, E), where V is a finite set of vertices 
and E is a finite set of edges. In particular, a tree, that is an acyclic, connected graph, 
will be denoted by T. We will always use the letter T, possibly with subscripts or 
superscripts to denote a tree. Now, the assumptions made on G are that at most one 
edge joins any two distinct vertices and E contains no loops. We let JVJ = n and 
JEJ = r, where the conventional notation of JSI is used to denote the cardinality of any 
finite set S. 
One can associate with any bar-and-joint graph G an abstract undirected graph G 
whose vertex-set is V and where two vertices a and b are adjacent iff there is an edge 
whose endpoints lie on a and b, respectively. Whenever it is needed, we shall identify a 
graph with its associated abstract graph. All our abstract graphs will be assumed 
to have associated bar-and-joint graphs, in view of property (ii) above. 
For each v E V (e E E), a non-negative, real valued weight (edge-length) is assigned 
which is denoted by w(v) (l(e)). 
If a tree T is rooted, then any edge e = { u, v} of T can be labeled as ( u, v ), where 
u is closer to the root of T than v. Furthermore, u is called the tail of e, tail( e), and v 
is called the head of e, head( e). 
We give a formal definition of partitions and covers [16]: Given a set X and a 
family S = {St, S2 , ••• , Sk} of sets Si c X, any subfamily S' = {Si1 , Sj2 , ••• , Si.} of S 
such that Uf=t Si; = X is called a set-covering of X, and the Si; are called the covering 
sets. In addition, if s' also satisfies: Sih n Si1 = ¢ V h, 1 E {1, ... , s }, h :f:. l, then S' is 
called a partition of X. In this thesis, we deal with equipartition problems of graphs: let 
1r = { S0 , Sll ... , Sv-d be a partition of V into p subsets, where the subgraph Ci induced 
by Si E 1r is connected (0 :::; i :::; p-1 ). For a given G = (V, E), if P = { C0 , C1 , ... , Cv-d 
then P is called a p-partition of G and Ci is called the i-th component of P. The set 
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of all the p-partitions of G is denoted by II(G,p). 
Points in G either are vertices or lie on imbedded edges joining vertices. In particular, 
a cut in a graph is a point which indicates the place where the particular components 
are split, and a tree T together with cuts is called a dissected tree. A marker is either a 
cut or a vertex. 
For any two points of a given G, x andy say, the length of the shortest path between 
x and y in G is denoted by d(x, y), and this is called the distance between x and y 
in G. For any finite subsets X and Y of G, the distance function d(X, Y) is equal to 
min{ d(x, y)lx E X andy E Y}. In a rooted T, any point x E e can be uniquely presented 
as (edge(x),dist(x)), where edge(x) = e and dist(x) = d(x,head(e)). A segment of an 
edge, is a closed interval s of the edge such that both endpoints of s are markers, and 
no inner point of s is a cut. 
In a tree T with root r, the terminology of descendant , ancestor, son and father can 
be used in relation to who is closer to r on the path (for example, in e = ( u, v ), u is the 
father of v and an ancestor of v and u). A vertex v is called a fork when v is a tail of 
at least two edges. The down-tree of an edge e, DT( e), is the subtree consisting of all 
descendants of e ( e is included by this definition). The down-tree of a vertex v, DT( v ), 
is the union of all the DT( e), where v = tail( e). A partial down-tree of a vertex v is the 
down-tree of one of edge e, where v =tail( e), denote by PDT(v, e). 
Similar definitions of down-tree hold for the markers and the segments of a dissected 
rooted tree. Clearly, every subtree (in particular, every component) inherits the property 
of being rooted. The down-component of a marker u is the set of all segments that belong 
to the down-tree of u and do not belong to the down-tree of any cut which is a descendant 
of u. If r is the unique marker lying on joint root, the down-component of r is called 
the top component. The down-component of an edge e (of a segment s) is the down-
component of tail( e) (of head( s) ). The cut-tree of a dissected rooted tree, denoted by C, 
is a rooted tree whose vertices are the cuts and r; and which has a directed edge ( c, c') 
iff in T there is a directed path from c to c' without inner cuts. Clearly the cut-tree is 
rooted at r. 
The level of a vertex vET is the number of edges on the path joining the root to v. 
The height ofT is the maximum value of the level of a vertex in T. 
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1.2 Problems, Algorithms and Complexity 
This thesis aims to investigate the development of algorithms for solving certain loca-
tional decision problems formulated as optimization problems. This section will take a 
brief look at the notion of computational complexity, which is a conceptual framework 
commonly used in characterizing problems and algorithms. 
Decision algorithms correspond to deterministic or non-deterministic Turing ma-
chines which, when they halt, output "yes" or "no". The problem that such an. algo-
rithm solves is called a decision problem. For detailed definitions of deterministic and 
non-deterministic Turing machines see [24] page 23 to 27 and page 30 to 31. 
We will present an informal description of the theory of NP-completeness: 
• The class P is defined to be the class of all decision problems that can be solved by 
deterministic algorithms with polynomial complexity. 
• The class NP is defined to be the class of all decision problems that can be solved by 
nondeterministic guess-and-verify algorithms with polynomial complexity. A nondeter-
ministic guess-and-verify algorithm can be viewed as being composed of two separate 
stages, the first stage is the guessing stage and the second stage is the checking stage. 
Given a problem instance I, the guessing stage merely "guesses" some structureS. Then 
both I and S are provided as inputs to the checking stage, which proceeds to compute 
in a normal deterministic manner, eventually halting with answer "yes" or "no"~ 
If for any instance of a decision problem 7r 1 , we can construct in polynomial time 
an instance of a decision problem 1r such that the instance of 7r 1 has a "yes" answer iff 
the instance of 1r has a "yes" answer, then 7r 1 is said to be /( arp reducible to 1r, denoted 
as 7r
1 
ex 1r (for detailed information on the Karp reducibility see [41]). If 7r 1 ex 1r for all 
7r
1 E NP then any problem belonging to the class NP can be solved if 1r can be solved 
and 1r is then called NP-hard. Finally 1r is called NP-complete if 1r is NP-hard and 
1r E NP. NP-complete problems are thus the hardest problems in NP. A polynomial 
solution of any problem in NP would imply that P = NP, since P is a subset of NP. 
It is not known whether P = NP, but it is generally believed that this is not the case. 
Thus problems in NP are believed to be harder than those with polynomial algorithms. 
It is a goal of the theory, when applied to a particular problem, to determine whether 
it belongs to P, or to NP and not to P, or to neither. 
Each optimization problem gives rise to a decision problem. A direct way of deriving 
a related decision problem from a given instance of an optimization problem, is to 
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introduce a "threshold" value J( and ask the question: Does the given instance of the 
optimal problem have a feasible solution of value bounded by J(? The optimization 
problem of finding the longest simple path in G, that is the maximum edge-length path 
passing through no vertex more than once is used here to illustrate the idea. A given 
instance of the longest simple path problem is a positive value edge-length for each 
e E E, V and the positive "threshold" value J(. The question to be asked: Is there a 
simple path in G between some two vertices of V of length at least./(? 
If the corresponding decision problem can be demonstrated to be NP-complete, then 
the optimjzation problem is usually at least as difficult to solve as the corresponding 
decision problem; such an optimization problem is then termed NP-hard. In this way, 
even though the theory of NP-completeness is restricted to decision problems, the im-
plications of the theory can be extended to optimization problems as well. 
Suppose a problem is shown to be NP-complete. This problem might be modified, 
by relaxing some constraints or varying some parameters in the original problem. The 
simplified problem might be polynomially solvable. For locational decision problems, for 
example, the underlying networks might be restricted to those in which the graphs are 
planar, or bipartite, or acyclic. The complexities of those problems may be different in 
each case. The choice of which subproblems to analyze is determined by the application 
under consideration. 
Given an optimization problem, we associate a complexity function for algorithms 
that solve the problem. Informally, the complexity function could be the number of 
operations taken to solve an instance of the problem, or the number of operations of 
a particular sort. Let T(n) be the maximum complexity for problems of size n of a 
given algorithm. A complexity function T(n) is O(g(n)) if there exist a constant c 
and a non-negative integer n* such that IT( n) I ::; clg( n) I for all values of n ~ n*. A 
polynomial algorithm is defined to be one whose time complexity function is O(p(n)) 
for some polynomial function p. Any algorithm whose time complexity function cannot 
be so bounded is called a non-polynomial time algorithm. Polynomial algorithms are 
regarded as being "efficient". 
This thesis will show that the p-median problem and the p-centre problem are NP-
hard on general graphs and are polynomially solvable on acyclic graphs (trees). The 
thesis further presents polynomial algorithms for solving the continuous Max-Min tree 
partition problem and the continuous Min-Max tree partition problem respectively (at 
least, when the edge-lengths are rational). 
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Chapter 2 
The p-Median Problem 
This chapter deals with the p--median problem. p--Median problems are a class of optimal 
problems using the Mini-Sum criterion: Locate p facilities so as to minimize the sum 
of the distances to each vertex from its nearest facility. In the next section, we will 
present a real-life scenario which can be modelled asap--median problem. However, the 
p--median problem is not just applicable in the context of locating facilities for physical 
distribution; there are a large number of applications that can be modelled asp--median 
problems. Some generalizations of p--median problems will be presented at the end 
of this section. The p--median problem is the first optimal problem presented in this 
thesis, because the continuous formulation of the p--median problem is comparable to the 
discrete formulation of the p--median problem. Hence the p--median problem is a good 
example to illustrate the idea of comparability. Although the p--median problem can be 
solved in the discrete formulation, the general p--median problem on G is NP-hard; a 
large section of this chapter is devoted to proving this fact. 
Let :F( G) be the class of subsets of G with finitely many points, then the objective 
function f: :F(G)-+ R is define by f(Xp) = Lv;EV w(vi)d(vi, Xp) where Xp is a set of p 
points in G. Any set of p points in G, that minimizes f, is called an absolute p-median of 
G (the continuous formulation). If the set of p points that minimize f, is restricted to be 
from the set of vertices of G, it is called the vertex restricted p-median of G (the discrete 
formulation). By a result of Hakimi [31] [32], there exists an absolute p--median con-
sisting entirely of vertices of G. For this reason, the distinction between the continuous 
formulation and the discrete formulation is not usually of practical significance. 
In this chapter, we will introduce the classical p--median problem described above 
and present Hakimi's result (the Vertex Optimal Theorem). However, there exist many 
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interesting and natural generalizations of p-median problems, which will not be con-
sidered in this thesis, such as: Minieka (48] extended the formulation of the absolute 
p-median problem on G, for the case where every pointinG is taken into consideration. 
Goldman (27] generalized the results to. accommodate the case where one distinguishes 
a vertex as being a source or a destination. Hakimi and Maheshwari [33] dealt with 
the case of multiple commodities that go through multiple stages. To illustrate the 
term multiple commodities, we will use the following example: To locate p emergency 
response centres, which house fire fighting, ambulances and police response units, on a 
network. Hence in this case, we wish to locate p facilities to provide multiple services. 
It is clear that for each service there will generally be a different demand pattern and 
different operation costs. The formulation must take this in to account. Mirchandani 
(50] discusses extensively a portion of the network location literature, which involves 
deterministic and probabilistic cases. 
The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 1 presents the formulation 
of the p-median problem. Section 2 proves the Vertex Optimal Theorem. Section 
3 introduces the complexity of the p-median problem on G. Section 4 provides an 
algorithm for solving 1-median problem on T. 
2.1 The p-Median 
With the aim of providing a better insight into the formulation of a p-median problem, a 
basic simple scenario is presented: In a road transportation network, the manufacturing 
sector may wish to set up p supply depots, such that the total transportation cost from 
the p depots to all the demand points on the network is as small as possible. Now, 
suppose the network is modelled as a graph G, and the clients are modelled as vertices 
on G. The quantity demanded by each client is represented by the vertex weight and 
the transport cost per quantity at each route is represented by the edge-length. Hence, 
the p-median problem can be described as: Find the locations of supply depots, such 
that the total transportation cost is at minimum. So let Xp be any set of p points on G. 
Then the set of p points x; on G is a p-median of G, if for any Xp on G, the following 
holds: 
f(X;) I: w( Vi)d( Vi, X;) 
v;EV 
< L w(vi)d(vi,Xp) 
u;EY 
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2.2 Comparability and the Vertex Optimal Theo-
rem 
The intention of this thesis is to formulate the location problems in a continuous fashion. 
However, this is not necessary in the p--median problem, since Hakimi [31] [32] has shown 
that for any absolute p--median of G, there exist an absolute p--median, with points 
situated only on the vertices of G. This theorem shows that a continuous formulation 
is "comparable" to a discrete formulation. Here is the Vertex Optimal Theorem: 
Theorem 2.2.1 There exist a subset Vp of V containing p distinct vertices, 1 :S: p :S: 
n- m, such that for every set of p points Xp on G, we have: 
n 
f(Xp) = L w( v;)d( v;, Xp) 
i=l 
n 
> l:w(v;)d(v;,Vp) 
i=l 
f(Vp) 
Proof: For a given p, let Gp = {X~If(X~) ::; f(Xp), VXP} be the set of all p--medians 
of G. Now, let X~ E Gp be the p--median with the least number of nonvertex centres. If 
X~ contains no nonvertex centre, then the theorem is proved. If not, then we have two 
cases to consider: 
Case 1: Let x E X~ be a non vertex centre and let x be the only centre on edge 
e = { u, v }. Now, let Vv be the set of vertices which have the shortest path from x in X~ 
passing through v, and let Vu be the set of vertices not in Vv which have the shortest 
path from x in X~ passing through u (by assigning Vu first, we ensure that Vu n Vv = </J). 
Now, let d(u,x) = l then d(x,v) = l(e) -1. Now we have: 
VrEV 
L w(v;)d(v;,X~\{x})+ L w(vi)d(vj,x)+ L w(vk)d(vk,x) 
v;~VuUVv v;EVu v~;EVv 
L w(v;)d(v;,X~\{x})+ L w(vj)(d(vj,u)+l) 
v;~V,.UVv 
+ L w(vk)(d(vk,v)+(l(e)-1)) 
v~;EVv 
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v;~v .. uv., 
Now, if Lviev., w(vj) ~ Lv,ev., w(vk), then we can transfer the centre from x to u, since 
we have: 
2:: w(vi)d(vi,X~\{x})+ 2:: w(vj)d(vj,u)+ 2:: w(vk)d(vk,u) 
Vi~VuuV., VjEVu vkEV., 
Similarly, if LviEVu w( Vj) < Lv,.eV., w( vk), then we can transfer the centre from x to v. 
Case 2: Suppose there are more than one centre on the edge e. Let x be the centre 
closer to u than any other centre on e. Let y be the next closest centre to u on e. Now 
we can treat x on the segment [u, y] similarly to the approach used in Case 1. Thus, x 
is either transferred to u or to y. We continue this process, until all the non-centres on 
e are either transferred to u or to v. 
Now, in both cases, we are able to transfer one or many of the nonvertex centres of 
x; on e onto the vertex. Let v; denote the set of p points after transferring one of the 
nonvertex centres of x; onto a vertex. Since x; is a p-median, we have J(X;) = J(V;); 
thus v; E Gp, which contradict the fact x; E Gp is the p-median with the least number 
of nonvertex centres. I 
2.3 The Complexity of the p-Median Problem 
The problems of locating supply depots to minimize the transport cost, can be simplified, 
using Theorem.2.2.1, to restrict the search on the vertices of G. However, it has been 
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shown to be NP-hard [40], even if the network considered is a planar graph of maximum 
vertex degree 3 and all edges and vertices are of the length 1 and weight 1 respectively. 
Here is the outline ofhow Kariv and Hakimi [40] proved that the general problem 
of finding a p-median of a .network is NP-hard. They used the NP-completeness of the 
vertex cover problem on a planar graph of maximum vertex degree 3, which was proved 
by Garey and Johnson [25). Then Kariv and Hakimi [40] show that the problem of 
finding a dominating set on a planar graph of maximum vertex degree 3 is reduces to 
the cover problem, thus is NP-complete. They then proved that the dominating set 
problem is polynomial time reducible to the p-median problem. Therefore, there exists 
a polynomial time algorithm for the p-median only if P 
problem is NP-hard. 
NP, hence the p-median 
To start with, the vertex cover problem is defined as follow: Js there a vertex cover 
of size k or less for G, that is, a subset V' ~ V such that IV'I ::; k and, for each 
edge { u, v} E E, at least one of u and v belongs to V'? This problem is shown to be 
NP-complete in [24]. 
Garey and Johnson [25] shown that a stronger result can be derived from the NP-
completeness of the vertex cover problem: 
Lemma 2.3.1 The following problem is NP-complete: Is there a vertex cover of size 
k < n or less for a planar graph G with maximum vertex degree 3? 
Proof: Given a planar graph G and an integer k, we construct a planar graph G' with 
no vertex degree exceeding 3 and an integer k' such that G' has a vertex cover of size 
k' iff G has a vertex cover of size k. 
Let V = {v11 v2 , ••• , vn}· The construction begins with a fixed lanar representation 
of G = G0 • For each integer i, from 1 upton, we construct a planar representation for 
a graph Gi from that for G,_1 as follows: 
1. Let { v,, w1}, { v,, w2 }, ••• , {Vi, Wp} be the edges incident from Vi in the order that 
they occur around Vi in the planar representation of Gi-I· 
2. Replace Vi with a cycle consisting of the new vertices u1(j), vi(j), 1 ::; j n and 
the new edges {u,(j),v,(j)},1::; j::; n,{v,(j),u,(j + 1)},1 < j::; n -1, and 
{ v,(n), ui(1)}. 
3. Replace each edge { v,, w,} by the edge { v,(j), w; }, add a new vertex z,, and add 
the edge {u,(1),z,}. 
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Finally we set a'= an and k' = n2 + k. Observe that a' has no vertex with degree 
exceeding 3. 
Now suppose V* is a vertex cover for a satisfying IV*I :::; k. Then let 
lt;_* - { Vi(j)!vi E V*, 1 s; j :::; n} U { ui(1 )jvi E V*} 
U{ui(j)!vi ¢.. V*,1 :=;j:::; n} (2.1) 
- v' u u' (2.2) 
where V' = {vi(j)jvi E V*, 1 $ j :5 n} U {ui(1)jvi E V*} 
and U' = {ui(j)jvi ¢.. V*, 1 $ j $ n}. 
We still need to check if lt;_* is a vertex cover for a' satisfying I lt;_* I $ k'. 
CLAIM 1: 1\'t*l IV* I+ n2 • 
Proof: There are n!V*I elements in the first subset of the right-hand side of equa-
tion 2.2, since for each Vi E V* there are n element of vi(j). There arejV*I elements in 
the second subset of the right-hand side of equation 2.2. There are n(n -!V*I) elements 
in the last subset of the right-hand side of equation 2.2, since there are n -IV* I elements 
in V\ V*, and for each ViE V\ V* there are n element of vi(j). There are thus a total of 
njV*I + IV*I + n(n -IV*I) elements in Vt. Now, CLAIM 1 is proved. 
CLAIM 2: If V* is a vertex cover for a then lt;_* is a vertex cover for a'. 
Proof: We will examine each type of edges in a' with respect to the vertices in V*, 
to prove that every edge in a' is covered by lt;_*. For any vi E V, we have: 
• {ui(j),vi(j)},1 $ j $ n; {vi(j),ui(j + 1)},1 $ j $ n -1; {vi(n),ui(1)}; {ui(1),zi}: 
For these four cases, if Vi E V* then the first vertex of each type of edge is in Vt, since 
such a vertex is in v' of equation 2.2, else by referring to u' of equation 2.2, we have 
that the second vertex of each type of edge is an element of lt;.* . 
• { Vi(j), Wj} : If Vi E V* then Vi(j) E lt;_* because Vi(j) is in v' of equation 2.2, else 
since {vi(j), w;} is an edge in a and V* is a vertex cover for a, which implies that w; 
must be in V*. By construction Step 3, we have Wj = v,(j'), 1 :::; l:::; n, and by referring 
to v' of equation 2.2, we have Wj E v;_•. 
So CLAIM 2 is proved, since every edge in a' is coveted by lt;.*. 
Now, we have shown that Vt is a vertex cover fot a' and !VJ"I :::; n2 + k. 
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Conversely, suppose y;• is a vertex cover for G' satisfying I v;.•1 ::::; k'. Since the only 
vertices of G' that cover edges corresponding to edges of G are the vi(j) vertices, we 
immediately know that the set v• = { vJ3j, 1 ::::; j ~ n, vi(j) E y;•} must form a vertex 
cover for G. We shall show that IV"'I ~ k. First we note that we may assume that 
ui(l) E y;• for every i, since the edge { ui(1), zi} must be covered and Zi only has degree 
1. Define, for 1::::; i::::; n, Si = v;•n {ui(j),vi(j)ll ::::; j $ n}. In orde.r to cover all 2n 
edges in the cycle for Vi we must have lSi I ~ n. Since k' = n 2 + k, this implies that at 
most k values of i can satisfy ISil > n. Furthermore, since ui(l) E Si, the only set of 
exactly n vertices that covers all 2n edges in the cycle for Vi is { ui(j) II ::::; j ::::; n}. Thus 
if there exists a j for which vi(j) E Si, we must have ISil > n. Since this occurs for at 
most k values of i, we have jV*I $ k, and v• is the desired vertex cover for G. 
Since G' can clearly be constructed in polynomial time with respect to the size of G, 
and has the desired vertex cover iff G does, our transformation works as required, and 
the restricted problem is NP-complete. I 
Using the fact that the problem of finding a vertex cover of size k < n or less for 
a planar graph G with maximum vertex degree 3 is NP-complete, the following lemma 
can be proved: 
Lemma 2.3.2 The following problem is NP-complete: Given a planar graph G of max-
imum vertex degree 3 and a positive integer k', does there exist a subset V* of size k' 
or less vertices, such that each vertex of G is either in V* or is adjacent to a vertex of 
V*. 
Proof: Let G be a planar graph with maximum degree 3 and k a positive integer. We 
construct a planar graph G' with no vertex degree exceeding 3 and an integer k', such 
that G' has a dominating set of size not greater than k' iff G has a vertex cover of size 
not greater than k. 
Let V = { Vt, v2, .. . , vn} and E = { eh e2, ... , e-r}. The construction begins with a 
fixed planar representation of G = G0 . For each integer i, from 1 up to T, we construct 
a planar representation for a graph Gi from that for Gi-l as follows: 
1. Let ei = { v~, Vj} be the i-th edge of E in the planar representation of Gi-l· 
2. · Introduce 4 new vertex V/j, Vjl, U/j and Ujl· Now replace { v,, Vj} with the following 
6 edges: {v,,v,j},{vli,uli},{vli,uil},{ujl,vil},{u,i,vil} and {vjl,viJ· 
Finally we set G' = G7 and k' = lEI+ k. We will call those vertices v1, l = 1, 2, ... , n 
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in G1 , the "pseudo" vertices. Let sfi = {Vij,Vji,Uij,Ujt,Vj,Vtlei = {v,v;} E E}. Note 
that both G and d has no vertex with degree exceeding 3. 
(b) If ' S, lnG 
VJ Vlj 
U·J 
• -a pseudo vertex 'J 
Figure 2.1: An example of the construction on an edge ei = { v,, v;}. 
Now suppose v• is a vertex cover for G satisfying IV"I :::; k. Then let 
v;· - v· u {v;l E G'lv, E v· and Vj r;. V'"} u 
'11 
{ v1; E G'lv; E V* and v1 rf. V"} U { v;1 E G'IJ < l and v, v; E V"}. (2.3) 
v· u v; u VI' u v;, (2.4) 
where V*' v;' V/ 1 ' v;, represent the subsets in equation 2.3 respectively. 
CLAIM 1: If I'Y;'"I =IV" I+ T. 
Proof: 'Since V* is a vertex cover for G, by definition, any edge { v,, v;} E E has either 
v; or v1 as an element of V*. This implies that the union of the last three subsets of the 
right-hand side of equation 2.3 is equal to the set consisting of one of the non-pseudo 
vertices from each sf'. There are T edges in E, which implies there are T sets of s{'. 
Thus, CLAIM 1 is proved. 
CLAIM 2: If V* is a vertex cover for G then lt;.* is a dominating set for G1 • 
Proof: We will prove the claim by using induction on the edges of G1 to prove that 
every vertex in sfi is adjacent to an element of lt;* or is in "Y;*. 
I' For any S/ where ei = { v,, v;} E E we have: 
• If Vj, Vt are both in V* and without loss of generality let j < I then Vj, Vt E lt;*, which 
is obvious from equation 2.4. Furthermore, by referring to v;, of equation 2.4 we have 
v;1 E lt;* and hence u;1 and u1; are adjacent to v;1 and Vtj is adjacent to v,. 
• If vi E V* and Vt rf. V* ( v1 E V* and vi rf. V*) then vi (vi) is in lt;_*, this is obvious 
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from equation 2.4 and Vlj (v;i) is in Vi' (Vj') of equation 2.4. Now, v 1, u;1 and u 1; (v;, u;1 
and u1;) are adjacent to Vlj (v;l) and Vjl (v1;) is adjacent to Vj (v,). 
Since s:i is chosen arbitrarily, it is true for every sfi that every vertex in s:i is adjacent 
to an element of '\~;* or is in '\~;*. Thus, CLAIM 2 is proved, since '\~;* is a dominating 
set of G'. 
Now, we have shown that '\~;* is a dominating set for a' and I'V;*I :::; r + k. 
Conversely, suppose '\~;* is a dominating set for G' satisfying I '\I;* I S k', we will show 
that there exist a dominating set of a', v;· say, which is derived from v;· and I '\I;* I = Ill;* I· 
Furthermore, we will show that if V2* is such a dominating set then G has a vertex cover 
of size not greater than k. 
CLAIM 3: Given '\~;* a dominating set of G'' the following are true: If Vj, VI E s:i and 
Vj, VI ~ '\~;* then there are at least two non-pseudo vertices in S~i which are elements of 
'\~;*. 
Proof: We will prove this result by contradiction. It is obvious that 1s:i n 'V;*I # 0, 
since'\~;* is a dominating set of G' implies that Vjl, Vlj, Ulj and Ujl must either be adjacent 
,. 
to some element of'\~;* or are elements of'\~;*. Assume IS/rl'V;*I = 1, then one of Vjl, Vlj, u,i 
or Ujl is in stj n v;·. If Vlj E s:j n '\~;* (respectively Vjl E s:j n '\~;*) then Vjl (respectively 
Vlj) is not adjacent to any element of '\~;*. If Ulj E s:j n v;· (respectively Ujl E s:j n v;·) 
then Ujl (respectively u 1;) is not adjacent to any element of '\~;*. Hence contradict the 
fact that '\~;* is a dominating set of G'. 
Now, we will derive ll;* from '\~;* by replacing the elements in each sti n '\~;*, z -
1' 2, ... 'T. Let s:j n '\~;* be denote by V{(i). 
,. 
For each S/ do the following : 
• If v; or VJ is in '\~;* then let ll;(1) = 'V;(i)" 
• If both v; and v1 are not in '\~;* then by CLAIM 3, there are at least two elements of 
{vj1,v1j,Uij,U.jl} are in '\1;(1), hence we need to consider four possible cases: 
1 & 2. If Vlj E "V;.(i) (vjl E 'V;(i)) and Vjl tf. 'V;(i) (v1; tf. 'V;(i)) then replace the vertex w, 
where w =/:- V!j ( w v;1) and w E '\1;(1), by Vj (Vi)· Let ll;(i) = { Vj} U 'V;(i) \ { w} 
(V2(i) ={vi} U 'V;(i) \ {w}). 
3. If Vij, Vjl E 'V;(i) then arbitrary choose one, Vjl say, and replace Vjl by Vj. Let 
V2(i) = {vj} U 'V;(i) \ {v;l}· 
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4. If Vij, Vjl ¢:. v;.(i) then arbitrary choose one, 'Ujl say, and replace 'Ujl by Vjl and 
replace uli by v1. Let "V;(i) = {vt,Vji}· 
Now 3 observations can be made: 
[.] F S1j ·th · · T l'• 1 • or any i , e1 er Vt or Vj ISm v2(i)· 
[ii]. IV2(i)l = lv;.(i)l' ViE {1, 2, ... , T }. This is true, since we are replacing the vertices 
in v;.(i) by the same amount of vertices in "Y;(i)· 
[iii]. The vertices which are adjacent to some vertices of v;_(i) or in v;.(i) are still adjacent 
to some vertices of V2(i) or in l':>.(i)· 
Let v;· = ur=l V2(i)' thus I"Y;*I = lv;."l by observation [ii]. If v;.(i) is a dominating set 
of G' then V2( i) is a dominating set of G', using observation [iii]. 
Let v• = y;• n V. v• is a cover for G. Since the only vertices of G' that correspond 
to edges of G are the pseudo vertices in each Sjl, by observation [i], we have that each 
edge is covered by V*. 
CLAIM 4: lf"V;* a dominating set ofG', then !V*I s; k. 
Proof: In each Sfl, the pseudo vertices are adjacent to VLj and Vjt only. Thus to make 
sure that V2* is a dominating set for Utj and Ujt, at least one of the non-pseudo vertex 
in st must an element of V2*. This implies there are at least T elements in v;· are the 
non-pseudo vertices. So we have I"Y;* n VI s; k. 
Since G' can clearly be constructed in polynomial time with respect to the size of 
G, and has the desired dominating set iff G has the desired vertex cover. By Lemma 
2.3.1 the vertex cover problem on G is NP-complete, thus the dominating set problem 
is NP-complete. I 
Theorem 2.3.3 The problem of finding a p-median is NP-hard even in the case when 
the network is a planar graph of maximum vertex degree 3 all whose edges are of the 
length 1 and all whose vertices have weight 1. 
Proof: Let G be a planar graph of maximum vertex degree 3, all of whose edges are of 
length 1 and all of whose vertices have weight 1. We need only to show that the problem 
of whether there exists a dominating set of cardinality pin G is polynomial time reducible 
to the problem of finding a p-median of G. Let Vp be an arbitrary subset of p vertices of 
G. The edges in G are of the length one, which implies f(Vp) = Lvevd(v, Vv) ~ n- p. 
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Thus, if there exists any subset VP* for which/(~*) = n-p holds, then ~· is a p-median 
of G. On the other hand, the equation /(~*) = n- pis satisfied iff d(v, ~·) = 1 for 
each of the n - p vertices not in ~·, namely, iff ~· is a dominating set of cardinality 
p in G. Therefore, there exists a dominating set of cardinality p in G iff /(~*) of a 
p-median ~· of G is n - p. This shows that the problem of finding a dominating set 
in G is polynomial time reducible to the problem of finding a p-median of G, and with 
the result of Lemma 2.3.2, we have show that the latter problem is NP-hard. I 
2.4 The p-Median Problem on Tree Networks 
In the previous section, we have shown that the general p-median problems are NP-
hard, even when the network is a planar graph of maximum vertex degree 3. However, 
there are polynomial algorithms devised to solve the special case of p-median problems 
on a tree network. This is possible because of the acyclicity of a tree, which implies the 
uniqueness of path between any two points in a tree. Kariv and Hakimi [40] presented 
an algorithm which finds a p-median (p > 1) of a tree in time O(n2p2). This algorithm 
is very lengthy and hence we will not present it. However, Goldman's algorithm [28] for 
finding a 1-median in a tree will be introduced in the next section. 
2.4.1 Algorithm for Finding a !-Median 
To present Goldman's algorithm [28], new notation is needed. Let e = { u, v} be an edge 
in T. Define Tv= (Vv, Ev) and Tu = (Vtn Eu) to be the connected components ofT with 
v a vertex in Tv, u a vertex in Tu, where edge e = { u, v} is removed from T . 
The algorithm is based on the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 2.4.1 If w(Vv) 2:: w(Vu), then Tv contains at least one optimal location. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that for any vertex y E Vu, we have f(y) 2 /( v ), and 
the proof is as follow: 
f(y) - 2: w(x)d(x,y) (by the definition of f) 
xEV 
2: w(x)d(x, y) + L w(x)d(x, y) ( {Vv, Vu} is a partition of V) 
xev ... 
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- L w(x)(d(x,v) + d(v,y)) + L w(x)d(x,y) 
xEV., xEVu 
( { v, u} is the unique edge between Vv, Vu) 
- w(Vv)d(v,y) + L w(x)d(v,x) + L w(x)d(x,y) 
> w(Vu)d(v,y) + L w(x)d(v,x) + L w(x)d(x,y) (w(Vu) ~ w(Vv)) 
L w(x)(d(y,x) + d(v,y)) + L w(x)d(x,v) 
> L w(x)d(x,v) + L w(x)d(x,v) (triangle inequality) 
- f(v) 
I 
Lemma 2.4.2 lfw(Vv) :2:: w(Vu), then finding a 1-median ofT is equivalent to finding 
a 1-median for Tv except that w'(v) := w(v) + w(Vu). 
Proof: By Lemma 2.4.1, the search for a 1-median ofT can be restricted to the subset 
Vv of V. We will show that this restricted problem is equivalent to finding a 1-median 
for Tv, with the vertex weights modified as stated above. Let J' be the objective func-
tion for Tv, with the vertex weights modified. Now for any vertex y E l'v, we have 
J(y) - L w(x)d(x,y) + w(v)d(y,v) + L w(x)d(x,y) 
xEVv\{v} xEVu 
L w(x)(d(x,v)+d(v;y)) w(v)d(y,v)+ L w(x)d(x,y) 
xEV,. xeV.,\{v} 
- (w(Vu) w(v))d(y,v) + L w(x)d(x,v) + L w(x)d(x,y) 
xEVu xEVv\{v} 
- /(y) + L w(x)d(x,v) 
xEVu 
Since the objective functions of the two problems differ only by the following constant 
Exev w(x )d(x, v ), the problems are equivalent. I 
GOLDMAN'S 1-MEDIAN ALGORITHM 
1. If T consists of a single vertex then Stop; that vertex is the 1-median. 
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2. Search for an terminal vertex Vi· If w( vi) ;::: w~V) go to Step 4, otherwise go to 
Step 3. 
3. Let v; be the adjacent vertex of Vi· Modify T by deleting Vi and the link [vi, v;], 
and then incrementing w(v;) by w(vi). Now, return to Step 1. 
4. Stop; Vi is a 1-median. 
In Step 2, if the algorithm used an efficient data structure, such as an array, then 
the search for an terminal vertex can be compute in 0(1). This implies that the time 
complexity of this algorithm is O(n), since edge-lengths do not enter into the algorithm 
and there are n vertices in T. We will prove the correctness of the algorithm in the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.4.3 Goldman's 1-median algorithm is valid. 
Proof: This theorem is proved by induction on the number of vertices in the tree. 
For any tree with one vertex v, it is obvious that the algorithm is correct. This is 
because vis the 1-median of the tree and the algorithm finds v, then terminates at Step 
1. 
Assume that the algorithm is correct for all trees with fewer than n vertices. Let T 
be a tree with n vertices. Let u be the terminal vertex chosen by the algorithm in Step 
2 and let v be the vertex adjacent to u. The proof needs to consider the following cases: 
• If w(u) ~ wr) then the algorithm terminates at Step 4 and u is the 1-median. Since 
u is a terminal vertex which implies w(Tu) w~V). Hence w(Tu) 2:: w(Tv), and by 
Lemma 2.4.1 Tu contains at least one 1-median, sou is a 1-median. 
• If w( u) < wr) then the algorithm will modify T by remove the vertex u and then 
incrementing w(v) by w(u). By Lemma 2.4.2 finding a 1-median ofT is equivalent to 
finding a 1-median for the modified tree. Since the modified tree has number of vertices 
less than n, by the induction hypothesis, the algorithm is correct for the modified tree. 
Hence the algorithm is correct forT; 
So the algorithm is valid for any tree with finitely many vertices. I 
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Chapter 3 
The p-Centre Problem 
In the previous chapter, the p-median problem was discussed; this chapter we will deal 
with the p-centre problem. p-Centre problems are a class of optimal problems using 
the Min-Max criterion: Locate p facilities so that the maximum distance to a demand 
from its nearest facility is minimized. 
The p-median problem and the p-centre problem are studied extensively in the 
network locational literature. The purpose of these two chapters is to provide insights 
for solving other network locational problems. 
In this chapter, various formulations of a p-centre problem will be given in the next 
section. Like the p-median problem, the p-centre problem is used in the modelling of 
a wide range of applications. In the next section, a real-life scenario will be used to 
illustrate the modelling of the p-centre problem. 
Unlike the p-median problem, the absolute formulation of the p-centre problem is 
not comparable to the discrete formulation of the p-centre problem. This result will be 
proved in the second section of this chapter. Furthermore, two algorithms are reviewed, 
and the general p-centre problems on G are shown to be NP-hard. The rest of this 
chapter is devoted to the continuous formulation of a p-centre problem and an efficient 
algorithm for solving the continuous p-centre problem on T is presented. 
Again, we will denote the objective function by f. To define J, two sets of points Y 
and S on G are specified. Both Y and S may be finite or infinite in cardinality, and they 
represent the set of demand points and the set of potential supply points respectively. 
In the case of the p-centre problem, if :F( G) is the class of subsets of G with finitely 
many points then f: :F(G) --t R is defined as: f(Xp) = maxyeY{ w(y)d(y, Xp)!Xp C S}, 
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where Xp is any set of p points inS. If S =GandY= V then any set X* of p points in 
G that minimizes f is called an absolute p-centre of G (f(X*) = min{f(Xp)IXP C G} ). 
If S = V and Y = V then any set V* of p points in V that minimizes f is called a 
discrete p-centre of G (f(V*) = min{f(Xp)IXp C V} ). Furthermore, the value f(X*) 
(respectively f(V*)) is called the absolute p-radius of G (respectively the discrete p-
radius of G), denoted by rp (respectively r~vl). In the literature, ~centre problems on 
G whose vertices are equally weighted are usually referred to as unweighted problems, 
and they are referred to as weighted problems otherwise. 
The general problems were shown to be reducible to computationally finite problems. 
In the unweighted graph G, Minieka [49] identifies a finite point set in G, where there 
exists an optimal solution X* in this finite point set. This result enables the search for 
the solution of the p-centre problem to be restricted to finite point set in G. However, 
unlike the absolute p-median problem, the optimal solution of an absolute p-centre 
problem, in general, is not contained in the vertex set of G. The above result will be 
presented in the later section of this chapter. 
Here is a brief overview of this chapter: Section 1 presents the formulation of the \ 
p-centre problem. Section 2 reviews algorithms for solving various formulations of the 
p-centre problem and proves the complexity of the p-centre problem on G. Section 3 
presents the formulation of the continuous p-centre problem. Section 4 deals with the 
continuous p-centre problem on T. 
3.1 The p-Centre 
For purposes of insight, a basic scenario is introduced here: If some urban planners want 
to locate a fixed number of emergency centres on a network, such as fire departments, 
hospitals or police stations, then the time takes to provide the service needed from 
the closest facility to a potential site of trouble (the demand site) must be minimized, 
to achieve efficient responses. This problem can be modelled as a p-centre problem. 
Suppose the network is modelled as a graph G, and the demand sites are modelled as 
vertices in G. The time an emergency centre requires to provide the service needed at a 
demand site is represented by the edge-length. The p-centre problem can be described 
as follows: Find the locations of emergency centres, such that the maximum time it 
takes the closest emergency centre to provide the service needed at some demand site is 
a mimmum. 
Two variations of the p-centre problem can be formulated from the above scenario: 
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The discrete p-centre formulation and the absolute p-centre formulation, depending on 
where the potential emergency centres are located. Both formulations are defined in the 
introduction (refer to page 26 for more details) of this chapter. However, there exist 
many natural extensions on the formulation of the centre problems. In this section a 
few references will be given: 
Hakimi [31] solved the discrete 1-centre problem in O{n3 ) time by computing and 
then by examining the distance matrix of G. In the same reference, Hakimi (31] defined 
and solved the absolute weighted 1-centre problem. The references (34] [39] [48] [26] 
[37] solve various forms of absolute p-centre problems on G or T. 
Handler and Rozman (37] modified their algorithm for solving the absolute p-centre 
problem on G into an algorithm for solving the continuous p-centre problem on G. 
The continuous p-centre problem is those p-centre problem, where both the potential 
demand sites and the emergency centres can be located at any point of G. There are 
many references which give polynomial algorithms for the continuous centre ·problem on 
T, and we will pay particular attentions on those solved algorithms. 
Now, a brief introductions of some references that will not be investigated in this 
thesis: 
Goldman (29] investigated and gave a polynomial algorithm for the absolute 1-centre 
problem on T. The objective function g used is an extension off, where a nonnegative 
addend is associated with each vertex (g(x) = max{a(v) + d(v,x)!v E V}). Halfin (30] 
improved the time complexity of the above algorithm [29]. Dearing and Francis (18] 
· considered· the weighted version of the same problem, where the objective function is 
further extended for the weighted case (g(x) = max{a(v) + w(v)d(v,x)jv E V}). Dear-
ing and Francis (18] provided a proof of the existence of a 1-centre in G and provided 
an algorithm for finding such a 1-centre in T with respect to g. 
Then there are those problems with distance constraints [60] [23], where there is an 
upper bound imposed on the distance between any two facilities. 
Megiddo and Supowit (47) formulated and investigated the complexity of the p-
centre problem in the Euclidean plane and the complexity of the p-centre problem in 
the rectilinear metrics. The Euclidean p-centre problem is formulated with the distance 
function of R 2 and the rectilinear p-centre problem is formulated with the following 
distance function: ]xi- zil + IY•- til· 
There are other formulations (nonlinear or biobjective) of p-centre problems, such 
as [59] [61], but we will not investigate them. 
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3.2 Algorithmic Approach to the p-Centre Problem 
In order to facilitate the identification of various formulations of the p-centre problem 
with respect to J, Handler's [37] shorthand categorization scheme will be adopted in the 
rest of this chapter: {V, E} / {V, E} fpf { G, T}, where the first cell describes the facility 
location set, which would be either the set V of all the vertices of the network or the 
set E of all the points of the network. The second cell describes the demand set, which 
would also be in either V or E. The third cell indicates the number of facilities that 
we have to select from the facility location set. The last cell describes the underlying 
structure of the physical network set, which could be either a general graph G or a tree 
T. For example, the discrete p-centre problem on general graphs will be denoted as 
VjVjpjG and the continuous 1-centre problem on a tree will be denoted as EJE/1/T. 
3.2.1 Algorithm on weighted V/V/1/G 
Hakimi [31] demonstrated that the problem of finding the discrete 1-centre of G can 
be solved in O(n2 ), if the distance matrix D of G is given. If the distance matrix of G 
is unknown, Floyd's algorithm (55] can be used to find the distance matrix of G. Let 
DE= (dm be then x n matrix of the edge-length in G, where 
FLOYD'S ALGORITHM 
1. Let D 1 = DE and k = 0. 
2. Increase the value of k by one. If k = n + 1, let D Dn and terminate; otherwise 
go to Step 3. 
3. Let D(k+t) be the matrix having the elements: d~;+l) = min{df;, dfk + dZ;l· Find 
the values of all the elements of this matrix and return to Step 2. 
Since there are n2 elements in each matrix, there are O(n2 ) computations in each 
stage. 'rhere are n stages, so the distance matrix D can be found in O(n3 ) time. Note, 
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D = (di;) where 
d·· _ { 0 for i = j and i = 1, 2, ... , n 
'
1
- d(vi,v;) fori=j:.jandi,j=1,2, ... ,n · 
Now that the distance matrix D of G is computed, we can apply the method of 
Hakimi [31]. 
A SIMPLE DISCRETE 1-CENTER ALGORITHM 
1. Initialise the data, input D. 
2. Compute the set S = {dili 
1,2, ... ,n}, 1::; i::; n. 
1, 2, ... , n}, where di 
3. If d1 = minS then v1 is a 1-centre of G. 
This takes O(n2 ) operations to find the 1-centre. 
max{ dii E Dl J 
3.2.2 Algorithm for unweighted V/E/p/G (Absolute p-Centre) 
An algorithm for solving the discrete p-centre problem will not be presented. However, 
we will present an algorithmic scheme for solving the absolute p-centre problem on G, 
which can be applied for solving the discrete p-centre problem. 
In this section, we will present the theorem stated in (49]. This theorem shown the 
existence of a set of finite number of potential demand locations in G, which contains 
an optimal solution for the absolute p-centre problem on G. Most of the notation and 
presentation are from the following two references (37] (26]. 
The following definition is needed for the algorithm: 
Definition 1 (vi, y, v;) denotes a local centre at a pointy E G with respect to a pair of 
vertices Vi, vi iff 
(i) d(vi,y) = d(v;,y) 
.. (d(z,x6)-d(z,y)) . {a E Avl hm[ (} ] < 0, for z = Vi,v;} = ¢, 
e ..... o 
{ii) 
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where Ay is the set of edges or edge-segments incident at y and x0 is a point 
distant(} from y on edge a E Ay. 
Informally, condition ( ii) of definition 1 says that there is no direction from y in 
which the minimum distance to both Vi and Vj is decreasing. Let Ca be the set of all the 
local centres in G (Ca = {y E Gl(vi,y,vi) exist for some vi,Vj E V}). Note: (vi,y,vi) 
exit iffy = Vi. Furthermore, (vi, vi, vi) is called the null centre at Vi. By this definition 
every v E Vis a null centre, hence every vertex in G is an element of Ca. 
Theorem 3.2.1 Any optimal set Xp of no more than p centres of G can be replaced by 
another optimal set of no more than p points x; J where x; ~ Ca. 
Proof: Let Xp be an optimal set of no more than p centres in G. Now we define a set: 
P(Xp) = {Pi(Xp)li = 1, 2, ... ,p.} where 
Pi(Xp) = {vlv E V,xi EXpand d(v,xi) = d(v,Xp)}. 
So Pi(Xp) is the set of all the vertices which are closest to Xi in Xp. Ties for the closest 
centre may be broken arbitrarily. 
Now, x; is derived from Xp in the following way: 
• For any Xi E Xp n Ca then let Xi Ex;. 
• Now, for each Pi(Xp) where Xi rf. Ca, assign the elements to x; as follows: 
(i) If IPi(Xp)l = 1 then it will not effect the optimal value by assigning xi = Vk 
where Vk E Pi(Xp)· Let xi E x;. 
(ii) If IPi(Xp)l ~ 2, then we must examine the connected subgraph Gi of G in-
duced from the vertices in Pi(Xp) (for example, Ei ~ E and Gi = (Ei, Pi(Xp))). 
Now, find the 1-centre xi of Gi and let r; be the 1-radius of Gi deduced 
from xi. Let xi E x;, since this will not affect the optimal value of Xp 
(ri ~ maXyeP;(Xp) d(xi, y) ~ rp)· 
We still need. to verify that xi of Gi is in Ca. Assume xi rf. Ca then by definition 
of Ca we have xi rf. V and for any v,, Vk E Pi(Xp)· So let Vj E Pi(Xp) be the unique 
vertex such that d(xi,vi) = max{d(v,,xi)lv, E Pi(Xp)} = r;, but since Vj is unique, one 
can reduce r; by shifting some distance (} > 0 towards Vj and reduce the value of r;, 
which contradicts the fact that xi is a 1-centre of Gi. The proof of the theorem is now 
complete. I 
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X *· p· 
So the unweighted absolute p-centre problem on G can be reformulated for finding 
f(X;) = min max{d(v,Xp)} is reformulated into J(X;) = min max{d(v,Xp)}. 
Xpca vEV Xp~Ca vEV 
Hence the search for x; can be restricted to be in the finite point set Ca. 
Minieka [49] developed a finite procedure for determining a p-centre on G. Handler 
and Rozman [37] were able to improve the algorithm by eliminating some of the columns 
of the matrix F (defined in the next paragraph) during the execution of the algorithm. 
It is possible to index the elements of the set Ca, because !Cal is finite. Let F be the 
lVI x !Cal-matrix, where F = (dii) and dii denotes the shortest distance from vertex Vi 
to the j-th potential site in Cc. Let Hp be the index set of a set of columns in F. Now, 
Handler and Rozman [37] reformulate the unweighted absolute p-centre problem as 
Here is Minieka's algorithm which was presented by Handler and Rozman [37] (the 
proof is omitted): 
MINIEKA'S ALGORITHM 
1. Choose an arbitrary initial solution, Hp. 
2. (i) 
(ii) Update the matrix B = (bij), where 
0 if dii 2: d i = 1, 2, ... , n 
1 otherwise j = 1, 2, ... , !Cal 
3. Solve the Covering Problem: 
h - minetx 
Bx > e 
Xj E {0, 1}, j = 1, 2, ... , ICal 
where et (1,1, ... ,1). 
4. If h > p, stop with rp = d the value of an optimal solution. Otherwise, an 
improved solution has been obtained. Update Hp and return to Step 2. 
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While the above algorithm solves J(X;) = minHpcS maxv,ev minjeHp dij (hence the 
absolute p-centre) in a finite number of steps, the procedure is prohibitively time-
consuming. This is because as the number of vertices increases, the number of local 
centres has an upper bound of n + (!!}lEI, which can be extremely large. Before we 
present any more algorithms on the variations of the p-centre problem, we examine the 
following question: Does there exist a polynomial algorithm for solving the p-centre 
problem on a general network? In fact, Kariv and Hakimi [39] have shown that the 
general p-centre problems are NP-hard. 
3.2.3 The General p-Centre Problem is NP-Hard 
Kariv and Hakimi [39] used the result of Lemma 2.3.2 to show that the general p-centre 
problems are NP-hard. 
Theorem 3.2.2 Problems of finding a discrete p-centre and an absolute p-centre are 
NP-hard even in the case when the network is a vertex-unweighted planar graph of max-
imum degree 3, all whose edges are of length 1. 
Proof: Let G be a planar graph of maximum vertex degree 3, all of whose edges are 
of length 1 and all of whose vertices have weight 1. 
We need only to show that the problem of Lemma 2.3.2 is polynomial-time reducible 
to the problem of finding a discrete p-centre on G in the following way: 
Suppose that we can find a discrete p-centre v;,• and the vertex p-radius r~v) of G. 
CLAIM 1: There exists a dominating set V* such that !V*! :5 p iff r~v) :5 1. 
Proof: This claim is trivially true, since if V* is a dominating set for G and IV* I :5 p, 
then for any v E V, v is either in V* or v is adjacent to a vertex in V*. This implies that 
d( v, V*) = 0 or d( v, V*) = 1, since the edges in G have length 1. Hence, let V* be the 
discrete p-centre and we have r~v) :5 1. Conversely, let v;,• be the discrete p-centre on 
G and r~v) :5 1. By definition, this implies f(Vp*) = max{w(vi)d(vi, y;,*)IVvi E V} < 1. 
We know that Vvi E V, w(vi) = 1 and d(vi, Vp*) 2::: 0, hence d(v, V*) = 0 or d(v, V*) = 1 
for any v E V. This implies that any v in V is either adjacent to an element in v;,• or in 
v;,•. Hence y;,* is a dominating set for G and lv;,*l :5 p. 
Using similar argument, the absolute p-centre problem can be shown to be NP-hard. 
Suppose x; is an absolute p-centre on G and an absolute p-radius rp. Clearly, if rp > 1, 
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then there does not exist a dominating set for G with cardinality :::; p. On the other 
hand, if rp :::; 1, then we can replace each nonvertex point of x; by the closest vertex to 
it (ties are broken arbitrarily). Now we obtain a discrete p-centre of radius :::; 1, then 
by CLAIM 1' there exists a dominating set v· such that I V*l :::; p. 
Thus, the problem of Lemma 2.3.2 is polynomial time reducible to both the problem 
of finding an absolute p-centre and the problem of finding a discrete p-centre, which 
means that the general p-centre problems are NP-hard. I 
Kariv and Hakimi [39] then describe an algorithm of complexity 0( ( 7P12)r~ 1 ) for 
· p- . ogn 
finding an absolute p-centre in a vertex weighted graph and an algorithm of complexity 
0( r;~p1-)1!) for finding an absolute p-centre in a vertex unweighted graph. We will not 
present those algorithms. 
3.3 The Continuous p-Centre Problem 
In the previous section, the demand set was always restricted to be in V. Such a 
restriction may not be feasible in modelling some of the problems that arise in practice. 
For example, problems such as locating a fixed number of fire hydrants along a street 
network, or emergency breakdown services on a highway network. Those types of centres 
are expected to service every points in the network, hence the continuous formulation 
of the p-centre problem is needed. 
Handler and Rozman [37] have modified their algorithm for solving the absolute p-
centre problem on G to solve the continuous p-centre problem on G. However, Theorem 
3.2.2 has shown that both the discrete and the absolute p-centre problem on G are NP-. 
hard. Thus we expect that the continuous p-centre problem on G should be as difficult 
as the general p-centre problems on G. Indeed, Megiddo and Tamir [46] have proved 
that the continuous p-centre problem on G is NP-hard. 
There exists many algorithms [45] [14] [15], which solve the continuous p-centre 
problem on a tree in polynomial time. Handler [35] has shown an elegant algorithm 
for solving the continuous 1-centre problem on T in 0( n) time. Furthermore, Handler 
[36] extended the 1-centre algorithm to solve the continuous 2-centre problem on Tin 
0( n) time. The continuous p-centre problem on T is shown to be equivalent to the dual 
problem of locating p + 1 points on T [57],so as to maximize the minimum distance 
between any pairs of those p+ 1 points. Frederickson and Johnson [20] used some of their 
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previous results [2I], [22] and provided an O(nmin{n,p}log(( . ~pn })2 )) algorithm 
mm n,p 
for solving the continuous p-centre problem on T. 
In the next section, we will present an efficient algorithm of Megido and Tamir [46]. 
3.4 The Continuous p-Centre Problem on a Tree 
Network 
In this section, we will investigate the dual for the continuous p-centre problem on T, 
the (p + 1) -dispersion problem on T. 
A dual problem usually provides a better insight to the primal problem: A dual 
problem plays a role in the determination of upper bounds for the optimal solution. 
A reasonable upper bound on the optimal value of all the feasible solutions is useful, 
because it can verify the claim that a feasible solution is optimal or it is within a specified 
relative tolerance. 
After the subsection on the (p +I)-dispersion problem on T, we will investigate the 
O(nlog3n) algorithm [46] for the continuous p-centre problem on T. 
The formulation of the continuous p-centre problem on Tis as follows: Let Xp ~ T 
and IXPI = p, then the objective function f: F(T) --+ R is defined as follows: 
f(Xp) = max{ d(x, Xp)i\fx E T} (3.1) 
and the continuous p-centre problem on T is then expressed as: 
(3.2) 
3.4.1 The Dual of the p-Centre Problem 
Duality is generally very useful for obtaining necessary and sufficient conditions for opti-
mality. In Chapter 8 of [50], a physical interpretation for the (p +I)-dispersion problem 
on T was given. Chandrasek and Daughety [I4] provided a polynomial algorithm for 
solving the (p +I)-dispersion problem on T. The algorithm runs in O(n2log(p+I)logn). 
(p + I )-Centre dispersion problems on T are a class of optimal problems using the 
Max-Min criterion: Locate (p +I) facilities on T so that they are as far apart as possible. 
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For example, find YI, Y2, ... , Yp+l on T so as to maximize the minimum distance between 
pairs of points. Here we give the formulation of the (p + 1 )-dispersion problem on T: 
Let Yp+I ~ T and Yp+I = {yi, Y2, ... , Yp+I }, then the objective function g : .F(T) -+ R 
is defined as follows: 
(Y. ) . {d(yi,Yi)l 1 . . ( 1)} g p+I = mm 2 ~ z < J ~ p + (3.3) 
and the (p + 1 )-centre dispersion problem on T is then expressed as: 
(3.4) 
We will present some of results proved in [57]. Shier [57] has shown that the furthest 
distance a point need be from its nearest p-centre is precisely the same as half the 
minimum distance between p + 1 points located as far apart as possible in the tree. To 
start with, let Nr(x) = {y E Tld(x, y) ~ r} denotes the neighbourhood of radius r about 
any point x in T. 
Lemma 3.4.1 Given T, any r > 0 and any two collections of the points in T, say A, 
B. The following is true: 
min{IAII UxeA Nr(x) = T} = max{IBIIx,y E Band x =/= y => d(x,y) > 2r}. (3.5) 
Proof: Suppose B = { b1 , b2 , ..• , bk} is any collection of the points with d( bi, bi) > 2r 
for i =/= j. Thus at most one element of B is in any neighbourhood of radius r, this implies 
that at least IBI such neighbourhoods are required to coverT. Hence the left-hand side 
of equation 3.5 2: the right-hand side of equation 3.5. 
The reverse inequality is proved, using induction on the number of vertices on T: 
If T has one single vertex, the reverse inequality holds. This is because the single vertex 
is cover by one neighbourhood and the right-hand side of equation 3.5 can only have 
maximum of one element, therefore both sides of equation 3.5 equal 1. 
Assume that the reverse inequality holds for all trees with fewer than k vertices. 
Let T be a tree with k vertices. Assume that the diameter of T, denoted by d(T) 
where d(T) =max{ d(x, y)ix, yET}, is greater than 2r. We can make this assumption, 
because if T has diameter ~ 2r, then again both sides of equation 3.5 equal 1, because 
T can be cover by one neighbourhood with radius less than r. Let P( v, u) be the path 
in T between v and u with d(v,u) = d(T). Let x be a point on P(v,u) and d(u,x) = r. 
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Note that u E Nr(x) and since d(T) > 2r, v rt Nr(x). Suppose that T' is the smallest 
subtree of T induced by all points y E T \ Nr( x ). That is y E T' means there exists 
' Zt,Z2 E T \ Nr(x) withy E P(zt,z2)· Since path inTis unique, we have yET' iff 
3zy E T with d(x, zy) > r andy E P(zy, v ). , 
Now let A be a minimal cardinality set in T' such that neighbourhoods N;(x) de-
fined in T' satisfy UzeAN;(z) = T'. Then AU {x} provides a set of points such that 
neighbourhoods of radius r about these points coverT. If A"' is a minimal cardinality 
set ofT with UzeA•Nr(z) = T, then 
IA*I :::; IAI + 1 (3.6) 
On the other hand, let B be a maximal cardinality set of points mutually distant in 
T' by more than 2r. Suppose y E B and d( x, y) :::; r. Then let By denote the subtree 
determined by all points s E T' where y E P( s, v); certainly zy E By. It is claimed 
that y is the only member of B n By. For suppose w were another such point; then 
d(w, y) > 2r since w, y E B, and 
d(w,v) d(w,y) +d(y,v) 
> 2r+d(x,v)-d(x,y) 
> r+d(x,v) 
d(u,v). 
However, this would contradict the fact that u and v are points of T furthest apart. 
Accordingly, we can interchange y and zy in B without changing the fact that points 
in Bare mutually distant by more than 2r. By repeatedly applying this argument, one 
can ensure that all points y E B satisfy d(x,y) > r. Thus, by the observation near the 
end of the previous paragraph, d(u, y) = d(u, x) + d(x, y) > 2r, and so B U {u} is a set 
of points in T mutually distant by more than 2r. If B" is a maximal cardinality set in 
T with this property then IB"! ;::: !Bl + 1 ;::: !AI+ 1 ;::: lA*! using equation 3.6 and the 
inductive hypothesis forT' CT. Thus equation 3.5 follows by induction. I 
Shier [57] used Lemma 3.4.1 to prove the duality between the p-centre location 
problem and the (p +I)-centre dispersion problem. Here is Shier's Min-Max Theorem: 
Theorem 3.4.2 Given T, we have rv = r~+l (see equation 3.2 and equation 3.4). 
Proof: Let X be a set of p points in T. Then the p neighbourhoods of radius r = J(X) 
centred about these p points coverT. Let Y be any collection of p+ 1 points in T. Then 
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there must be at least two distinct points v1 , v2 E Y that lie in the same neighbourhood, 
say Nr(ui)· Thus d(vt,v2 ):::; d(vt,ui) +d(ui,v2 ):::; 2r, and this implies that 
g(Y) :::; d( v~ v2) :::; r = f(X). 
Accordingly, max{g(Y)IIYI = p + 1} :::; min{f(X)IIXI = p} and so rp ~ r~+I· 
To prove the reverse inequality: Let Y* be a set of p + 1 points t,hat maximizes g(Y) 
and let r~+l = g(Y*). Since Y* maximizes g, there does not exists a set Y ~ T of p + 1 
. . h d( xi y) D V y . -1- H pomtsw1t >rp+I' x,yE ,x 1 y. ence 
max{IBIIx,y E Band x # y => d(x,y) > 2r~+ 1 } = q:::; p. 
By Lemma 3.4.1, there is a set of q distinct points A= {x1,x2 , ... ,xq} such that 
neighbourhoods of radius r~+t coverT. Accordingly, rp:::; r~+t· 
Now, we have rP = r~+l . I 
3.4.2 The Algorithmic Approach to the Continuous p-Centre 
Problem on T 
Shier's duality result is useful, since now we know that the continuous p-centre problem 
on T is solvable by a sequence of covering problems ; by solving a finite sequence of 
covering problems and takes the limits: 
A Covering P~oblem 
mmtmtze 
subject to 
lXI < n 
min{d(vi,X)} < r, i=1,2, ... ,n, 
xEX 
X c T. 
Furthermore, Theorem 3.4.2 implies that the optimal solution to the continuous 
p-centre problem is an element in the set 
, {d(vi,v;)l. . } R = 2 z,J = 1,2, ... ,n. 
An efficient implementation of the approach to solve the continuous p-centre problem 
on T as a sequence of covering problems is presented by Megiddo and Tamir [46). We 
will give a detailed investigation on this algorithm. 
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To start with, given r > 0, Chandrasekaran and Tamir [15] consider the problem 
of covering T with a minimum number of r-neighbourhoods. This number is denoted 
by M(r). It is clear that M(r) is a monotone, nonincreasing, step function. Note that 
M(r) is called the domination number, when r = 1. 
If Tis a rooted tree, then a terminal vertex is a vertex with degree one. A maximal 
set of terminal vertices which are connected to the same vertex, say s, is called a cluster 
C(s). Here is an algorithm [14] for finding M(r) when r is given: 
CLUSTER ELIMINATION ALGORITHM 
1. Choose a cluster C ( s). 
2. Let {(s,i) E Eli E C(s)} be the set of edges connecting the terminal vertices 
to their father vertex s. For each i E C(s) let d(s,i) = 2rk; + b; where k; is a 
nonnegative integer and 0 < b; ~ 2r. Set d(s,i) +--- b; fori E C(s). (At this 
point k; facilities have already been located on edge (s, i) with distance between 
adjacent facilities equal to 2r. Also note that the trimmed edges have positive 
edge-lengths.) 
3. Let 
a _min {d(s,i)id(s,i) > r} = d(s,i~) 
sEC(s) 
and 
/3 = _max{d(s,i)id(s,i)~r}=d(s,i;) · 
sEC(s) 
In case of a tie ii (respectively i;) can be chosen as the smallest index for which 
the minimum (respectively maximum) is attained. Also if a (respectively {3) is 
defined on an empty set, it is taken to be +oo (respectively -oo ). (Note 
that at least one of a, /3 is finite.) 
(i) If (a+ /3) > 2r, then for each i E C(s) such that d(s,i) > r, locate a 
facility on ( s, i) at a distance r from the terminal vertex i (of the reduced 
cluster obtained in Step 2). Remove all the edges (s, i) in C(s) except 
( s, i;). If s now becomes a terminal vertex, locate a facility at s and 
terminate. Otherwise remove vertex s from the path, P(t, i;), where t is 
the father vertex of s (Now we have the edge (t, i;)) and go to Step 4. 
(ii) If (a+ /3) ~ 2r, then for each i -=f. ii, i E C(s) with d(s, i) > r, locate 
a facility on (s, i) at a distance r from the terminal vertex i. Remove all 
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the edges except ( s, in. If s is now a terminal vertex, locate a facility on 
( s, ii') at a distance r from i~ and terminate. Otherwise remove vertex s 
from the path, P(t, ii'), where tis the father vertex of s (Now we have the 
edge (t, i~)) and go to Step 4. 
4. Choose a cluster of the remaining tree and return to Step 2. 
The reasoning for this algorithm is clear. ForiE C(s), if d(s, i) > 2r, then a facility 
must be located on the edge (s, i) at a distance not greater than r from the terminal 
vertex i. Since this facility may be located at a distance equal to r (from i) Step 2 
follows. It is clear that after reductions in Step 2 are done, there must be a facility 
on each edge (s,i) with d(s,i) >rand if (a+ f3):::; 2r, one of these serves the edges 
(s, i) with d(s, i) :::; r. If not, we need one additional facility and this has to serve 
the edge ( s, i;) and hence the reductions in Step 3 are justified. It is clear that the 
above algorithm takes O(max{n, M(r)}) time, if the output is to be the M(r) facility 
locations. However, if in Step 2 only the number k of facilities are recorded, then this 
algorithm is 0( n): 
Chandrasekaran and Tamir [15] proved that the jump points of the M(r) are of the 
form d(~ly) where lis integral and x, y. are terminal vertices. In particular the p--radius 
r P belongs to the set 
R = {d(;~y)l1:::; l:::; p and x,y are terminal vertices in T}. 
Here is the result of Chandrasekeran and Tamir [15]: 
Theorem 3.4.3 Let rp be the solution to the continuous p-centre problem (see equa-
tion 3.2). Then rp E R where 
R = { d(;~ y) 11 :::; l:::; p and x, y are terminal vertices in T}. 
Proof: Let S = { x1 , x2 , ••• , Xp} be the set of points on T. at which the p optimal 
supply centres are located. Define Y = {YIY E T and d(y, S) = rp}, and let S' be the 
subset of supply points serving the members of Y, 
S' = {xlx E S,d(x,y) = rp for some y E Y}. 
Claim that, without loss of generality, it can be assumed that each member of S' is 
the midpoint of a simple path of length 2rp, connecting two points of Y. Suppose that 
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x E S' does not have the above property. Then, this supply centre x can be slightly 
perturbed to x' such that the optimality is not affected; all points y in Y served by 
x satisfy d(x', y) < rp, and no additional points are added to Y. Therefore, x can be 
omitted from S' and all points y in Y served by x can be omitted from Y. Note that 
the minimality of rp ensures that the set S' remaining after this process is not empty. 
To complete the proof the theorem, each member of Y must be shown to be either 
a terminal vertex or a midpoint of simple path, which connecting two points of S' and 
has length 2rp. 
Let y E Y. Then there exists x; E S' with d(y, x;) = rp. If y is not a terminal vertex 
there exists z =/:- y, z E T, and y is on the simple path between z and x;. Considering 
only the subpath connecting z and y, we observe that all points on this sub path but y 
are not served by x;, since they are at a distance greater than rp from x;. So, let Xk be 
the point in S, closest to y, and serving at least one point which is not y, on the above 
subpath. Clearly d(y, xk) = rp, since y is in Y, and therefore Xk E S'. 
Moreover, since d(xk, u)::; rp for some u =/:-yon that subpath, y is the only intersec-
tion point of the path connecting y and Xk and the path connecting y and x;. Hence y 
is on the simple path between x; and Xk with d(y, x;) = d(y, Xk) = rp. 
Using the above properties satisfied by the members of Y and S', we start with 
x E S' and consider the path of length 2rp, which connects two points of Y and has x as 
its midpoint. If at least one of these endpoints is not a terminal vertex, the path can be 
extended by 2r P such that the new path will still connect two members of Y. Continuing 
this process, the no-cycle property of a tree ensures that we find a simple path of the 
tree connecting two terminal vertices and having total length of 2lrp, 1 ::; l ::; p. This 
completes the proof. I 
Theorem 3.4.3 implies that the optimal solution to the continuous p-centre problem 
is the smallest r in R for which the solution to respective covering problem (see page 38) 
is at most p. The cardinality of R is O(n2p) for a particular p-centre problem on T. 
Thus, the question that needs to be answered: Is there an· efficient search for value r in 
the set R, without explicitly generating the whole set R? The answer to this question 
is "yes", (45] (20] both gave representations on efficient search in the set R. 
It was shown that, for a fixed valued r, M(r) can be solved using the cluster elimi~ 
nation algorithm. Megiddo (43] presented a general method of solving parametric com-
binatorial problems, which simulates the computation of M(r) where r. belongs to a 
certain interval and is not just fixed at an unique value. He presented a general result 
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relating the time complexity of the ratio minimization problem to that of the linear 
minimization problem, where both are subjected to the same constraints. 
Megiddo and Tamir [46] presented an 0( nlog3n) algorithm for finding the continuous 
p-centre. The basic idea of their approach is to obtain an interval containing rp, then 
the interval is repeatedly narrowed, such that each "reduced" interval contains rp and 
M ( r) ~ p. It then finds r P exactly. 
Megiddo and Tamir [46] define the following step function with jump at l d(~jy) J, 
l = 1, 2, ... : 
d(x,y) 
kx,y(r) = l 2r J, Vx, y E V and r > 0. 
Furthermore, they assume that T is rooted and if (i,j) E E then tail((i,j)) is not an 
element of the set of point of ( i, j). 
The determination of the final interval is carried out in two phases: 
Phase 1 of Megiddo and Tamir's Algorithm Scheme 
PHASE 1: In this phase, an interval (a0 , b0 ] is found such that rp E (ao, bo] and at 
least the kii(r)'s corresponding to edges (i,j) are constant over (ao, b0 ] (for each edge 
(i,j) the function kij(r) is constant for r E (a0 ,b0 ] ). To find this interval, the following 
lemmas are needed: 
Lemma 3.4.4 In order for every point to be within a distance of r from at least one 
centre, at least kii(r) centres must be located on the edge (i,j). 
Proof: Let (i,j) E E and let k = l dq~j) J. By definition of floor, we have 
d(i,j) = 2kr + b, where k E {0, 1, 2, ... }, bE [0, 2r). 
It is obvious that ( i, j) can not be covered by less than k neighbourhoods. Hence it 
is sufficient to show there exists an neighbourhood cover for (i,j), where k centres of 
the neighbourhoods are located on ( i, j). 
If b = 0 then place k centres { c1 , c2 , ..• , Ck} inductively in the following way: place 
c1 at distance r from i, then place c1+1 at distance 2r from q, where 1 = 1, 2, ... , k- 1. 
Now ( i, j) is covered by Nr( q• ), where l' = 1, 2, ... , k. 
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If b =I 0 then place k + 1 centres { c~, c2 , ••• , ck+d inductively in the following way: 
place c1 at i ( i tl. ( i, j) ), then place Ci+I at distance 2r from q, where l = 1, 2, ... , k. 
Now ( i, j) is covered by Nr( cl' ), where 11 = 1, 2, ... , k + 1 and c1 tl. ( i, j). 
Hence this proves the lemma. I 
Lemma 3.4.5 To satisfy the requirement in Lemma 3.4.4 with respect to points of the 
edge ( i, j) it is sufficient to allocate k;i ( r) + 1 centres to that edge. 
Proof: It is obvious from the construction of the covers on (i,j), that if b =I 0 then 
there is a need to place k + 1 centres { c1 , c2 , ••• , Ck+d to cover ( i, j), hence it is sufficient 
·to allocate k + 1 centres to that edge. I 
Lemma 3.4.6 If m(r) = "L(i,i)EE k;i(r) then 
m(r) ::; M(r) ::; m(r) + (n- 1). (3.7) 
Proof: For each (i,j) in E, let M((i,j)) be the number centre that is located on (i,j) 
with respect to M(r) ('L.(i,j)EEM((i,j)) = M(r)). By Lemma 3.4.4, we have k;i(r) ::; 
M((i,j)) for all the edges in E, this implies m(r) = 'L.(i,i)EE k;j(r)::; "L(i,i)EE M((i,j)) = 
M(r). By Lemma 3.4.5, we know it is sufficient to allocate k;j(r) + 1 centres on each 
edge (i,j) E E. Now, there are (n- 1) edges in T, so M(r) ::; L,(i,j)eE(k;j(r) + 1) = 
m(r) + (n- 1). So the lemma is trivially true. I 
With equation 3.7 and the definition of M(r), the following bounds can be estab-
lished: 
p- 2(n- 1) < m(rp) ::; p. 
p- (n- 1) < m(r1 ) ::; p h I " d(i,j) w ere r = L...t --. 
(i,j)EE 2P 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Now, using the cluster elimination algorithm to compute M(r1 ) and determine whether 
I> I r _ rp or r < rp. 
(i) If r1 2:: rp then the procedure continuously decrease r, starting from r = r1 
until m(r) = p + 1. From equation 3.9, this procedure will approach at most 
p + 1 - m(r1) < n jump points of the function m. All these jumps are at points 
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of the form 2 k~ ~/ + l where 1 ~ l ~ p + 1 - m(r'). As matter of fact, these 
jumps occur at the p + 1 - m( r') largest elements of the set 
Ro = { 2(k~~~~~)+ l) l(i,j) E E, l = 1; 2, ... ,p + 1- m(r')}. 
Since Ro is naturally partitioned into n - 1 sorted subsets, corresponding to the 
n- 1 edges in T, these jumps can be found and sorted in O(n + min{n,p}logn) 
time using a standard priority queue [1]. 
(ii) If r' < rp then the procedure continuously increase r, starting from r = r' 
until m(r) = max{O,p- 2(n- 1)}. From equation 3.8, this procedure will 
approach at most m(r')- max{O,p- 2(n -1)} ~ min{2n,p} jump points of the 
function m. Using the scheme of Step (i), similarly all these jumps are found in 
O(n + (m(r')- max{O,p- 2(n- 1)}logn)) time. 
Now, all the jumps are found and sorted, the procedure continuous to search for 
consecutive jump points a0 , b0 such that rp E (a 0 , b0 ]. The time used by PHASE 1 is 
O(min{ n,p }logn + nlog min{ n,p} ). 
Phase 2 of Megiddo and Tamir's Algorithm Scheme 
At the end of PHASE 1, the interval ( a0 , b0 ] is obtained. Before we continue to examine 
Phase 2 of the algorithm scheme, we will present the algorithm on decomposition of trees 
from [45]. 
In [45], a procedure was introduced to decompose a tree T into three or fewer sub-
trees. The subtrees have the following properties: 
• Precisely one vertex is shared by all the subtrees. 
• Each subtree has no more than 2- + 1 vertices. 
Let N ( i) be the set of vertices which are the neighbours of the vertex i. Furthermore, 
I<(i,j) is the number of vertices in the subtree Ti, where edge {i,j} is removed (see 
page 23 for more details). All the values for I<(i,j)s can be recursively computed in 
O(n). And we will need the following observations to prove the correctness of this 
procedure: 
(1) If i is a terminal vertex where N(i) = {j} then I<(i,j) = 1. 
(2) I<(i,j) + I<(j, i) = n for all pairs of neighbours. 
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(3) For all j, 'EieN(i) I<(i,j) , n -1. 
(4) If j, k E N(i) (j -::f. k) then I<(j, i) < I<(i, k). 
Assume that all the I<(i,j)s are known, the following process can be used to find a 
vertex x such that I< ( i, x) :::; ~,Vi E N ( x). This vertex x will be refer as the centroid 
ofT. 
CENTROID SEARCH ALGORITHM 
0. X f- 1 
1. if I<(i,x):::; ~'ViE N(x) then Stop. else (there is precisely one i E N(x) such 
that I<(i, x) > ~) x +-- i go to Step 1. 
Note: Centroid Search Algorithm is a special case of Goldman's 1-Median Algorithm 
on T, where the vertices in Tall have weight of one. 
CLAIM 1: x is a centroid. 
Proof: The procedure generates a path 1 = Xt, 2 = x2, ... , k = Xk such that I<(xj+l, Xj) 
> ~ where j = 1, 2, ... , k- 1 and ·xk = x. By observations (2) and (4), the fun~tion 
m(xj) = maXieN(x;) I<(i, Xj) is monotone decreasing along that path with finite vertices. 
Hence an Xk =xis reached for which m(x) :::; ~'sox is the centroid forT. 
CLAIM 2: Set N(x) can be partitioned into two subsets N~, N2 such that 'EieN; I<(i, x):::; 
2n 
T· 
Proof: Assume N(x) = {v~,v2 , ••• ,vq}· By observation (3) there is V 8 E N(x) such 
that 
s-1 n- 1 q n- 1 
?=I<(vi,x):::; - 2- and .L I<(vi,x):::; - 2-. 1=1 l=s+1 
Now the N(x) is partitioned into 3 subsets: N~ ={viE N(x)l1:::; i:::; s-1}, N~ = {vs} 
and N~ ={viE N(x)ls+1:::; i:::; q}. Now, let m = max{Ei::: I<(vi,x),Er=s+l I<(vi,x), 
I<(s,x)}. We have ~ :::; m :::; ~' since observation (3). So let N1 be the set 
NJ, i = 1, 2, 3 where 'Eu;EN; I<( Vi, x) = m and N2 be the union of the other two sets. 
Now 'EieN; I<(i, x):::; ~' i = 1, 2. , 
Finally, the partition of N(x) induces a decomposition ofT into two subtrees Ti,i = 
1, 2 where each subtree has at most i of the vertices ofT; let Ti be the subtree consisting 
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r· 
of x and all the vertices accessible from x via a member of Ni. Obviously, x is the only 
vertex ofT that belongs to more than one such subtree, and in each subtree there are 
not more than ~ vertices. This decomposition runs in time O(n). Furthermore, this 
decomposition may proceed into the subtrees and their components and so on, and that 
the whole hierarchy will be called a total centroid decomposition. The total centroid 
decomposition takes O(logn) phases. 
PHASE 2: To start with, the algorithm is given a tree T and an interval (a, ,8] such 
that a < r P ~ ,B and function kij ( r) (for { i, j} E E) are known to be constant over 
(a,,B]. The aim of PHASE 2 is to find (a',,B'] ~ (a,,B] such that for all x,y E V the 
function kxy(r), will be constant on (a', ,B']. 
The algorithm goes as follows: Given a tree T, we applied the centroid decomposition 
on T and partition T into two subtrees T1 , T2 and let c be the centroid ofT. Then 
algorithm applies the routine recursively to the trees T1 and T2 • Thus the algorithm 
obtains an interval (a0 ,,80 ] (a0 < rp ~ ,80 ) such that kxy(r) is constant on (a0 ,,80] 
whenever x, y E Vi or x, y E V2 • It takes linear time to find all the distances d(x, c) and . 
d(y,c) (x E Vi.,y E V2), and hence the constant value over (a0 ,,80] of kxe(r) for x E Vi 
and of key(r) for y E V2 is also assumed to be known. Moreover, kxe(r) +key ~ kxy(r) ~ 
kxe(r) +key+ 1. Thus, the function kxy(r) (x E T1, y E T2) may have at most one jump 
in the interval (ao, ,Bo], namely, when it jumps from kxe(r) +key+ 1 to kxe(r) +key· This 
occurs at the value 
d(x,y) 
2(kxe(r) +key+ 1)' 
Denote ax= ~d(x,c), by= ~d(c,y), Cx = kxe(r) and dy = key(r) + 1. Now search for rp 
within the set 
1 {ax+ by I } R = d X E Vi, y E V2 . 
Cx + y 
In other words, the algorithm searches for a', ,8' E R' U { a 0 , ,80 } such that ao :$ a' < 
rp ~ ,8' ~ ,80 and (a', ,8') n R' = ¢>. Then Megiddo and Tamir [46] give a search scheme 
for rp, which performed in O(nlog2n) time. Here is the searching algorithm scheme: 
The Searching Algorithm Scheme on { ~~: ~ ~~~} 
Let S = { ~~ ~ ~!~ 11 :$ i,j ~ n}. The aim of this searching algorithm scheme 
is to find rp in S. Notice that the elements in S can be described as the solution of 
(cix- ai) + (dix- bj) = 0. The search will be conducted in two stages: 
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Stage 1. In this stage, the algorithm searches for rp among the points of intersection of 
lines y = CiX- ai with each other. This algorithm scheme simulates Preparata's [51] par-
allel sorting scheme in a serial manner (this method was introduced in [44]). Preparata's 
parallel sorting scheme employs nlogn processors during O(logn) steps. Now, the serial 
algorithm trying to sort the set { CiX- ai li = 1, 2, ... , n}, where x is not know. Whenever 
a processor in Preparata's algorithm has to compare some CiX- ai with CjX- aj, i =/= j, 
this algorithm will compute the critical value Xij = t ~: = ~;?. After excution of a single 
step in Preparata's scheme will create the production of nlogn points of intersection of 
lines y = CiX- ai with each other. The crucial point is that these values are produced 
independently of each other since the processors work "in parallel". Thus, the k-th pro-
cessor does not have to know the outcome of the comparison for which processor k -1 is 
responsible. Therefore, the scheme starts the testing only when all the nlogn processors 
have produced critical values. Given these nlogn critical values and an interval ( s0 , t 0] 
which contains rp, the algorithm can in O(nlogn) time narrow down the interval so that 
it will still contain rp but no intersection point in its interior. This requires the finding of 
medians in the sets of cardinalities nlogn, ~nlogn, tnlogn, ... plus O(logn) evaluations 
of M(r). Then the algorithm proceeds to the next step in Preparata's scheme. 
The time used by each step is 0( nlogn ), hence the entire stage 1 takes 0( nlog2n) 
time. 
Stage 2. To start with, the algorithm assumes, without loss of generality, that for 
x E [sht1],cix- ai ~ Ci+I- a;+1 ,i = 1,2, ... ,n -1. Let j (1 ~ j ~ n) be fixed and 
consider the set Si of n lines Si = {y = CiX- ai + dix- bili = 1,2, ... ,n}. Since 
Si is "sorted" over [s1 , ti], the algorithm can find in O(logn) evaluations of M(r) a 
subinterval [s{, t{] such that s{ < rp ~ t{, and such that no member of Si intersects the 
x-axis in the interior of this interval. However, the algorithm scheme works on the Si 's 
in parallel. Specifically, there will be O(logn) steps. During a typical step, the median 
of the remainder of every Si is selected (in constant time) and its intersection points 
with the x-axis is computed. The set of these n points is then searched for rp and the 
interval is updated accordingly. This enables the algorithm to discard a half from each 
Si. A step in stage 2 takes O(nlogn) time, hence stage 2 is carried out in O(nlog2n) 
time. 
At the end of stage 2, the algorithm will obtain values { s{, t{ li = 1, 2,.:., n }. Let 
S = maXt~j~n{s{} and t = maXt$j~n{t{}, thus S < Tp ~ t and Sn (s,t) = </J. 
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At the end of this algorithm, we obtained an interval [a, b] such that all the k:cy's 
are constant over (a, b] and rp E (a, b]. Thus, we have rp = b, since at least one of the 
function kxy must jump at rp. Hence the continuous p--centre problem is solvable by 
Megiddo and Tamir's algorithm [46] in O(nlog3n) time, since PHASE 2 is organized 
as O(logn) stages determined by the total centroid decomposition on T. 
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Chapter 4 
Continuous Min-Max Tree Partition 
In the previous two chapters, p-median and p-centre problems were investigated and 
some algorithms for solving those problems were explored. Two distinctive observations 
can be made: 
(i) In both cases, the location problems were shown to be NP-hard for general net-
works. However, polynomial-time algorithms are constructed for those location 
problems on a tree. The reason for this is the convexity of most location problems 
on trees. 
(ii) In general, most location problems in tree networks can be solved by using some 
sort of subtree covering approach [3], such as tree decomposition or tree partition. 
In Dearing, Francis and Lowe [19], there is an in-depth discussion on the convexity 
of location problems on tree networks. In this chapter and the following one, we will in-
vestigate some algorithmic approaches to some optimization problems on tree networks. 
We will apply shifting algorithms [5] [12] [13] to solve the p-partition problem on tree. 
There are some relevant references on variants of these problems, such as Lucertini, 
Perl and· Simeone [42] who examine the problem involving the minimization of the 
difference between the largest and the smallest weight of a component; De Simone, 
Lucertini, Pallottino and Simeone [56] consider the sum of the absolute deviations of 
the component weights from their mean ~, where W is the total weight of the tree; 
Agasi, Becker and Perl [2], Becker and Schach [9], Perl and Snir [54] all investigated 
some sort of constrained partition problems. 
This chapter is organized in the following way: In the next section, a practical 
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problem will be presented to motivate the investigation of the p-partition on networks. 
The discrete optimal (Min-Max or Max-Min) p-partition problems on G are shown to be 
NP-hard, even if G is a grid graph of 3 rows and p = 2. Section 2 provides an introduction 
for the continuous Min-Max p-partition on T. Section 3 presents a pseudo-polynomial 
algorithm for the problem with rational edge-lengths. Section 4 makes the necessary 
improvements to give a polynomial algorithm. Section 5 proves the correctness of the 
polynomial algorithm. Section 6 considers the complexity. 
4.1 p-Partition Problems on G 
A central coordinator wants to allot the maintenance of highway (telephone or pipeline) 
networks among p service units with equal work-capacities. If one assumes that the 
workload for the maintenance of a subgraph is proportional to the length of the subgraph, 
then an obvious way to solve this problem is to cut G into p connected subgraphs whose 
lengths are equal. Partitioning a network G into p equal components is not always 
possible; the tree network in Figure 4.1 is an example which illustrates this. Thus, if 
equal partition is not possible, we need to consider other criteria. In this chapter we 
will consider the Min-Max criterion: Find a p-partition P of G such that the maximum 
component in Pis less or equal to the maximum component of P', \/P' E II(G,p). In the 
next chapter, we will consider the Max-Min criterion: Find a p-partition P of G such 
that the minimum component in P is greater or equal to the minimum component of 
P', \/P' E II(G,p). Figure 4.1 provides an example that illustrates that the p-partition 
obtained from the above two criteria can be different. 
(a) Max-Min Criterion (b) Min-Max Criterion 
Figure 4.1: Example of 4-partitions on a tree with respect to the· 
Max-Min criterion and the Min-Max criterion. 
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A theorem from [6] will now be presented. This theorem proves that the vertex 
restricted Max-Min p--partition problem on G is NP-hard, even if G is a grid graph of 3 
rows and p = 2. With a simple modification, this theorem can also show that the vertex 
restricted Min-Max p--partition problem on G is NP-hard. 
The Subset Sum problem [41] is defined as follows: Given a finite set S, integer 
weight function w : S-+ N, and target integer B, does there exist a subset S' C S such 
that L:aeS' w(a) = B? This problem is shown to be NP-complete in [41]. 
Here is some of the notation used in [6]: Let G be n x m undirected grid graph 
with V = {(i,j)} where (i,j) is the vertex in the i-th row and j-th column, 1 :::;. i:::; n 
and 1 :::; j :::; m. An edge e E E iff it joins (i,j) to (k, l) for some i, j, k, l where 
li - ki + 1i - ll = 1. Figure 4.2 gives an example of a grid graph. 
(1 ,1) (1 ,2) (1 ,3) (1,4)/ (1 ,5) 
(3, 1) ' (3,2) (3,3) (3,4) (3,5) 
Figure 4.2: Example of a 2-partition on a 3 x 5 grid graph. 
Theorem 4.1.1 [6] is used to show NP-hardness of Max-Min partition problem on G, 
however we extend the proof to prove the NP-hardness of Min-Max partition problem on 
G. Note: the P2 is the decision problem correspond to the Max-Min partition problem on 
G and respectively the P~ is the decision problem correspond to the Min-Max pa~tition 
problem on G. 
Theorem 4.1.1 Let P2 (respectively P;) be the problem of finding whether, given G 
and I<, there exists a 2-partition of G satisfying w(Ci) ~ I< (respectivly w(Ci) :::; I<), 
(i = 1, 2). The problem P2 (respectively P;) for 3 x M graphs is NP-complete. 
Proof: Clearly P2 (respectively PD is in NP. A polynomial time reduction from 
Subset Sum is exhibited. Let s~, ... , SM be an instance of Subset Sum. Construct 
(in polynomial time) an 3 x M grid graph with w((2,j)) = si(j = 1, ... , M) and 
w((i,j)) = 0 otherwise (see Figure 4.2). 
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CLAIM 1: For any nonempty proper subsetS of the index set {1, 2, ... , M} with com-
plementS', there is a 2-partition ofG with {(2,j)}jes in one component and {(2,j)}jeS' 
in the other component. 
Proof: Let U be the set of vertices in the first row of G and let L be the set of vertices 
in the third row. The required 2-partition is then {{(2,j)Les U U, {(2,j)Les' U L}. 
From CLAIM 1, we see that the instance of Subset Sum has a solution iff there is a 
solution of the instance of P2 (respectively Pn for this network with]( = (1/2) I:J;1 si. 
Hence the reduction is proved. I 
Theorem 4.1.1 shows that the optimal p-partition problems are NP-hard and we will 
focus our attention on finding polynomial algorithms that solve the continuous optimal 
p-partition problems on T in rest of the thesis. 
4.2 Continuous Min-Max p-Partition on T 
Becker, Simeone and Chiang [7] [8] have investigated the continuous Max-Min partition 
problems on tree with rational valued edge-lengths. A pseudo-polynomial time algorithm 
is implemented, then a polynomial-time algorithm is derived from it. In this chapter, 
we present a similar approach to the problems of continuous Min-Max partition on a 
tree. 
We can formulate the objective function f for Min-Max p-partitions using the defini-
tion of a p-partition ofT in Chapter 1. Let f: II(T,p) ~ R be the objective function, 
where f(P) = max{w(Ci)ICi E P}. Now, the Min-Max p-partition problem on Tis 
finding p• E II(T, p) such that f(P") = min{f(P)IP E II(T, p)}, and we call such a 
partition an optimal p-partition. 
Becker, Perl and Schach [10] [11] presented an algorithm for discrete Min-Max p-
partition on tree, where the weight function w(Ci) is the sum of all the vertex weight in 
the component Ci. The discrete partition formulation, however, usually cannot achieve 
an efficient way of allocating equal work loads or resources, since edge-splitting is for-
bidden among different units; this may result in poor work load balance. We thus 
survey the algorithm for Continuous Min-Max Tree Partition. In continuous Min-Max 
p-partition on T, the weight function, denoted by l(Ci) instead of w(Ci), is the sum of 
the edge-lengths of all the edge segments of the component cj. 
A labelled p-partition is a p:-partition whose cuts are labelled 1, 2, ... , p- 1. It will 
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often be convenient. to think of a p--partition as being labelled. We will assume that for 
every edge e the length I( e) of e is a positive rational number. Any point x of a rooted 
tree Tis uniquely determined by an.ordered pair (edge(x), dist(x)), where edge(x) is 
the edge containing x and dist(x) is the distance of x from the head(x). We represent 
the point x by this pair. Hence a labelled p--partition whose cuts are c 1 , ... , cp-I (where 
i is the label of Ci) can be thought of as a 2 x (p - 1) matrix 
p = [ ~: 
Now, we can show the existence of an optimal p--partition: 
Theorem 4.2.1 An optimal p-partition always exists. 
Proof: Let ernax be the maximum length of a leaf-edge, and let (} = ernax/P· Barring, 
the trivial case p = 1, there is a p--partition Po such that f(Po) 2: (} (put all p- 1 cuts 
on the leaf edge of maximum length). Hence we may restrict ourselves, only to those 
partitions for which the distance of any two cuts along a same edge is at least (}, since 
at least one of these partitions is optimal. 
Two (labelled) p--partitions P and P' will be said to be similar if 
(i) ei = e; for all i 1, ... , p - 1; 
(ii) if ei = e; then .di < d; if and only if d~ < d~. 
Clearly, similarity is an equivalence relation, and there are a finite number of equiv-
alence classes. Thus, in order to prove the theorem, it will be enough to establish the 
following 
CLAIM: In each equivalence class there exists a p--partition which is optimal over all 
partitions in the class. 
So, consider any given equivalence class, and choose any p--partition P in the class. 
Let I be the set of those 1 :5 i < p- 1 such that there is some 1 < j :5 p- 1, for 
which e, = e; and d; < di. Among such indexes j, the one for which d; is largest will 
be denoted next( i). That is, for i E I, next( i) is the label of the cut following the i-th 
cut along the edge e, in the down-direction. Notice that, in view of (i) and (ii), the set 
I and the function next( i) are independent. of the chosen partition in the equivalence 
class. 
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There is a one-to-one correspondence between the partitions 
p = [ e1 • . . ep-I l 
dl . . . dp-l 
in the class and the vectors d = ( dt, ... , dp-I) belonging to the set 
n . { d E RP-I : 0 ~ di ~ l ( ei), i = 1, ... , p - 1; di - dnext( i) ~ (), i E I}. 
This follows from the fact that the vector ( e1 , ••• , ep-I) is the same for all partitions in 
the class, by (i) above. In view of the above remark, the smallest length of a component 
of a partition in the class is a function <I>( d) of the vector d corresponding to the partition. 
We will show that <I>( d) is continuous in n. 
First of all, let us show that the length of each (directed) segment s of the partition 
corresponding to d is a linear function of d. We distinguish four possible cases: 
1. The tail of s is a cut, say the i-th one, and the head of s is head( ei)· Then the 
length of s is given simply by di. 
2. The tail of s is a cut i and head of s is the cut next( i). Then the length of s is 
di - dnext(i)· 
3. The head of s is a cut i and the tail of s is tail( ei). Then the length of s is 
l(ei)- di. 
4. Segments coincides with some edge ei. Then the length of s is l(ei)· 
Let cp0 (d) be the length of the top component, and cpi(d) (i = 1, ... ,p) the length of 
the down-component of cut i. Then each cpi(d) (i = 0, ... ,p- 1) is a linear function of 
d, being the sum of the lengths of a finite number of segments. 
It follows that <I>(d) = max{cp0 (d),cp1 (d), ... ,cpp_1(d)} is a piecewise-linear concave 
function, and thus it is continuous in n. 
But then the function <I>( d), b~ing continuous on the compact set n, has a minimum 
inn by Weierstrass' Theorem. This proves the claim and the theorem. I 
4.3 A Nonpolynomial Algorithm 
For the remainder of this chapter we will assume that all the trees T have the following 
structure: The lengths of all edges are rational and the weights of all the vertices are 
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zero, unless specified otherwise. 
The approach to the algorithm is similar to the approaches taken in the previous 
chapter: Under the assumption that all the edge-lengths are rational, we identified a 
set of potential sites in T, where we can place the p- 1 cuts of an optimal p-partition. 
Thus, the continuous Min-Max tree partition problems can be reduced to the discrete 
Min-Max tree partition problems. The latter problem is then solved by the algorithm 
of Becker, Perl and Schach [10]. In spite of the fact that this algorithm is polynomial 
in n and p [11], the resulting algorithm for continuous Min-Max partitioning is not 
polynomial, since the reduction itself is not polynomial. 
Given a dissected tree T, a cut cis said to be an endcut if cis an endpoint of some 
edge, and a midcut if c belongs to the interior of some edge. Let P E II(T, p) and let q 
be the number of endcuts of P plus one. One can associate with P the q-partition PE 
whose cuts are the endcuts of P. The set of midcuts of P will be denoted by M(P). 
An optimal p-partition is said to be tuned if, for each component C of PE, the me 
midcuts of P that lie within C define an optimal (me+ !)-partition Me of C. 
Theorem 4.3.1 Among the optimal p-partitions ofT there is always a tuned one. 
Furthermore, a tuned p-partition P ofT has the following property: each component C 
of PE is subdivided into components of equal length by the midcuts of P that lie within 
c. 
Proof: Let P* be any arbitrary optimal p-partition ofT, the existence of such optimal 
p-partition of T is guaranteed by Theorem 4.2.1. If P* is tuned, then we have found 
a tuned optimal p-partition of T. Suppose P* is not a tuned partition, then we can 
obtain a tuned p-partition of T as follows: For each component C of PE;, let me be 
the number of mid cuts of P* that lie in C, and let M(; be the (me + 1 )-partition of C 
defined by these midcuts. For all C such that me 2:: 1, replace the cuts of M; by the 
cuts of an optimal (me+ 1 )-partition Mb of C (some of the cuts of M~ may turn out to 
be endcuts ). In this way one obtains a new p-partition p' ofT. The partition P' is still 
optimal, since for every C the length of the largest component of Mb is at least as small 
as the length of the largest component of M(;. One always has IM(P')I $ IM(P*)I. If 
IM(P')I is strictly less than IM(P*)I, the process is restarted with p' playing the role of 
P*. Eventually, after at most p-1 iterations one obtains an optimal p-partition P such 
that either (i) M(P) = ¢>or (ii) P has the same number of midcuts as the immediately 
preceding partition. In both cases, P is tuned. 
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We will now show that P has the property stated above. Assume that for some 
component C of PE for which me ~ I, the components of an optimal (me+ I)-partition 
Me do not have equal lengths. 
Let L be the largest length of a component of Me. Now, label all the components in 
Me "red", if the length of the corresponding component is L, and "blue" otherwise. Let 
E > 0 be sufficiently small, so that if one or more cuts of Me are shifted by no more than 
E in either direction along the edges containing them, then they are still midcuts and 
do not collide with each other. It suffices to take E = ~Smin, where Smin is the minimum 
length of a segment of Me. 
Since we are assuming that the components of Me do not have equal lengths, by 
connectedness of Me, there exist a red component having a blue neighbour. Let L' < L ' 
be the length of such a blue component. Shift the midcut separating the blue component 
and the red one towards the latter by fJ = min{(L-L')I2, E}. The shift causes the length 
of the red component to become smaller than L, while the length of the blue component 
remains smaller than L. Hence the red component is relabelled as blue. Repeat this 
process until all the red components in Me are blue. In this way, one obtains an 
(me+ I)-partition of C whose components have length less than L. This contradicts 
the optimality of Me. Hence P does have the property required in the statement of the 
theorem. I 
At the begining of this section, we made the assumption that all edge-lengths are 
rational. Since an optimal p-partition remains such when all edge-lengths are multiplied 
by a positive number, we may assume, without loss of generality, that all edge-lengths 
are integers. 
For k E N let N I k be the set of all rational numbers s I k such that s E N. Let 
Qp = UI~k~pN I k. 
Lemma 4.3.2 LetT be a tree with integral edge-lengths. Let P be a p-partition each 
of whose components has length a number in N I k. Let Ci, i = I, ... , p-I be the cuts of 
the partition. Then dist(q) E Nlk, i =I, ... ,p-I (see page 53 for dist(c)). 
Proof: By induction on p. If p = I there are no cuts, and the result is trivial. Note 
for what follows that Njk is closed under addition, and also under subtraction when 
the result is non-negative, and it contains the positive integers.· 
Assume true for all trees cut into < p components. Let T be a tree whose edges 
have integral lengths and which is cut into p components whose lengths are in Njk. If 
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all cuts are endcuts, the result is obvious. Suppose that there is at least one midcut. 
Let c be a midcut which has no midcut as descendant, and let it be situated on edge 
e = ( u, v ). All cuts below c are endcuts, and hence if ci is one of these, dist( ci) = 0 
or = l(edge(ci)), so that dist(ci) is an integer. Since the edge-lengths are integers, the 
down-component of c has length j + dist( c) for some integer j. Since this length is in 
N I k, it follows that dist( c) is in N I k. All the other cuts lying on e have the lengths 
of their down-components in N I k, and so their distances from u are in N I k. Let eo be 
the cut on e which is closest to u. Then the length of the segment [u, eo] is in N I k. 
Therefore, if we delete the down-component of u to obtain tree T', then the edges ofT' 
also have integer lengths, and T has the property of the statement of the lemma iff T' 
has this property. By the inductive hypothesis, each cut a ofT' has dist( a) E N I k, and 
the result follows. I 
Theorem 4.3.3 If all edge-lengths are integers, there is an optimal p-partition such 
that the length of each segment belongs to QP. 
Proof: Let P be the tuned optimal p-partition whose existence is guaranteed by 
Theorem 4.3.1, and let C be any component of the associated partition PE. If C has no 
midcut in its interior then C can be partitioned into edges and the thesis follows. If C 
contains k- 1 midcuts then by Theorem 4.3.1 they divide C into components of equal 
length £l.fl. By Lemma 4.3.2, the length of every segment of C belongs to Nlk. I 
We are now going to exhibit a (nonpolynomial) reduction from CONTINUOUS MIN-
MAX TREE PARTITION to the MIN-MAX TREE PARTITION problem stated in the 
introduction of this chapter, under the assumption that all edge-lengths be integral. 
Here is the reduction ofT to a tree T' with integral edge-lengths: 
REDUCTION 
1. Multiply by p! all edge-lengths. Let .-\(e)= p!l(e) be the scaled length of 
e, for each edge e. 
(Notice that, as a consequence of Theorem 4.3.3, after the scaling there is 
an optimal p-partition ofT whose segments have integral lengths). 
2. Assign a zero weight to every node of T. 
3. For each edge e ofT, insert .-\(e) nodes with weight one along e. 
4. Delete all nodes of degree one or two having zero weight, except for root. 
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The resulting tree T' has O(p!nlmax) nodes, where lmax is the maximum length of 
an edge of T. Let Xk be the set of those points x of T such that dist(x) E N/k 
(k = 1, 2, ... ). 
Here we will give a formal definitions of descendant (we have discussed descendant 
informally on page 10). Let x, y be two points of T. The point y is a descendant of 
the point x if either edge( x) = edge(y) and dist( x) ~ dist(y) or edge( x) # edge(y) and 
edge(y) is a descendant of edge( x). 
A example on reduction on a tree : 
(a) A 3-partition of a tree T. 
(b) Corresponding 3-partition ofT'. 
(a) 
(b) o - has weight one 
• - has weight zero 
Figure 4.3: Example of reduction on a tree with 3-partitions, (a) 
is the original tree, (b) is the equivalent tree after reduction. 
Lemma 4.3.4 There exists a one-to-one correspondence a between Xp! and the edge-set 
ofT', such that, for all x, y E Xp!, y is a descendant of x iff a(y) is a descendant of a( x) 
in T'. Furthermore, if cb ... , Cp-1 belong to Xp! and are the cuts of a p-partition ofT, 
then the p-partition ofT' whose cuts are a( c1), ••• , a( Cp-1 ) has the following property: 
fori= 1, ... ,p-1 the weight of the down-component of a(Ci) is equal to the length of the 
down-component of Ci multiplied by p!. A similar property holds for the root component 
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The construction of a is straightforward. We indicate it on the small example of 
· Figure 4.3. The· actual proof will be presented in the Appendix. 
Theorem 4.3.5 If all edge-lengths are integers, CONTINUOUS MIN-MAX TREE 
PARTITION is (non-polynomially) reducible to MIN-MAX TREE PARTITION. 
Proof: By Theorem 4.3.3 one does not lose in optimality by looking only at those 
p-partitions whose segments have their length in QP. Consider any such partition P 
and any cut c of P. Since dist(c) is the sum of the lengths of some segments, one has 
dist(c) E QP ~ Njp!. Hence c E Xp!· The theorem then follows from Lemma 4.3.2. I 
As a consequence of the above theorem, one can solve CONTINUOUS MIN-MAX 
TREE PARTITION (under the assumption that all edge-lengths are integers) by con-
structing T' as indicated above and then solving the corresponding MIN-MAX TREE 
PARTITION PROBLEM on T' by the algorithm of Becker, Perl and Schach [10). We 
call this algorithm for the CONTINUOUS MIN-MAX problem the discretized shifting 
algorithm. For future reference, we recall here the algorithm of Becker, Perl and Schach, 
quoting directly from their paper. (The tree T is assumed to be rooted at one of its 
leaves). 
SHIFTING ALGORITHM 
1. Assign all p-1 cuts to the unique edge incident with the root r. Initialise the data 
and set BEST-MINMAX-SO-FAR ~ oo, and set BEST-PARTITION-SO-FAR 
equal to the starting configuration. 
2. While the top component is not a heaviest component, perform Step 3 to 5. 
3. Find a cut c with a heaviest down-component and down-shift it from its current 
edge to son-edge e containing no cuts, maximizing the weight RDC(c) of the 
resulting down-component of the shifted cut c. If no such vacant edge exists, 
then stop. 
4. Traverse the path from tail( e) to the root in the bottom-up direction until a 
vertex v, which is head of a cut, is encountered. For each vertex won that path 
having a cut incident from w, perform the following: If the down-component of a 
cut incident from w is lighter than the down-component of the vacant son-edge e8 
of won the path, then side-shift that cut to edge e8 • If more than one cut incident 
from w can be side-shifted, choose a cut with a lightest down-component. 
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5. Update and set HEAVIEST equal to the weight of the largest component in the 
current partition P. If HEAVIEST< BEST-MINMAX-SO-FAR, then 
set BEST-MINMAX-SO-FAR +- HEAVIEST 
set BEST-PARTITION-SO-FAR+- P. 
Return to Step 2. 
Becker, Perl and Schach [10] further defined a terminating position to be a partition 
at which the algorithm terminates. A final value of BEST-PARTITION-SO-FAR is 
called a resulting partition of the algorithm. 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 
Figure 4.4: Example of the discrete shifting algorithm on a tree 
with 4-partitions. 
Stage 6 
Perl and Vishkin [53] have shown that the above algorithm can be implemented, 
with a suitable data structure, so as to run in 0( R(p - 1 )(p - 1 + log2 d) + n) time, 
where R is the number of edges in the radius ofT and dis the maximum degree in T. 
Since T' has O(p!nlmax) nodes, the resulting algorithm for CONTINUOUS MIN-
MAX TREE PARTITION has a time-complexity O(R(p- 1)(p -1 + log2 d)+ p!nlmax)· 
Hence the algorithm is pseudo-polynomial for every fixed p. 
4.4 A Polynomial Algorithm 
The discretized shifting algorithm is not an efficient one for the edge-length trees, be-
cause. each cut moves very slowly down a long edge-length. Hence we derive from the 
discretized shifting algorithm a much faster algorithm, which runs in polynomial time. 
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We will down-shift cuts simultaneously in stages. Group all cuts that have the 
heaviest down component in each stage and label them active. In each stage down shift 
only the active cuts with respect to the bottleneck, until a bottleneck point is reached. 
A bottleneck of a down-shift stage is a real number which restricts the distance 
traveled by any cut. The point at which the constraints are violated is also referred to 
as a bottleneck point. 
At any iteration of the discretized shifting algorithm, call a cut c' active if it is 
eligible for down-shifting, that is, if c' has the heaviest down-component. The subgraph 
induced by the set of all active cuts is a rooted forest F in the cut-tree. Any connected 
component of F will be call a fleet. Its leaves will be call the front cuts, its root the 
rear cut, and the father of its root the pier of the fleet. A cut will be called passive if it 
is not active and it is the father of some active cut, that is, it is the pier of some fleet. 
Finally, a cut is neutral if it is neither active nor passive. 
For the sake of reference, we shall classify down-shifts in the discretized algorithm as 
follows: A down-shift of a cut from edge e to a son-edge g will be said to be of the first 
kind if the common endpoint j of e and g is a fork; otherwise (that is, if j has outdegree 
1) the down-shift is called of the second kind. In the discretized shifting algorithm, long 
sequences of consecutive down-shifts of the second kind typically occur, and they follow 
a definite pattern. 
We define the speed sc of active cut cas the number of those descendants of c in the 
cut-tree that belong to the same fleet as c (including c itself), then c is down-shifted sc 
times, when the frontcut is down-shifted once. It follows from the definition that the 
speed of cis always equal to 1 + the sum of the speeds of the sons of c that belong to 
the same fleet as c. 
In the discretized shifting algorithm, there is a second type of shift, the side-shift, 
. where a cut is shifted from its present edge to a brother-edge. The purpose of the 
side-shift is to correct some previous shifts which are now wrong because of the last 
down-shift. There are two important properties of the side-shifts in the discretized 
shifting: Firstly, a side-shift only occurs at a fork of a tree, where cuts are incident 
directly from the fork. Secondly, a side-shift is needed, only after some down-shifts are 
made. 
Any edge (fork), in the path from any front cut to the pier of a fleet of active cuts 
in the tree, will be called the neutral edge (the neutral fork). Any neut.ral fork, with 
non-active cuts incident directly from it, is called the passive fork, similarly, any neutral 
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edge e incident from the passive fork, with cut at tail( e), is called the passive edge. Any 
passive fork incident with cuts eligible for side-shifting, is called the active fork. (A 
cut is eligible for side-shift, if the down-component of the cut is less or equal to some 
down-component of a passive edge.) 
Let us now examine the effect of the shifting of the cuts in the tree T' (read page 58 
on T') on the corresponding cuts in the tree T. 
Call a cut c in T blocked if c = head( e) for some edge e, and unblocked otherwise. A 
down-shift of a cut c in the tree Tis an operation which replaces c by another cut c in the 
down-tree of c. We will need to consider only two special types of down-shifts, namely 
"jumps" and "slides". A jump of a blocked cut c = head( e) replaces c by c = tail(g), 
where g is a son-edge of e. 
Next, let c = (edge(c),dist(c)) be an unblocked cut, and let 0:::; a:::; dist(c). The 
slide of c by a replaces c by c =(edge( c), dist(c)- a). 
A side-shift of a cut c, in the tree T, is an operation which replaces c by another cut 
c in the down-tree of a brother-edge. Hence, a side-shift of a cut c = tail( e) replaces c 
by c = tail( e'), where e' is a brother-edge of e. 
A down-shift of the first kind and a side-shift in the tree T' induce, via the mapping 
u-1 (see page 59 for more details) a jump and a side-shift in T respectively. One or more 
successive down-shifts of the second kind of a cut c' in T' induce a slide of c = o--1 ( c') 
in T. By definition, a stage consists of either of a jump, a slide or a side-shift. 
When the initial set A' of active cuts in T' is down-shifted to the final set B' of cuts, 
the corresponding sets of cuts in T change from A = u-1(A') to B = o--1(B'). For 
the time being, define the cuts in A to be active (a definition of "active cut" which is 
intrinsic to T will be given later). Since the notion of speed depends only on the set 
of active cuts and on the cut-tree, and since the latter is invariant under the mapping 
o-, the speed of any cut in A is well-defined, and it is equal to the speed of o-(c). The 
crucial observation here is that one can go from A to B by simultaneously down-shifting 
all cuts in A, each at its own speed. More precisely, each cut c E A is made to slide by a 
distance proportional to its speed. The constant of proportionality, which is the distance 
moved by the front cut, is calculated by the algorithm in polynomial time, and at that 
stage, the shift of all the cuts in A could be made simultaneously. We can think of this 
as skipping over some of the motion through the individual vertices of the ~iscretized 
shifting algorithm. Now we define the notion of "speed" as that of "speed relative to 
the front cuts". In other words, speed is the ratio of the distance travelled by a cut to 
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the distance travelled by its front cut. Hence, by definition, the speed of the front cuts 
of A is 1. We view sliding of cuts in the tree T as a synchronous continuous process over 
the length of the tree. We give a simple example in Figure 4.5 to demonstrate this . 
• 
• 
Root 3 3 RoJt 2 
(a) ( b ) 
Figure 4.5: A simple example: there are two cuts in a tree with 
just one edge e, where l( e) = 6. Now, let cut c1 be placed three 
units away from head(e) and let c2 be placed at tail( e). When c1 is 
shifted one unit down towards head(e), then c2 needs to shift two 
units down, so that the down components of both c1 and c2 remain 
equal. 
• 2 
However, during simultaneously down-shifting of all the cuts in A, we need to monitor 
all those cuts that have been effected by down-shifting of cuts in A. Hence we need to 
side-shift those cuts which need to be corrected. 
The above considerations suggest a continuous shifting procedure for solving CON-
TINUOUS MIN-MAX PARTITION. The procedure works directly on the tree T and 
consists of a finite number of stages. Each stage consists either of a single jump or 
of one or more concurrent slides, then is followed by a sequence of correction stages 
if corrections are needed, each correction stage consists of a single side-shift. At the 
beginning of each stage, a set of active cuts is identified. Then terms such as passive, 
neutral, fleet, pier, passive fork, passive edge and speed are well-defined. At each stage, 
if there is at least one blocked active cut, then one such cut jumps from the head of its 
current edge e to the tail of a suitably chosen son-edge g* of e. If, on the other hand, all 
active cuts are unblocked, then they are simultaneously and continuously down-shifted, 
each at its own speed, until an "event" occurs (there are five different types of events). 
After the down-shifting, we search for the cuts which need to be side-shifted, we do the 
search from bottom-up direction. The procedure is designed in such a way that the 
following property holds: If A and B denote the initial set of active cuts and the final 
set of shifted cuts, respectively, then there exists a sequence of consecutive shifts in the 
discretized shifting algorithm that changes u(A) into u(B). Such a property is crucial 
in proving the correctness of the procedure .. 
In order to be more specific, we need to define a notion of down-component for 
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continuous down-shifts of cuts in the tree T. For each edge e of T, let h( e) be the length 
of the down-component of tail( e). The function h( e) can be recursively computed as 
follows. 
If edge e bears some cut, let c1 be the first cut along e, that is, the cut at maximum 
distance from head( e). Then h( e) = l( e) - dist( c1 ). 
If edge e bears no cut and e is a leaf-edge, then h( e) = l( e); otherwise h( e) -
l(e) + L h(g), where Son( e) is the set of all son-edges of e. 
gESon(e) 
We prescribe that a blocked active cut c, when it has to jump, always jumps to 
c' = tail(g*), where h(g*) = maxgESon(e) h(g). (If there are ties choose any such g*) We 
write c' =jump( c). We also say that c jumps over j, the unique vertex where c incident 
to and c' incident from. 
The down-component R of an arbitrary cut cis then defined as follows. 
• When cis unblocked, R is equal to the down-component of c. 
• When cis blocked, R is equal to the union of all the down-component of edges, where 
each edge is incident from c (If edge( c) is a leaf-edge we set R = </>). 
• The length of R will be denoted by DC(c). When R =</>we set DC(c) = 0. 
We prescribe that a cut, c = tail(e) say, incident from a passive fork Vf, when 
it has to side-shift, always shifts to c' = tail(e'), where tail(e') = tail(e) = VJ and 
DC(c')::::: DC(c). In fact, if DC(c') = DC(c) then Sc' > Sc. 
We define HEAVIEST= max{DC(c) : cis a cut } and TopComponent = DC(ro). 
At the beginning of each stage, a cut c* is said to be active if DC(c*) =HEAVIEST. 
Let P Fork be the set of all passive forks and P Edge be the set of all passive edges 
at the beginning of each slide stage and let AFork be the set of all the active forks at 
the end of a slide stage. If ViE AFork then let Ev; = {e E PEdgeltail(e) =vi}. The 
speed of an edge e, denoted by se, is the sum of all the speed of the active cuts under 
the down-component of tail( e). 
If a blocked active cut exists, then one such cut c* is replaced by the unblocked cut 
c** =jump( c*). 
If all active cuts are unblocked, then they are simultaneously and continuously down-
shifted, each at its own speed, along their edges. Throughout this sliding process, DC( c) 
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decreases for all active cuts c, it remains constant for all neutral cuts c, and it is non-
decreasing for all passive cuts c. Furthermore, the value of DC(c) remains identical for 
all the active cuts c. 
Now for each sliding stage, define a bottleneck bas follows : b is the distance travelled 
by any front cut from the beginning to the end of the stage. Then the overall effect 
of the continuous down-shifting process, during the stage, on each individual cut c is 
tantamount to the slide of c by b.(speed of c)= b.sc. 
The sliding stage ends when one of the following five types of event occurs. 
(1) Some active cut becomes blocked. 
(2) Some neutral cut becomes active. 
(3) Some passive cut becomes active. 
(4) Some non-active cut needs to be side-shifted. 
(5) A certain stopping condition is met. 
If (5) occurs, then the algorithm halts. 
If one defines the i-bottleneck bi as the distance travelled by any front cut from the 
beginning of the stage to the first occurrence of an event of type i, ( i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), 
see above, then 
Continuous Shifting Algorithm Scheme 
1. Initialise the data. 
Let BEST-MINMAX-SO-FAR := oo, and let BEST-PARTITION-SO-FAR equal 
to the starting configuration. 
2. If there is no cut at r0 , introduce one if fewer than p - 1 cuts have previously 
been introduced. If p- 1 cuts have been introduced, introduce the dummy cut 
which remains forever at the root. If there is some blocked cut in A, then go to 
3 else go to 4. 
3. Jump section. 
(a) If TopComponent 2: HEAVIEST, then STOP. 
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(b) If there is some blocked cut in A, then choose one, c say, and let c := 
jump( c). 
(c) Side-Shifting section. 
Traverse the path from tail(jump(c)) to the root in the bottom-up di-
rection until a vertex v, which is head of a cut, is encountered. For each 
neutral fork won that path, perform the following: If the down-component 
of a cut incident from w is lighter than the down-component of the vacant 
son-edge e8 of w on the path, then side-shift that cut to edge e8 • If more 
than one cut incident from w can be side-shifted, choose a cut with a 
lightest down-component. 
(d) Update the data and set HEAVIEST equal to the weight of the largest 
component in the current partition P. 
If HEAVIEST::; BEST-MINMAX-SO-FAR, then 
Let BEST-MINMAX-SO-FAR ~HEAVIEST, and 
let BEST-PARTITION-SO-FAR~ P. 
Go to 2. 
4. Sliding section. 
(a) If TopComponent ~HEAVIEST, then STOP. 
(b) Sliding routine: 
while there is some c E A do 
c := (edge(c),dist(c)- b.sc); 
A:= A\{c}; 
end while 
(c) Side-Shifting Section. 
if b4 ::; b then 
while AFork =/:- ¢> do 
Set Vi to be the active fork with the largest index in AFork. 
{ The choice of Vi is made in the bottom-up direction } 
while there is some e E Ev; do 
Ae := {clc i. A,c incident from Vi and DC( e)= DC(c)} 
if Ae =/:- ¢> then 
If c E Ae is neutral then 
c := tail(e); 
set c as passive; 
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else 
choose c' where Sc' = min{sclc E Ae}; 
if Sc' < Stail(e) then 
c' :=tail( e); 
endif 
end if 
Ev; : = Ev; \ { e}; 
end while 
AFork := Afork \ { v;}; 
end while 
end if 
(d) Update the data and set HEAVIEST equal to the weight of the largest 
component in the current partition P. 
If HEAVIEST~ BEST-MINMAX-SO-FAR, then 
Let BEST-MINMAX-SO-FAR +- HEAVIEST, and 
let BEST-PARTITION-SO-FAR +- P. 
Go to 2. 
Here we give the algorithm for calculating the speed of a cut in each stage: 
Algorithm for calculating the speed of a cut 
fori= l..k do {k is the number of cuts that have been introduced} 
begin 
speed(i) := 1; 
if son( i) f. </> then 
for each Ck E son( i) do 
if Ck E A then speed(i) := speed(c;) + speed(ck)i 
endif 
end 
Note that we introduced the cuts from 1 top -1 in that order during the continuous 
shifting algorithm, and hence the for loop does a bottom-up search on the cut-tree. 
Similar method is use for the bottom-up search of side-shifting cuts in the set AFork, 
when the vertex is indexed from top-down. 
See Figures 4.6-4.8 for an example of the working of the algorithm. 
Notice that each iteration of the loop corresponds to a single stage and a sequence of 
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Initial tree Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 Stage 7 
Stage 8 Stage 9 Stage 10 Stage 11 
Figure 4.6: The continuous shifting algorithm continues into Figure 
4.7. 
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Stage 12 Stage 13 Stage 14 Stage 15 
Stage 16 Stage 17 Stage 18 Stage 19 
Stage 20 Stage 21 Stage 22 Stage 23 
Figure 4.7: The continuous shifting algorithm continues into Figure 
4.8. Note the algorithm side-shifts a cut at Stage 16. 
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Stage 24 Stage 25 Termination Optimal 5-partition 
Figure 4.8: The continuous shifting algorithm. The optimal 
5-partition of this tree is found at Stage 23 and is stored as 
BEST-PARTITION-SO-FAR. 
correction side-shifts. The role of the dummy cut cp is to ensure that the optimality test 
(TopComponent 2: HEAVIEST) is performed when Cp becomes active, that is, when the 
length of the top-component becomes equal to HEAVIEST. Consider, for example, the 
problem of finding an optimal p--partition for the trivial tree consisting of a single edge 
e. When all the p- 1 cuts become unblocked nothing would prevent them from being 
down-shifted all the way to head( e), were it not for the presence of the dummy cut Cp 
above the root. As soon as the lengths of the p components become equal, Cp becomes 
active and the go to loop halts since the condition TopComponent = HEAVIEST holds. 
Let us give explicit expressions for the five bottlenecks. Let Active, Passive, Neutral, 
and Cut denote the sets of all active, passive, neutral, and arbitrary cuts, respectively, 
at the beginning of the stage. Let 
Lc = length of the maximum down-component of cut c at the beginning of the stage; 
MAXNEUTR = max{Lc: c E Neutral} (<HEAVIEST). 
For any unblocked passive cut c, let 
ASc = set of all active sons of c in the cut-tree; 
Sc = L sq, where Sq is the speed of q; 
qEASc 
For any blocked passive cut c and for any son-edge g of edge( c), let 
ASc(g) =set of all active sons of c in the down-tree of g and let 
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Sc(g) = E Sq. 
qEASc(g) 
Finally, for any edge e, let 
ASe = set of all active cuts immediately below the down-component of e; 
Se = E Sc, where Sc is the speed of c; 
cEASe 
Proposition 4.4.1 One has 
where 
and 
bl -
b2 
b3 
b4 
bs 
f3c 
where 
. { dist( c to the next marker ( cut or fork)) A . } 
mm · : c E ctwe ; 
Sc 
HEAVIEST- MAXNEUTR; 
min{f3c: c E Passive}; 
min{f3u: u E P Fork}; 
HEAVIEST- Top Component, 
HEAVIEST- Lc . 
S 
, V unblocked passwe c, 
1 + c 
. HEAVIEST- h(g) 
mm { S ( ) : g E Son( edge( e))}, V blocked passive c. 
1 + c g . 
min{f3e: e E PEdge and tail( e)= u}; 
min{/3~ : c ~ Active, c = tail( e') where e' is a brother of e }; 
ac Lc- DC( e) V l . "d ·1 fJe - Se , . neutra c ~nc~ ent rom u, 
Lc-DC(e) V . . "d f dS S 
- Se _ Sc , passwe c ~nc~ ent rom u an e > c· 
( 4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
( 4.4) 
( 4.5) 
( 4.6) 
(4.7) 
( 4.8) 
( 4.9) 
( 4.10) 
( 4.11) 
( 4.12) 
(4.13) 
Proof: In any stage, let t be the distance travelled by the front cuts (t = 0 at the 
beginning of the stage) the length of the down-component of a cut c is given by 
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• HEAVIEST- t, for all c E Active; 
• Le, for all c E Neutral; 
• Le +Set, for all unblocked c E Passive: 
• max{h(g) + Se(g)t;g E Son(edge(c))}, for all blocked c E Passive. 
Moreover, if the active cut c slides along e = edge(c), then when its front cut has 
slid a distance t, its distance from head( e) is given by dist(c)- set. 
The bottleneck b1 is the smallest t for which such distance becomes zero. Hence Equa-
tion 4.1 holds. 
The bottleneck b2 is the solution to the equation (in the unknown t) 
HEAVIEST - t = MAXNEUTR. 
Hence Equation 4.2 holds. 
Similarly, b5 is the solution to 
HEAVIEST.- t = TopComponent. 
Hence Equation 4.5 holds. 
Now, for every c E Passive define fle to be the distance travelled by all the active 
sons of c from the beginning of the stage to the first occurrence of the event "c becomes 
active". 
First of all, Equation 4.3 holds. 
If cis any unblocked passive cut, then fle is the unique solution to the equation 
HEAVIEST- t = Le +Set. 
Hence Equation 4.6 holds. 
If c is any blocked passive cut, then fle is a solution to the nonlinear equation 
HEAVIEST- t = max{h(g) + Se(g)t: g E Son(( edge)( c))}. 
One can check that the unique solution to this equation is given by 
fle = min{ee(g): g E Son(edge(c))}, 
where ee(g) is the unique solution to the equation 
HEAVIEST - t :::: h(g) + Se(g )t, 
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that is, 
( ) _ HEAVIEST- h(g) 
cc g - 1 + Sc(9) . 
(See Figure 4.9 for a geometric interpretation.) Hence Equation 4. 7 hold. 
y 
y =HEAVIEST- t 
Figure 4.9: A gemetric interpratation of cc(g). 
Finally, for every passive fork u, define f3u to be the distance travelled by all the 
active cuts immiediately below some down-component of the passive edge incident from 
u, from the beginning of the stage to the first occurence of the event, where some 
non-active cut incident from u needs to be side-shifted. 
Hence Equation 4.9 and Equation 4.10 hold. 
Now, any non-active cut incident from some fork is either a neutral cut or an un-
blocked passive passive cut. Let c be any non-active cut which incident at the tail( e') 
and e' is a brother-edge of the passive edge e: 
If c is a neutral cut, then {3~ is the unique solution to the equation 
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Hence Equation 4.12 hold. 
If c is any passive cut, then !3; is the unique solution to the equation 
However, h( e) ::; Lc at the beginning of any stage, so a side-shift is needed iff Se > Sc. 
Hence Equation 4.13 hold. I 
4.5 Correctness of the Continuous Shifting Algo-
rithm 
We will prove the correctness of the continuous shifting algorithm, under the assump-
tion that all edge-lengths are rational, using simulation: we show that each stage of 
the execution of the continuous shifting algorithm can be simulated by a sequence of 
consecutive moves of the discretized shifting algorithm. 
Throughout this section we use lower-case letters to denote sets and functions refer-
ring to the tree T (for example, active, dc(c), head( c), ... ) and upper-case letters forT' 
(for example, ACTIVE, DC(c'), HEAD(c'), ... ). 
A fork in T clearly maps to a zero weighted node, a FORK, in T' (see page 57 for 
·details). Hence, let the set of all the forks in T (T') be denoted by fork(T) (FORK(T')). 
A cut c' in T' will be said to be blocked if HEAD( c') is a fork or a leaf, and unblocked 
otherwise, that is, if HEAD( c') has outdegree one. We shall never need to consider 
blocked cuts whose head is a leaf. Clearly, a cut c in T is blocked iff a( c) is blocked in 
T'. 
The notion of unit cycle is introduced, to identify a special sequence of consecutive 
down-shifts of the second kind in T'. A prerequisite for a unit cycle to start is that at 
the beginning all cuts to be down-shifted are unblocked and active. Let L ~ 1 be the 
common weight of the down-components of these cuts, and let A' be their index-set. 
We shall further assume that during the cycle, for each h E A', the h-th cut remains 
unblocked. The level of a cut c' E A' is the distance of d from a front cut of A', that is, 
the largest number of edges in a path from d to a front cut in the cut-tree. 
UNIT CYCLE 
begin 
while there is some h E A' such that DC ( ch) = L do 
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select a lowest-level hE A' such that DC(ch) = L; 
while hE A' do 
down-shift dh by 1 unit ; 
h := FATHER(h) ; 
end while 
end while 
end 
A sequence of consecutive shifts in the tree T' is said to be admissible if at each 
iteration the cut that is chosen to be down-shifted is active or to be side-shifted is 
in need of correction. Hence an admissible sequence can always be interpreted as a 
sequence of consecutive shifts in the discretized shifting algorithm. 
A collective shift is a transformation from a labelled p--partition PI ofT to a labelled 
p--partition P2 ofT such that, for each k = 1, ... ,p- 1, the k-th cut of P 2 is a shift 
·(down-shift or side-shift) of the k-th cut of P1 • Let A1 and A2 be the set of cuts of 
PI and P2 , respectively. We shall say that a collective shift can be simulated if there 
exists an admissible sequence of consecutive shifts that transforms a(At) into a(A2). 
Examples of collective shifts are the jumps, the concurrent slides and the side-shifts 
that take place in jumping, sliding and side-shifting stages, respectively. We shall show 
that those stages can be simulated. 
Lemma 4.5.1 If c~, ... , Cp-l belong to Xp! and are the cuts of a p-partition ofT and 
if in addition all edge-lengths are integers, one has 
dc(ck) E Xp!, k = 1, ... ,p- 1. 
Proof: Let P be the p--partition defined by the cuts ci, ... , Cp-I· Since these belong 
to Xp! and since all edge-lengths are integers, all segments of P have their length in 
Xp!· It follows that, for each k = 1, ... ,p- 1, the value of dc(q), being the sum of the 
lengths of a finite number of segments, also belongs to Xp!· I 
Lemma 4.5.2 If all edge-lengths are integers, then the partition obtained at the end of 
each stage of the continuous shifting algorithm has the property that all its cuts belong 
to Xp!· 
Proof: By induction on the number v of stages. At the beginning of the algorithm, the 
initial partition obviously has the required property. Assume that such property holds 
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true at the beginning of stage v ~ 1. If the stage is a jumping one or a side-shifting one, 
then the property remains true immediately after the stage. If the stage is a sliding 
one then in view of Lemma 4.5.1 and of Proposition 4.4.1 the bottlenecks b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 , b5 
belong to Xp!· Hence also the bottleneck b belongs to Xp!· By the inductive hypothesis, 
at the beginning of stage v the cuts of the current partition belong to Xp!· Since each 
active cut is made to slide by an integral multiple of bit follows that also the cuts of the 
partition obtained after sliding stage (and hence also at the beginning of stage v + 1) 
must belong to Xp!· I 
Lemma 4.5.3 If Ct, ... , Cp- 1 belong to Xp! and are the cuts of a p-partition ofT and 
if c~ = a( ci), ... , c~_ 1 = a( Cp-1 ) are the corresponding cuts in T', then one has 
DC(c~) = p! dc(ch), h = 1, .. . ,p- 1 
Proof: The lemma easily follows from Lemma 4.3.4 and from the definition of the 
function~(~. I 
. Lemma 4.5.4 Under the hypotheses of Lemma 4.5.3, 
(a) A cut ch is an active cut in T iff ch is an active cut in T'. 
(b) ACTIVE= a(active}, PASSIVE= a(passive), NEUTRAL = a(neutral). 
Proof: 
(a) If ch E active, then dc(ch) ~ dc(q), k = 1, ... ,p- 1, then by Lemma 4.5.3 one 
has DC(ch) = p!dc(ch) ~ p!dc(q) = DC(c~). Hence ch is active. Conversely, if 
DC(ch) = p!dc(ch) < p!dc(ci) = DC(cj), a contradiction. 
(b) From (a) one has a(active) =ACTIVE. Now, since the notions of passive and 
neutral cut depend only on the notions of active cut and on the cut-tree, and 
since the latter is invariant under a after Lemma 4.3.4, one must also have 
a(passive) =PASSIVE and a(neutral) = NEUTRAL. I 
Lemma 4.5.5 If throughout a unit cycle all cuts ch, h E A' are unblocked and if initially 
their down-component has weight L ~ 1 then 
(a} throughout the execution of the unit cycle, when a cut is chosen to be down-shifted 
the weight of its down-component is either L or L + 1. 
(b) at the end of the unit cycle, for each hE A' one has DC(ch) = L- 1. 
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Proof: 
(a) Right after the beginning of the inner while, a cut c~ such that DC(c~) = Lis 
down-shifted: this causes DC(c'm), where c~ is the father of c'h, to become equal 
to L + 1. At each subsequent iteration of the inner while a cut c~ such that 
DC(ck) = L + 1 is down-shifted, causing the length of the down-component of 
the father of ck to become L + 1. 
(b) The outer while is repeated until all cuts ch (hE A') for which DC(c~) = L have 
been down-shifted. Since these cuts remain unblocked throughout the unit-cycle, 
at the end of the outer while the length of their resulting down-component must 
beL -1. I 
Lemma 4.5.6 During a unit cycle, each cut c~, h E A', is down-shifted a number of 
times equal to its speed. 
Proof: Each front cut is down-shifted exactly once and its speed is 1. Any other cut is 
down-shifted every time any of its sons has been down-shifted. This implies the lemma. 
I 
Let P be the p-partition at the beginning of a given sliding stage, let c1 , ••• , Cp-l be 
its cuts, let HEAVIEST be the largest length of a down-component of a cut of P, and 
let A be the index-set of the active cuts. 
For any t, 0 ::; t ::; b, let P(t) be the partition obtained from P after each cut 
ch, hE A, is made to slide by t · sc,.. Let c1(t), ... , Cp-l (t) be the cuts of P(t). 
Lemma 4.5. 7 For each 0 ::; t < b, the index-set of the active cuts of P(t) remams 
equal to A, and all these active cuts remain unblocked. 
Proof: For each 0::; t <band for each hE A one has dc(ch(.t)) =HEAVIEST- t. 
From the definition of the bottleneck b, it follows that for each 0 S t < b and for 
each h E A, all cuts ch are unblocked, and 
HEAVIEST- t > dc(ck(t)), k rf. A. 
Hence the lemma follows. I 
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Lemma 4.5.8 During any given sliding stage for each 0 :5 t < b such that t E Xp!J the 
collective slide from P( t) to P( t + :;!r) can be simulated. p. 
Proof: If P is the p-partition at the beginning of the sliding stage, then by Lemma 
4.5.2, all its cuts c11 ••• , t;,-1 belong to Xp!· Since, for each h E A, ch(t) is obtained 
from ch through a down-shift by t · speed(ch) E Xpl· By Lemma 4.5.7, all active cuts 
of P(t) are unblocked and they are precisely the cuts ch(t), hE A. All these cuts have 
a down-component with length HEAVIEST- t. Since all cuts of P(t) belong to Xph 
there is a corresponding partition P' = P'(t) whose cuts are c~ = u(c1 (t)), ... ,c~_1 = 
u(ep_1(t)). By Lemma 4.5.4 all cuts c'h, hE A', are active and unblocked. Thus, if L = 
max{DC(c~): k = 1, ... ,p-1}, by Lemma4.5.3, one must have L = p!(HEAVIEST-t). 
CLAIM: For each k ¢;A, if c'f. u(ck(t +~)),then one has DG(c'f.) :5 L -1. 
We shall first prove the CLAIM under the following hypothesis. 
(H) :In the partition P(t +~)all cuts ch(t +~),hE A, remain active and unblocked. p. p. 
Under this assumption, one must have, for all h E A, k ¢; A, dc(ck(t + ~)) :5 
dc(ch(t +~))=HEAVIEST- t- ~. p. p. 
Hence, taking into account Lemma 4.5.3, 
1 
DG(cZ) = p! dc(ck(t + 1)) :5 p!(HEAVIEST- t) -1 = L -1. p. 
Notice that H certainly holds for all 0 :5 t < b- ~' in view of Lemma 4.5.7. 
Furthermore, H is also satisfied for t = b- ~ when the sliding stage is not of type 1. p. 
Hence the only remaining case is when t = b- ~ and the sliding stage is of type 1. p. 
In this case, by the defintion of bottleneck one has 
HEAVIEST- b ~ dc(ck(b)), 'Vk ¢;A. 
Hence, for k ¢; A, one has 
DG(c~) = p! dc(ck(b)) :5 pl (HAEAVIEST- (b- ~))- 1 = L -1. p. 
· Thus the CLAIM is proved. 
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Next, consider a unit cycle with starting partition P'. Taking into account Lemma 
4.5.6, one sees that the partition of T' obtained at the end of the unit cycle actually 
coincides with the partition P" whose cuts are c~, ... , c~_ 1 • Notice that throughout 
the unit cycle the k-th cut, for k rt. A, is never down-shifted. Hence the weight of its 
down-component is non-decreasing during the cycle, and since it does not exceed L at 
the end, it remains :::; L throughout the cycle. Now, observe that by Lemma 4.5.5 (a) 
every time a cut is chosen to be down-shifted the weight of its down-component is either 
L or L + 1. Therefore, the down-shifts of the unit cycle form an admissible sequence 
that transforms {u(c1 (t)), ... ,u(cp-t(t))} into {u(c1(t + -b)), ... u(cp_1(t+ -b))}. I p. p. 
Lemma 4.5.9 Every jump can be simulated. 
Proof: When a blocked cut jumps from head(e) to tail(g*), where g* E Son(e) and 
h(g*) = max{h(g)Jg E Son(e)}, its image in T' is down-shifted from edge u(head(e)) 
to edge u(tail(g*)). In view of Lemma 4.3.4, for each g E Son(e) the weight of the 
down-component of u(tail(g)) is equal to p!h(g). The lemma easily follows. I 
Lemma 4.5.10 Every side-shift can be simulated. 
Proof: There are two type of down-shifts in the continuous shifting algorithm, thus 
we need to show that, for each type of down-shift, the side-shift stage can be simulated. 
First, after a jump stage: When a cut is side-shifted from tail( e) to tail(e*), where 
e* E Brother( e) and DC( c) < DC(e*), its image in T' is side-shifted from edge u(tail(e)) 
to edge u(tail(e*)). In view of Lemma 4.3.4, for each e' E Brother( e) the weight of the 
down-component of u(tail(e')) is equal to p!h(e'). In this case the lemma easily follows. 
Second, after a slide stage: When a cut, c, is side-shifted from tail( e) to tail( e*), 
where e* E Brother( e), de( c) = de( e*) and Se > Sc, its image in T' is side-shifted from 
edge u(tail(e)) to edge u(tail(e*)). In view of Lemma 4.3.4, for each e' E Brother(e) 
the weight of the down-component of u(tail(e')) is equal to p!h(e'). In this case, the 
discretized shifting algorithm will not side-shift c', since DC( c') = DC( e*), but condition 
Se > Sc insured that DC( e*) will be greater than DC( c') in the future. Hence the lemma 
follows. I 
Lemma 4.5.11 When the continuous shifting algorithm stops, the discretized shifting 
algorithm also does. 
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Proof: The continuous shifting algorithm stops whenever for some partition P the 
following condition holds: TopComponent 2: HEAVIEST. 
Let L be the largest weight of a down-component of a cut in the corresponding 
partition P' of T' and let W be the weight of the Top-Component of P' of T'. By 
Lemma 4.5.3 one has: 
L = p!HEAVIEST s:; p!TopComponent = W 
So, the discretized shifting algorithm stops, since the stopping condition L s:; W is 
satisfied. I 
Theorem 4.5.12 The continuous shifting algorithm is correct. 
Proof: By Lemma 4.5.9 each jumping stage can be simulated. Each sliding stage can. 
therefore also be simulated, since it can be thought of as a sequence of p!b consecutive 
collective slides 
1 2 1 P = P(O) ~ P(1 ) ~ P(1 ) ~ ... ~ P(b- 1 ) ~ P(b), p. p. p. 
each of which can be simulated, in view of Lemma 4.5.8. 
By Lemma 4.5.11 when the continuous shifting algorithm stops then the discretized 
shifting algorithm stops as well. 
Hence a run of the continuous shifting algorithm can be simulated by a run of the 
discretized shifting algorithm. If P and P" are the final partritions generated by the 
continuous and the discretized algorithm, respectively, then the cuts of P' are the images 
under 0' of the cuts of P. Since P' is optimal, P must also be optimal by Lemma 4.3.4. 
I 
4.6 Complexity of the Continuous Shifting Algorithm 
We shall prove that the time-complexity of the continuous shifting algorithm is 0( ( n2p+ 
np2)(p +d)), where dis the maximum degree. 
A sliding stage is said to be of type i if it ends with an event of type i, that is, if 
b = b, (i = 1, ... , 5). A sliding stage is hybrid if two or more among the four bottlenecks 
coincide, that is, if the stage is of more than one type. 
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Theorem 4.6.1 The continuous shifting algorithm runs in O((n2p+np2 )(p+d)) time. 
Proof: We shall first establish a polynomial upper bound on the number of stages. 
CLAIM 1: The total number of jumping stages is at most (n- 1)(p- 1). 
Proof: Each jumping stage consists of a single jump. Since all cuts move down, no 
cut ever jumps over a fork more than once. Furthermore, no cut jumps over any leaf 
other than root. It follows that the total number of jumps (or equivalently, of jumping 
stages) never exceeds ( n - 1) (p - 1). 
CLAIM 2: The total number of side-shift stages is at most ( d- 1 )( n- 1 )(p- 1 ), where 
d is the maximum degree. 
Proof: Each side-shift stage consists of a single side-shift. If a cut is to be side-
shifted, then it must be incident from a fork. Firstly, a cut is incident from a fork, after 
a jump stage. Secondly, a cut will not be side-shifted to the same edge twice. There 
will be at most (n- 1)(p- 1) cuts incident from the forks during the implementation 
of the algorithm, since there are at most (n- 1)(p- 1) jumping stages. Furthermore, 
each cut can be side-shifted at most d- 1 times, at each fork. So, there are at most 
(d- 1)(n- 1)(p- 1) side-shift stages. 
CLAIM 3: The total number of sliding stages is at most ( n- 1 )(p- 1 )(2p- 2 +d)+ 1. 
Proof: Let us assume for the moment that there is no hybrid stage. 
When an active cut becomes blocked, before getting blocked again it must jump over 
some fork. Then, in view of CLAIM 1 and CLAIM 2, the number of stages of type 1 is 
at most (n -1)(p-1) and the number of stages of type 4 is at most (d -1)(n -1)(p-1). 
Next, observe that a stage of type 2 or 3 always results in a unit increase of the number 
of active cuts (all the cuts that were active at the beginning of any such stage remain 
active at the end of the stage). As a consequence, any stage of type 2 or 3 is followed 
by at most p- 2 stages of these two types: afterwards, either a jump or a stage of type 
1 or 5 must necessarily take place. Therefore, the number of stages of type 2 or 3 is 
bounded above by 2(n -1)(p- 1)2 • Finally, there is at most one stage of type 5, since 
right after it the algorithm halts. 
The above bounds hold a fortiori if some sliding stage is hybrid. Thus the total 
number of sliding stages is at most d(n -1)(p -1) + 2(n -1)(p -1)2 + 1 = (n ..:..1)(p-
1)(2p- 2 +d)+ 1. 
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(n =no. of nodes, p =no. of components= no. of cuts+ 1) 
Complexity of single stage 
Computation 
Initialization, 
Active, Fleets, Passive, Neutral 
AFork, P Fork, P Edge, AEdge 
jump( c), V blocked active c 
speed (c), Vc E Active 
bl 
MAXNEUTR 
b2 , b5 , BEST-MINMAX-SO-FAR, BEST-PARTITION-SO-FAR 
ASc, Sc, V unblocked passive c 
ASc(g), Sc(g), V blocked passive c, '1:/g E Son( edge( c)) 
f3c, Vc E Passive 
f3u, '1:/u E P Fork, b4 
ba 
b 
Sliding, Side-Shift 
Cut-tree 
h(e),eEE 
DC(i), Vi 
RDC(e), VeE PEdge 
HEAVEST, TOPCOMP 
Overall complexity of a single stage 
No. of stages 
Overall complexity of the algorithm 
Order of complexity 
0(1) 
O(p) 
O(p) 
Overall 0( n) 
Overall O(p) 
O(p) 
O(p) 
0(1) 
Overall O(p) 
Overall O(n) 
Overall O(p) 
Overall O(n) 
O(p) 
0(1) 
O(p). 
O(n) 
overall O(n) 
overall O(p) 
· overall 0( n) 
O(p) 
O(n + p) 
O((np)(p +d)) 
O((n2p + np2 )(p +d)) 
Table 4.1: COMPLEXITY OF THE CONTINUOUS SHIFTING ALGO-
RITHM 
Next, we analyze the complexity of any single stage. Our estimate is based on a 
somewhat crude implementation of the algorithm (in particular, we assume that all 
relevant values are computed from scratch in each stage, instead of being updated from 
the previous stage). Thus, it is not unlikely that a better bound can be achieved. On 
the other hand, our primary purpose here is to establish the polynomial complexity of 
the algorithm rather than looking after the details of an efficient implementation. 
Table 4.1 summarizes the order of complexity of the different computations required by 
the algorithm. It turns out that the running time of the continuous shifting algorithm 
is O((n2p + np2 )(p +d)). Hence the algorithm is strongly polynomial. I 
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Chapter 5 
Continuous Max-Min Tree Partition 
Becker, Simeone and Chiang [7] [8] give a greedy continuous down-shifting algorithm for 
solving the continuous Max-Min p-partition problem on a tree with rational valued edge-
lengths. For practical purposes, this result is sufficient, since the assumption made is not 
unreasonable. However, it is possible to extend the algorithm for solving the continuous 
Max-Min p-partition on the tree with real valued edge-lengths. In this chapter, we will 
present the results from [7] [8]. 
In the previous chapter, we have solved the p-partition problem on T with respect 
to the continuous Min-Max criterion. In this chapter we will solve the continuous Max-
Min p-partition problem on T with rational valued edge-lengths, algorithmically. To 
start with, the investigation of the continuous p-partition problem was motivated in 
the previous chapter. We used an example in Figure 4.1 to illustrate that the result-
ing p-partitions obtained from using those two criteria, may have different magnitude. 
Furthermore, in Theorem 4.1.1 the discrete Max-Min p-partition on G was shown to be 
NP-hard. 
One thing that needs to be clarified, is that some of the proof which will be presented 
in this chapter, is similar but not identical to the proof presented in Chapter 4. The 
obvious reason is that the criterion considered in the Max-Min partition problem is dif-
ferent to the one considers in the Min-Max partition problem. The algorithm presented 
in Chapter 4 considers the down-component of a cut and the algorithm which will be 
presented in this chapter, considers the resulting down-component of a cut. Given a 
continuous p-partition on T, the resulting down-component of a cut c is different from 
the down-component of c if only if c is incident to a fork (This is not true in the discrete 
formulation). 
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The following is a brief summary of this chapter: Section 1 contains formulation and 
notation. Section 2 presents a pseudo-polynomial algorithm for solving the continuous 
Max-Min p-partition problem on T with rational edge-lengths. Section 3 makes the 
necessary improvements to give a polynomial algorithm and considers the complexity of 
the continuous algorithm. Section 4 proves the correctness of the polynomial algorithm. 
5.1 Terminology of the Continuous Down-Shifting 
Algorithm 
Again, the objective function for the continuous Max-Min p-partition is denoted by 
f; f : II(T,p) ~ R, where f(P) = min{l(Ci)ICi E P} and l(Ci) is the sum of the 
edge-lengths of all the edge segments of the component Ci in the p-partition P. Now, 
the problems of continuous Max-Min p-partition on T is finding P* in II(T,p) such 
that f(P*) = max{f(P)IP E II(T,p)}. Furthermore, in this chapter we will call such 
partition as "optimal" p-partition (take note that the usage of optimal p-partition here 
is different to the one used in the previous chapter). 
In the previous chapter, we have mentioned that the approach we used for solving 
the problems of continuous Min-Max tree partition is similar to the one presented in [7] 
and [8]. Thus, in this chapter, we will retain most of the notation and terminology used 
in the previous chapter (such as passive cut, down-component, neutral cut, jump, speed 
of a cut and fleet). We will specify any terminology that needs to be changed. 
5.2 A Nonpolynomial Algorithm 
The polynomial down-shifting algorithm [7] [8] is derived from the discrete down-shifting 
algorithm. Here is a brief description of how the discrete down-shifting algorithm is 
implemented on a tree T: Under the assumption that the edge-lengths ofT are rational. 
The tree T can be reducible to a vertex weighted tree T' (see page 57 on the reduction). 
The discrete Max-Min tree partition problem is then solved by the algorithm of Perl 
and Schach [52]. 
In this section, the algorithm for solving the continuous Max-Min tree partition will 
be presented. Although the results in this section consider Max-Min treeyartition, the 
approach used to verify this algorithm is same as Chapter 4. The proofs in this section 
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have been omitted, because the similarity between the proofs ·in this section and the 
proofs in Chapter 4. However, we will state the results in this section and give the 
corresponding proofs from Chapter 4. 
First, the following theorem is proved: 
Theorem 5.2.1 An optimal p-partition always exists. 
This theorem provides the basis for searching an algorithm, which will solve the 
continuous Max-Min tree partition problem. The proof of this theorem is similar to 
the one proved in Theorem 4.2.1. The only change that needs to be made, is that 
the COntinuOUS function, <J>( d) = max{ 'Po( d), 'PI (d), ... 1 <,Op-1 (d)} in f2, is redefined as 
<I>'(d) = min{cp0 (d),cp1 (d), ... ,cpp-I(d)}. Then It follows that the function <I>'(d), being 
continuous on the compact set n, has a maximum in S1 by Weierstrass' Theorem. This 
proves the claim and the theorem. 
The reduction relies on Theorems 5.2.2 and 5.2.4 below, the main results of this 
section. 
We used similar terminology, used in the previous chapter, for the continuous Max-
Min tree partition. Given a dissected tree, a cut c is said to be an endcut if c is an 
endpoint of some edge, and a midcut if c belongs to the interior of some edge. Let P be 
any given p-partition of the tree T, and let q be the number of endcuts of P plus one. 
One can associate with P the q-partition PE whose cuts are the endcuts of P. The set 
of midcuts of P will be denoted by Midcut(P). 
An optimal p-partition is said to be tuned if, for each component C of PE, the me 
midcuts of P that lie within C define an optimal (me+ I)-partition Me of C. 
Theorem 5.2.2 Among the optimal p-partitions of T there is always a tuned one. 
Furthermore, a tuned p_:_partition P ofT has the following property: each component C 
of PE is subdivided into components of equal length by the midcuts of P that lie within 
c. 
Since Theorem 5.2.1 proved the existence of Max-Min optimal partitions on T, The-
orem 5.2.2 can be proved in a similar fashion to Theorem 4.3.1, where in the proof of 
Theorem 5.2.2 Lis the smallest length of a component of Me. 
Assume the condition given in the previous chapter, that all edge-lengths are rational. 
Since an optimal p-partition remains such when all edge-lengths are multiplied by a 
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positive number, we may assume, without loss of generality, that all edge-lengths are 
integers. 
For k E N let N I k be the set of all rational numbers s I k such that s E N. Let 
QP = U1~k~pNik. 
Similarly we can prove the following result identically to the one proved in Lemma 
4.3.2, hence we will only state the lemma here: 
Lemma 5.2.3 Let T be a tree with integral edge-lengths. Let P be a p-partition each 
of whose components has length a number in N I k. Let ci, i = 1, ... , p- 1 be the cuts of 
the partition. Then dist( ci) E N I k, i = 1, ... , p- 1. 
The next theorem is fundamental for the reduction algorithm. Using Theorem 5.2.2 
and Lemma 5.2.3, Theorem 5.2.4 can be proved similarly using the proof of Theorem 
4.3.3. 
Theorem 5.2.4 If all edge-lengths are integers, there zs an optimal p-partition such 
that the length of each segment belongs to QP. 
Now we are able to apply the (nonpolynomial) reduction from the continuous Max-
Min tree partition to the discrete Max-Min tree partition problem. Under the assump-
tion that all edge-lengths be integral, the reduction of T to a tree T' used the same 
reduction algorithm defined on page 57. The resulting tree T' has O(p!nlmax) nodes, 
where lmax is the maximum length of an edge of T. Used the same notation used on 
page 58, we have: 
Lemma 5.2.5 There exists a one-to-one correspondence u between Xp! and the edge-set 
ofT', such that, for all x, y E Xp!, y is a descendant of x iff u(y) is a descendant of u(x) 
in T'. Furthermore, if Ct, ... , Cp-1 belong to Xp! and are the cuts of a p-partition ofT, 
then the p-partition ofT' whose cuts are u( c1 ), ... , u( Cp-1 ) has the following property: 
for i = 1, 2, ... , p - 1 the weight of the down-component of u( Ci) is equal to the length 
of the down-component of Ci multiplied by p!. A similar property holds for the root 
component. 
The construction of u is straightforward and is identical to the one stated in Lemma 
4.3.4. The actual proof will be presented in the Appendix. Furthermore, using Theorem 
5.2.4 and Lemma 5.2.5, the next theorem can be proved similarly to Theorem 4.3.5. 
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Theorem 5.2.6 If all edge-lengths are integers, CONTINUOUS MAX-MIN TREE 
PARTITION is (non-polynomially) reducible to MAX-MIN TREE PARTITION. 
As a consequence of the above theorem, one can solve the continuous Max-Min 
tree partition (under the assumption that all edges are integers) by constructing T' as 
indicated above and then solving the corresponding discrete Max-Min tree partition 
problem on T' by the algorithm of Perl and Schach [52]. We call this algorithm for 
the CONTINUOUS MAX-MIN problem the discretized shifting algorithm. For future 
reference, we recall here the algorithm of Perl and Schach, quoting directly from their 
paper. (The tree Tis assumed to be rooted at one of its leaves). 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 
Figure 5.1: Example of the down-shifting algorithm on a tree with 
4 partitions. 
DOWN-SHIFTING ALGORITHM 
1. Assign all p - 1 cuts to the unique edge incident with the root r. 
2. Find the weight Wmin of the current lightest component. 
3. Find a shift of a cut c to a son-edge e containing no cuts, maximizing the weight 
RDC(c) of the resulting down-component of the shifted cut c. 
4. If RDC(c) ~ Wmin then perform the shift of the cut c to the edge e and return 
to Step 2. 
5. Terminate. The weight Wmin is the weight of the lightest component of the 
Max-Min p-partition obtained. 
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Perl and Vishkin [53) have shown that the above algorithm can be implemented, 
with a suitable data structure, so as to run in 0( np2 + n log n) time. 
Since T' has O(p!nlmax) nodes, the resulting algorithm for CONTINUOUS MAX-
MIN TREE PARTITION has a time-complexity O(p!nlmax(P2 + log2 (p!nlmax))). Hence 
the algorithm is pseudo-polynomial for every fixed p. 
5.3 A Polynomial Algorithm 
The motivation for finding the polynomial algorithm for the continuous Max-Min tree 
partition problem is similar to the one provided for the continuous Min-Max continuous 
tree partition: The discretized down-shifting algorithm is not an efficient algorithm, 
since the algorithm takes small steps along very long edges. Our strategy will be to 
group sequences of consecutive down~shifts into "stages" , in such a way that 
(i) each stage can be performed in polynomial time; 
(ii) there are polynomially many stages. 
However, the polynomial down-shifting algorithm has one type of shifts, the down-
shift. Thus, there are some changes made: A cut c is call an active cut, if it is eligible 
for down-shifting, that is, if c maximizes the weight RDC(c) of the down component 
results from down-shifting c. Now, the terminology of fleet, front cut, rear cut, pier, 
passive cut, neutral cut and speed is similarly defined with respect to the defin~tion of 
the active cut as in previous chapter (see page 61 for the exact terminology). 
For the sake of a clearer presentation of this chapter, we will re-define some termi-
nology, from previous chapter, which will be used in the algorithm: 
Call a cut c in T blocked if c = head( e) for some edge e, and unblocked otherwise. A 
down-shift of a cut c in the tree T is an operation which replaces c by another cut c in the 
down-tree of c. We will need to consider only two special types of down-shifts, namely 
"jumps" and "slides". A jump of a blocked cut c = head( e) replaces c by c = tail(g ), 
where g is a son-edge of e. 
Next, let c = (edge(c),dist(c)) be an unblocked cut, and let 0 ~a~ dist(c). The 
slide of c by a replaces c by c = (edge( c), dist( c) -a). 
We need to define a notion of resulting down-component for continuous down-shifts 
of cuts in the tree T. For each edge e of T, let h (e) be the length of the down -component 
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of tail( e). The function h( e) can be recursively computed as follows. 
If edge e bears some cut, let f be the first cut along e, that is, the cut at maximum 
distance from head( e). Then h(e) = l(e)- dist(f). 
If edge e bears no cut and e is a leaf-edge, then h( e) = l( e); otherwise h( e) 
l(e) + L h(g), where Son(e) is the set of all son-edges of e. 
gESon(e) 
We prescribe that a blocked active cut c, when it has to jump, always jumps to 
c' = tail(g*), where h(g*) = max9eson(e) h(g). (If there are ties choose any such g*) We 
write c' =jump( c). We also say that c jumps over j, the unique fork containing both c 
and c'. 
The resulting down-component R of an arbitrary cut cis then defined as follows. 
• When c is unblocked, R is equal to the down-component of c. 
• When c is.blocked, R is equal to the down-component of jump(c). (If edge(c) is a 
leaf-edge we set R = </J). 
• The length of R will be denoted by RDC(c). When R = <P we set RDC(c) = 0. Notice 
that if c is blocked and edge(c) is not a leaf-edge then RDC(c) = RDC(jump(c)) by 
definition. 
We define LARGEST= max{RDC(c)ic is a cut}, and SHORT EST= min{ DC( c) I 
c is a cut}. At the beginning of each stage, a cut c* is said to be active if RDC ( c*) = 
LARGEST. 
If a blocked active cut exists, then one such cut c* is replaced by the unblocked cut 
c** = jump(c*). 
If all active cuts are unblocked, then they are simultaneously and continuously down-
shifted, each at its own speed, along their edges. Throughout this sliding process, 
RDC(c) decreases for all active cuts c, it remains constant for all neutral cuts c, and 
it is non-decreasing for all passive cuts c. Furthermore, the value of RDC(c) remains 
identical for all the active cuts c. 
Now for each sliding stage, define a bottleneck b as follows : b is the distance traveled 
by any front cut from the beginning to the end of the stage. Then the overall effect 
of the continuous down-shifting process, during the stage, on each individual cut c is 
tantamount to the slide of c by b.(speed of c)= b.sc. 
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The sliding stage ends when one of the following four types of event occurs. 
(1} Some active cut becomes blocked. 
(2) Some neutral cut becomes active. 
(3) Some passive cut becomes active. 
(4) A certain stopping condition is met. 
If ( 4) occurs, then the algorithm halts. 
If one defines the i-bottleneck bi as the distance traveled by any front cut from the 
beginning of the stage to the first occurrence of an event of type i, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), see 
above, then 
Continuous Down-Shifting Algorithm Scheme 
1. Initialise the data. 
2. Jump section. 
(a) If LARGEST < SHORTEST, then STOP. 
(b) If there is some blocked cut in A, then choose one, c say, and let c := 
jump( c). 
(c) If there is no cut at r 0 , introduce one if fewer than p-1 cuts have previously 
been introduced. If p-1 cuts have been introduced, introduce the dummy 
cut which remains forever at the root. 
(d) Update the data. 
3. If there is still some blocked cut in A, then go to 2 else go to 4. 
4. Sliding section. 
(a) If LARGEST = SHORTEST, then STOP. 
(b) Sliding routine: 
while there is some c E A do · 
c := (edge( c), dist( c) - b.sc); 
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A:=A\{c}; 
end while 
(c) Update the data. 
5. Go to 2. 
Again we give the algorithm for calculating the speed of a cut in each stage: 
Algorithm for calculating the speed of a cut 
for i = l..k do { k is the number of cuts that have been introduced} 
begin 
speed(i) := 1; 
if son( i) -j. 4> then 
for each ck E son( i) do 
if Ck E A then speed(i) := speed(ci) + speed(ck)i 
end if 
end 
See Figures 5.2-5.3 for an example of the working of the algorithm. 
Let us give explicit expressions for the four bottlenecks. Let Active, Passive, 
Neutral, and Cut denote the sets of all active, passive, neutral, and arbitrary cuts, 
respectively, at the beginning of the stage. Let 
Lc = length of the maximum resulting down-component of cut c at the beginning of the 
stage; 
MAXNEUTR = max{Lc: c E Neutral} (<LARGEST). 
For any unblocked passive cut c, let 
ASc = set of all active sons of c in the cut-tree; 
Sc = L Sq, where Sq is the speed of q; 
qEASc 
Finally, for any blocked passive cut c and for any son-edge g of edge( c), let 
ASc(g) = set of all active sons of c in the down-tree of g and let 
Sc(g) = I: Sq. 
qEASc(g) 
Proposition 5.3.1 One has 
. { dist( c to the next marker ( cut or fork}} A . } b1 = mm : c E ctzve ; 
Sc 
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(5.1) 
Initial tree Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 Stage 7 
Stage 8 Stage 9 Stage 10 Stage 11 
Figure 5.2: The continuous down-shifting algorithm continues into 
Figure 5.3. 
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Stage 12 Stage 13 Stage 14 Stage 15 
Stage 16 Stage 17 Stage 18 Stage 19 
Stage 20 Stage 21 Optimal 5-partition 
Figure 5.3: The continuous down-shifting algorithm. 
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b2 LARGEST- MAXNEUTR; 
b3 - min{.Bc: c E Passive}; 
b4 LARGEST- SHORTEST, 
where 
.Be LARGEST- Lc V unblocked passive c 1 + Sc 
. LARGEST- h(g) .. 
mm { S ( ) : g E Son( edge( e))}, V blocked passzve c. 
1 + c g 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
The proof of Proposition 5.3.1 is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.4.1, thus the 
proof will be omitted (see page 71 for detailed proof). Notice, from the Proposition 
5.3.1, that b1, b2 and b3 are always positive, while b4 is always non-negative. 
We will give a detailed formal description of the continuous down-shifting algorithm 
in the Appendix. 
For every fixed p, in a tree T with n - 1 edges, it was shown [7] that the time 
complexity of the improved continuous algorithm is O(n2p2 + np3 ), the actual proof is 
so similar to those proved in Theorem 4.6.1, we will show it at the Appendix. 
The final result in [7] implies that a better bound on the running time can be 
achieved, provided that certain "pathologies" do not occur during the execution of the 
algorithm : 
REGULARITY HYPOTHESIS: After each jumping stage and after each stage of 
type 1, the number of active cuts never decreases by more than one. 
The above hypothesis is violated only in two special cases: 
(1) Before some jumping stage, there are at least 3 active cuts, and after the jump 
the resulting down-component of the cut that jumps becomes shorter than the 
resulting down-component of its father. 
(2) At the end of some stage of type 1, at least 2 active cuts become blocked. 
Theorem 5.3.2 Under the regularity hypothesis, the total number of stages is O(np). 
Hence the running time of the continuous down-shifting algorithm is O(n2p + np2 ). 
Proof: We shall makf! use of an amortized complexity argument. Let 
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v = total number of stages: 
v1 = total number of stages of type 1; 
v2,3 =total number of stages of type 2 or 3 (or both); 
Vjump = total number of jumps; 
ao( = 1) = initial number of active cuts; 
and for i = 1, ... v : 
ai = number of active cuts at the end of the i-th stage; 
Then one must have 
~i ~ 1, at the end of stage i of type 2 or 3; 
and under the regularity hypothesis, 
~i ~ 1, at the end of each jumping or type 1 stage i. 
It follows that 
p-1. ~ av = ao+~t + .. . +~v ~ 1 +v2,3-Vt -Vjump ~ 1 +v2,3-2(n-1)(p-1). 
Therefore, v2,3 ~ (2n- 1)(p- 1)- 1 = O(np). Since Vt = O(np), vjump = O(np) and 
v4 ~ 1, the theorem follows. I 
5.4 Correctness of the Algorithm 
In [7], the correctness of the continuous down-shifting algorithm, under the assumption 
that all edge-lengths are rational, is proved through simulation: we show that each 
stage of the execution of the continuous down-shifting algorithm can be simulated by a 
sequence of consecutive moves of the discretized down-shifting algorithm. 
The approach used to prove the correctness of the continuous down-shifting algo-
rithm is similar to the one shown in Chapter 4. The main difference, between the two 
algorithms, is that the criterion for cuts to be shifted in the continuous down-shifting 
algorithm is different from that of the continuous shifting algorithm. 
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In the continuous down-shifting algorithm, a cut is active if the cut has largest 
resulting down component. With this in mind, the notation and terminology will be 
similar to the one used on page 7 4. Use lower-case letters to denote sets and functions 
referring to the tree T (for example, active, de( c), head( c), ... ) and upper-case letters 
forT' (for example, ACTIVE, DC(c'), HEAD(c'), ... ). 
The unit cycle has the identical function as the one defined on page 74, but the cuts, 
which the index set A' represent, are those cuts c with RDC(c) = L. A prerequisite for 
a unit cycle to start is that at the beginning all cuts to be down-shifted are unblocked 
and active. Let L ~ 1 be the common weight of the resulting down-components of these 
cuts, and let A' be their index-set. We shall further assume that during the cycle, for 
each h E A', the h-th cut remains unblocked. The level of a cut c' E A' is the distance 
of c' from a front cut of A', that is, the largest number of edges in a path from c' to a 
front cut in the cut-tree. 
UNIT CYCLE 
begin 
while there is some hE A' such that RDC(ch) = L do 
select a lowest-level h E A' such that RDC ( ch) = L ; 
while h E A' do 
down-shift ch by 1 unit ; 
h := FATHER(h) ; 
end while 
end while 
end 
A sequence of consecutive down-shifts in the tree T' is said to be admissible if at 
each iteration the cut that is chosen to be down-shifted is active. Hence an admissible 
sequence can always be interpreted as a sequence of consecutive down-shifts in the 
discretized down-shifting algorithm. 
A collective down-shift. is a transformation from a labelled p-partition P1 of T to a 
labelled p-partition P2 ofT such that, for each k = 1, ... ,p- 1, the k-th cut of P2 
is a down-shift of the k-th cut of P1. Let A1 and A2 be the set of cuts of P1 and P2 , 
respectively. We shall say that a collective down-shift can be simulated if there exists 
an admissible sequence of consecutive down-shifts that transforms u(A1) into u(A2). 
Examples of collective down-shifts are the jumps and the concurrent slides that take 
place in jumping and sliding stages, respectively. We shall show that both can be 
simulated. 
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Similar proof to the one used in Lemma 4.5.1 can be used to show the following 
lemma: 
Lemma 5.4.1 If Ct, ... , Cp- 1 belong to Xp! and are the cuts of a p-partition ofT and 
if in addition all edge-lengths are integers, one has 
k=l, ... ,p-1. 
In view of Lemma 5.4.1 and of Proposition 5.3.1, we can prove the following lemma 
(see Lemma 4.5.2 for the detailed proof): 
Lemma 5.4.2 If all edge-lengths are integers, then the partition obtained at the end of 
each stage of the continuous down-shifting algorithm has the property that all its cuts 
belong to Xp!. 
Lemma 5.4.3 If c1 , •.. , Cp-1 belong to Xp! and are the cuts of a p-partition ofT and 
ifc~ = a(c1 ), .•. ,c~_ 1 = a(cp_1 ) are the corresponding cuts in T', then one has 
p! rdc(ch), 
p! rdc(ch)-1, 
ch blocked 
ch unblocked. 
Proof: The lemma easily follows from Lemma 5.2.5 and from the definition of the 
function rdc( c). (Recall that for an unblocked cut c in T, the resulting down-component 
rdc( c) is the same as its down-component; while its corresponding cut c' in T' has 
resulting down-component obtained by shifting its cut down 1 unit). I 
Lemma 5.4.4 Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5.4.3, 
(a) If there is some blocked active cut in T, then ch is a blocked active cut in T iff 
ch is a blocked active cut in T'. 
(b) If all active cuts in T are unblocked, then ch is an unblocked active cut in T iff 
ch is an unblocked active cut in T'. 
(c) If all active cuts in T are unblocked, and there is no blocked cut Ck such that 
rdc(ck) =LARGEST- b, then one has p. 
ACTIVE= u(active), PASSIVE= a(passive), NEUTRAL= u(neutral). 
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Proof: 
(a) ch is blocked iff ch is blocked. If ch E active, then rdc(ch) ~ rdc(ck), k = 
1, ... ,p- 1. If chis active and blocked, then by Lemma 5.4.3 one has 
Hence chis active. Conversely, if RDC(ch) = p!rdc(ch) < p!rdc.(cJ = RDC(cj), 
a contradiction. 
(b) Assume that all active cuts in T are unbiocked, and let ch E active. Let us show 
that ch E ACTIVE. Let q be an arbitrary cut in T, and let c~ = o-(ck)· If ck E 
active, then Ck is unblocked and therefore 
RDC(ch) = p!rdc(ch)- 1 = p! rdc(q)- 1 = RDC(c~). 
On the other hand, if ck ~ active then rdc(ch) ~ rdc(ck)· By Lemma 5.4.3 one 
must have rdc( ch) ~ rdc( Ck) + ~. 
It follows that 
RDC(ch) = p!rdc(ch)- 1 ~ p! (rdc(ck) + ~)- 1 = p!rdc(ck) ~ RDC(c~). p. 
Hence ch E ACTIVE. Moreover, ch must be unblocked since ch is such. 
(c) From (b) one has o-(active)~ ACTIVE. 
Under the assumptions of (c), for any Ck ~active, one has rdc(ck) $ LARGEST -
~- Hence if ch is any active cut, RDC(c~) $ p!(LARGEST- ~) = p!rdc(ch)- 2 < p. p. 
RDC(ch)· It follows that o-(passiveUneutral) ~ PASSIVEUNEUTRAL, which implies 
that o-(active) 2 ACTIVE. Thus o-(active) =ACTIVE. Since the notions of passive and 
neutral cut depend only on the notions of active cut and on the cut-tree, and since the 
latter is invariant under o- after Lemma 5.2.5, one must also have o-(passive) =PASSIVE 
and o-(neutral) =NEUTRAL. I 
Lemma 5.4.5 If throughout a unit cycle all cuts ch, h E A' are unblocked and if initially 
their resulting down-component has weight L ~ 1 then 
(a) throughout the execution of the unit cycle, when a cut is chosen to be down-shifted 
the weight of its resulting down-component is either L or L + 1. . 
{b) at the end of the. unit cycle, for each hE A' one has RDC(ch) = L- 1. 
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Lemma 5.4.5 can be proved in a similar fashion to Lemma 4.5.5: In the proof of 
Lemma 4.5.5 the down-component of a cut is replaced by the resulting down-component 
for the proof of Lemma 5.4.5, for example replace DC by RDC. 
Lemma 5.4.6 During a unit cycle, each cut ch,. h E A', is down-shifted a number of 
times equal to its speed. 
This lemma can proved in an identical way to Lemma 4.5.6. 
Let P be the p-partition at the beginning of a given sliding stage, let c 1 , ... , cp-I be 
its cuts, let LARGEST be the largest length of a resulting down-component of a cut of 
P, and let A be the index-set of the active cuts. 
For any t, 0 ::; t ::; b, let P(t) be the partition obtained from P after each cut 
ch, hE A, is made to slide by t · sch· Let c1(t), ... , Cp_ 1 (t) be the cuts of P(t). 
Lemma 5.4.7 For each 0 ::; t < b, the index-set of the active cuts of P(t) remains 
equal to A, and all these active cuts remain unblocked. 
Proof: For each 0::; t <band for each hE A one has rdc(ch(t)) ==LARGEST -.t 
From the definition of the bottleneck b, it follows that for each 0 ::; t < b and for 
each h E A, all cuts ch are unblocked, and 
LARGEST- t > rdc(ck(t)), k fj. A. 
Hence the lemma follows. I 
Lemma 5.4.8 During any given sliding stage for each 0 ::; t < b such that t E Xp!J the 
collective slide from P(t) to P(t + ~r) can be simulated. p. 
Proof: If P is the p-partition at the beginning of the sliding stage, then by Lemma 
5.4.2, all its cuts c1 ~ ••• , Cp-l belong to Xp!· Since, for each h E A, ch(t) is obtained from 
ch through a down-shift by t·speed(ch) E Xp!· By Lemma5.4.7, all active cuts of P(t) are 
unblocked and they are precisely the cuts ch(t), h E A. All these cuts have a resulting 
down-component with length LARGEST-t. Since all cuts of P(t) belong to Xp!, there is 
a corresponding partition P' = P'(t) whose cuts are c; = u(c1 (t)), ... , s,_; = u(ep_1(t)). 
By Lemma 5.4.4 (b) aJl cuts c'h, h E A', are active and unblocked. Thus, if L = 
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max{RDC(c~)lk = 1, ... ,p- 1}, by Lemma 5.4.3, one must have L = p!(LARGEST-
t)- 1. 
CLAIM : For each k ~ A, if c% = a( q( t + ~)), then one has RDC ( c%) ~ L. We shall 
first prove the CLAIM under the following hypothesis. 
(H) : In the partition P(t + dT) all cuts ch(t + dT ), h E A, remain active and unblocked. p. p. 
Under this assumption, one must have, for all h E A, k ~ A, rdc(ck(t + ~)) ~ 
rdc(ch(t + dT )) =LARGEST- t- b. p. p. 
Hence, taking into account Lemma 5.4.3, 
RDC(c%) ~ p! rdc(ck(t + ~)) = p!(LARGEST- t)- 1 = L. 
p. 
Notice that H certainly holds for all 0 ~ t < b - -b, in view of Lemma 5.4. 7. p. . 
Furthermore, H is also satisfied for t = b - -b when the sliding stage is not of type 1. p. 
Hence the only remaining case is when t = b - -b and the sliding stage is of type 1. p. 
In this case, by the defintion of bottleneck one has 
LARGEST- b?: rdc(ck(b)), Vk~ A. 
Hence, for k ~A, one has 
RDC(c~) ~ p! rdc(ck(b)) ~ p! (LARGEST- (b- ~ )) - 1 = L. 
p. 
Thus the CLAIM is proved. 
Next, consider a unit cycle with starting partition P'. Taking into account Lemma 
5.4.6, one sees that the partition of T' obtained at the end of the unit cycle actually 
coincides with the partition P" whose cuts are c~, ... , c;_1 . Notice that throughout the 
unit cycle the k-th cut, for k ~ A, is never down~shifted. Hence the weight of its resulting 
down-component is non-decreasing during the cycle, and since it does not exceed L at the 
end, it remains~ L throughout the cycle. Now, observe that by Lemma 5.4.5 (a) every 
time a cut is chosen to be down-shifted the weight of its resulting down-component is 
either Lor L+ 1. Therefore, the down-shifts of the unit cycle form an admissible sequence 
that transforms {a( c 1 ( t) ), ... , u( Cp-1 (t))} into { u( c1 ( t + -b)), ... u( Cp-1 ( t + -b))}. I 
. p. ~ 
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In view of Lemma 5.2.5, the next lemma can be proved in an identical way to Lemma 
4.5.9. 
Lemma 5.4.9 Every jump can be simulated. 
Lemma 5.4.10 When the continuous down-shifting algorithm stops, the discretized 
shifting algorithm also does. 
Proof: The continuous down-shifting algorithm stops whenever for some partition P 
one of the two following conditions holds : 
(i) LARGEST < SHORTEST 
(ii) all active cuts are unblocked and LARGEST = SHORTEST. (that is, b4 = 0) 
In either case, let L be the largest weight of a resulting down-component of a cut in 
the corresponding partition P' ofT' and let Wmin be the smallest weight of a component 
P' ofT'. By Lemma 5.4.3 one has: 
in case (i) 
L :::; p!LARGEST < p!SHORT EST= Wmin 
and in case (ii), 
L = p!LARGEST- 1 = p!SHORT EST- 1 < p!SHORT EST= Wmin· 
In both cases the discretized down-shifting algorithm stops, since the stopping condition 
L < W min is satisfied. I 
Using the lemmas obtained, Theorem 5.4.11 can be proved in an identical way to 
Theorem 4.5.12: 
Theorem 5.4.11 The continuous down-shifting algorithm is correct. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Computational 
Results 
p-Median and p-centre problems have been reviewed in this thesis. It has been shown 
that the p-median problem and the p-centre problem are NP-hard on a general graph 
and are polynomially solvable on an acyclic graph (a tree). Furthermore polynomial al-
gorithms for solving the continuous Max-Min tree partition problem and the continuous 
Min-Max tree partition problem have been presented. 
It has been shown that in the p-median problem, it is justifiable to use the discrete 
formulation instead of the continuous formulation and hence simplify the computation 
of the algorithm. 
We used the problem of locating a fixed number of fire hydrants along the street 
network to illustrate the need for the continuous formulation of the p-centre problem. 
In the p-centre problem, we have shown that the continuous formulation and the discrete 
formulation are not the same. 
We reviewed an efficient algorithm of complexity 0( nlog3n) for the continuous p-
centre problem on a tree as implemented by Megiddo and Tamir [46]. This algorithm 
used a parallel searching scheme, which improved the time complexity of the algorithm. 
In some practical contexts, for example the problem of allotting the maintenance of 
a tree-like highway network among number of service units with equal work-capacities, 
it is not feasible to require that all the points on the same edge be served by the same 
service unit. This is because forbidding edge-splitting among different units may result 
in poor workload balance. This motivates the investigation of the continuous Min-Max 
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tree partition problem and the continuous Max-Min tree partition problem. 
We examined the discrete algorithm for solving the Min-Max tree partition problem 
(the Max-Min tree partition problem respectively), then a polynomial algorithm was 
derived for solving the continuous Min-Max tree partition problem (the continuous Max-
Min tree partition problem respectively). We were able to show the correctness for both 
algorithms for trees with rational edge-lengths. However, both algorithms can be applied 
on a tree with real valued edge-lengths. 
The bounds for the time complexity of the continuous shifting algorithm and the 
continuous down-shifting algorithm are derived from approximations. It might be pos-
sible to have a better bound using some efficient data structures, since our estimate is 
based on a somewhat crude implementation of the algorithm. 
The running time of the continuous shifting algorithm is proved to be O((n2p + 
np2 )(p +d)) and the running time of the continuous down-shifting algorithm is proved 
to be O(n2p2 + np3 ). In the next section we will investigate some computational results 
on the continuous down-shifting algorithm. 
6.1 Computational Results 
The purpose of this section is to test the time complexity of the continuous shifting 
algorithm for solving the Max-Min tree partition problem. The running time of the 
continuous down-shifting algorithm is shown to be O(n2p2 +np3 ). Now we will test this 
bound. 
The algorithm was coded in Turbo Pascal 6 and run on an IBM 486 DX66. The 
running time of the algorithm is measured in seconds. The running time of the algorithm 
is denoted by t, the number of edges ofT is denoted by n and the number of cuts in T 
is denoted by p. 
Before we start the investigation of the computational results, some terminology 
must be clarified: In the computational results, the terms binary tree and m-ary tree 
will be used to denote strict binary trees an~ strict m-ary trees. If the height of an 
m-ary tree (m ~ 2) is a maximum among the heights of m-ary trees (we are assuming 
that those m-ary trees have same number of edges), then this tree is called the m-ary 
tree with maximum height. Note: To construct an m-ary tree T with maximum height, 
T must be linear in structure; for each level in T, at most one edge which has m son-
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edges. In this section, the random trees are generated in such a way, that the number of 
edges incident from a fork is restricted to be a number between 2 and 10. The average 
running time is averaged over a set of running times obtained from the trees with same 
number of edges and same number of cuts. 
Here is a description of the experimental plan. At the start of the experiment, a 
number of test trees were generated. The test trees were constructed for two main 
purposes: 
(1) The test trees are used to verify the correctness of the program, where the test 
results indicate that the program is correct. 
(2) The test trees are used to determinate the effects of (i) the magnitudes of the 
edge-lengths of a tree or (ii) the number of forks of a tree, on the complexity of 
the algorithm. The results indicate that these two factors on their own, do not 
effect the order of the complexity of the algorithm. Hence, it was decided that 
it is justified to record only the number of edges of the sample tree, the number 
of the cuts in the sample tree and the running time of the algorithm. 
The basic idea behind our experimental plan is to use an investigative technique. A 
large number of trees with various tree structures were generated, where we tested the 
complexity of the algorithm. From the running times obtained, we locate the tree struc-
tures where the algorithm yields a high order of complexity. We focused on those tree 
structures, and we generated more trees with many variations of those tree structures. 
The first sample set consists of 750 randomly generated trees. To ensure that we do 
not have a biased sample (the underlying probability distribution of the trees is assumed 
to be uniform, so we tried to cover as much of the distribution space as possible), the 
following steps are taken: 
(1) The 750 trees are divided into 25 sets, where each subset consists of 30 trees 
with the same number of edges. So, a tree in this sample set has n edges, where 
n E {10,20,30, ... ,250}. 
(2) The maximum growth rate r of a randomly generated tree T, means that the 
maximum number of son-edges for each edge inTis not greater than r. Now, in 
each subset of 30 trees (with n edges), we subdivide the set into 6 sets of 5 trees, 
where all 5 trees have the same maximum growth rate of r. In this sample set, 
r E {2, 4, 6, ... , 12}, where each edge of T is randomly assigned ne son-edges. 
The value of ne 'is determined by some probability function and the range of 
ne is {0, 2, 3, 4, ... , r }. For example, if a tree has a maximum growth rate of 4, 
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then each edge in T can branch into 0 son-edge, 2 son-edges, 3 son-edges or 4 
son-edges. This step makes sure that the sample trees are not biased towards 
any particular tree structure. 
(3) All the edge-lengths of the sample set are uniformly distributed over the set 
{1, 2, 3, ... ' 100}. 
A further 500 trees (approximately) were generated, using similar schemes to the 
above. However, we varied the number of edges, the maximum growth rate, the weights 
of the discrete probability function, and the edge-lengths. Approximately another 100 
trees were randomly generated with special structures, namely the strictly n-ary trees 
and the n-ary trees with maximum height. 
In Chapter 5, the time complexity of the algorithm is proved to be a polynomial in 
n and p (O(n2p2 + np3 )), hence the computational results will be tested in two major 
sections: 
• In the first section we examine the order of n in the time complexity to the continuous 
shifting algorithm: We plotted the graph of log2t versus log2n. Now, the slopes of this 
type of graph indicate the order of n. 
• In the second section we examine the order of p in the time complexity to the contin-
uous shifting algorithm: We plotted the graph of log2t versus log2p. Now, the slopes of 
this type of graph indicate the order of p. 
In this section, the method of least squares is used to calculate the slope for the best 
fitting line that passes through the observations. 
6.1.1 Time Complexity of the Algorithm as a Function of n 
In the first section, the relationship between the number of edges and the running time 
is examined, by varying the number of edges of the tree with a fixed number of cuts. 
The algorithm is applied to series of trees and the running time is recorded. 
The algorithm was applied to a set of randomly generated trees. Some of the results 
are given in Table 6.1. We also plotted the graph of log2 (t) vs. log2(n). The slopes 
obtained from the plots of the average running time versus the number of edges are less 
than 1. This indicates that the time complexity of the algorithm obtained from most 
of random trees from this set is less than O(n). In Figure 6.1, a graph of·some of those 
plots is presented. From the graph it is not clear if we have reached a high enough n to 
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indicate the effect of n on the time complexity of the algorithm. 
No.ofedges Ave.timefor Std Oev. log2(C20) Ave. time for Std. Oev. log2(C110) Ave.time for Std. Oev. log2(C190) log2(n) 
tree with trees with trees with 
n 20cuts 110 cuts 190cuts 
10 0.138421517 0.047463911 -2.873856889 8.285105536 5.7926413S9 3.047033241 37.67511127 28.58077762 5.23553Q868 3.321928095 
20 0.148056938 0.043963976 -2.775407078 5.496709061 2.925300879 2.45856812 22.38412648 13.53264748 4.484404114 4.321928095 
30 0.184803404 0.033213292 -2.602933924 4.632261305 1.805363968 2.211718638 17.08622673 8.197689276 4.094781926 4.906890596 
40 0.179094204 0.027483563 -2.481209447 4.231301485 1.398938464 2.081101483 14.19688463 5.638232043 3.827502474 5. 321928095 
50 0.237163449 0.079799906 -2.07604841 5.9174n318 3.050427988 2.584981052 19.75907333 12.26004302 4.304443383 5.84385619 
60 0.288995107 0.126383687 -1.790883031 6.685728586 3.577220535 2.741064788 22.28897537 14.28843264 4.478833896 5. 906890596 
70 0.275075805 0.068476973 -1.882098847 5.919035228 1.888876504 2.565362043 18.69409493 7.35194999 4.22451072 8.129283017 
80 0.33596234 0.159687687 -1.573628574 6.767507105 3. 990580279 2.758824497 21.52574888 15.98996903 4.427991378 8.321928095 
90 0.358722749 0.148491001 -1.479058858 6.992332481 2.984632285 2.805773782 21.46375006 10.32090735 4.423830255 8.491853096 
100 0. 406804988 0.172498618 -1.298300181 7.449407561 3.45385792 2.697125895 22.88234384 13.10469213 4.502225181 6.84385619 
110 0.420604883 0.170427723 -1.24946325 7.40629532 2.809767 428 2.888752077 21.80569099 9.085914321 4. 448848035 6.781359714 
120 0.486332324 0.226085904 -1.100569661 8.376733504 4.423555518 3.066387777 24.41378149 14.51483247 4.809623868 6.906890596 
130 0.496082541 0.175621808 -1.01134791 8.137280739 2.204205242 3.024548765 23.19575776 6.244116207 4.5357890n 7.022367813 
140 o.4992531n 0.186256042 -1.002156501 8.078841865 2. 7 445827 46 3.014148492 23.02485886 9.17 4769675 4.525120395 7.129283017 
150 0.516711252 0.188135925 -0.952569794 8.311124602 2.256057309 3.055043705 23.20871188 7.146058537 4.536594548 7.22881869 
160 0.553985062 0.240599219 -0.85208102 9.009457001 3.842565722 3.171440156 24.48470629 11.92969442 4.613806985 7.321928095 
170 0.688324913 0.387562281 -0.538838368 1 0. 40438264 4.465408965 3.379119457 28.08406164 13.23882209 4.810651917 7.409390936 
180 0.540440808 0.233497614 -0.887791479 8. 771844026 2.938503842 3.132880159 23.28974511 8.697794441 4.541622945 7.491853096 
190 0.69923123 0.411058467 -0.516158473 10.06772705 5.227250547 3.331688104 26.70633953 14.88021795 4. 739110343 7.569855808 
200 0.72818855 0.309217843 -0.457655883 10.35689726 3.284507 478 3.372519956 27.47477945 9.728511213 4. 780035995 7.64385619 
210 0. 735378694 0.411051519 -0.443440717 10.99714737 5.967883873 3.459057436 28.81083934 18.43924448 4.848539786 7.714245518 
220 0. 705850965 0.403882619 -0.502973332 10.77365414 4.294360389 3.429435752 27.96120894 13.49247015 4.805354834 7.781359714 
230 0.677806104 o.2381792n -0.561055488 9.8898967 2.456842131 3.303034985 25.55910911 6.8392946 4.675765648 7.845490051 
240 0.808215898 0.53116104 -0.307187365 11.50789542 6.510418757 3.524552111 30.53365273 18.6803214 4.932328284 7.906890596 
250 0. 883861927 0.469250714 -0.211127353 11.39713586 4.284709915 3.510599411 29.46485281 12.80682052 4.880923154 7.965784285 
C20 C110 C190 
Slope of C20 Slope of C110 Slope of C190 
n= 70 to250 0.809531839 n = 70 to250 0.481391968 n= 80 to250 0.304217788 
Table 6.1: Computational results for the graph in Figure 6.1. 
However, the slopes seem to indicate that the bigger the ratio between the number 
of edges and the number of cuts, j}, the larger the slope. Hence we used another set of 
randomly generated trees to test this; see Table 6.2 and the graph in Figure 6.2. The 
slopes are around 1 which implies that, under this type of construction, the complexity 
of the algorithm is O(n). 
The algorithm was then applied to strict binary trees with maximum height, strict 
3-ary trees with maximum height and strict 4-ary trees with maximum height (see Table 
6.3 and Figure 6.3). By comparing the slopes in Figure 6.2 and the slopes in Figure 6.3, 
we observed that the linear structure of those trees seems to have steeper slopes. From 
the graph in Figure 6.3 following observations can also be made: Since the edge-lengths 
of the trees in this graph are randomly assigned, the major differen~e between the binary 
tree, the 3-ary tree and the 4-ary tree is the height of the trees. For a given n, the height 
of the binary tree with maximum height is greater than the height of the 3-ary tree with 
maximum height. Similarly, the height of the 3-ary tree with maximum height is greater 
than the height of the 4-ary tree with maximum height. Hence the graph indicates that 
increasing the height of a tree also increases the coefficient of n in the time complexity 
of the algorithm: Let T1 and T2 be trees with n edges. Suppose the running time of the 
algorithm on T1 (respectively T2) with p cuts be c 1p2n 2 (respectively c 2p2n 2); c1, c2 are 
the constant coefficients. In the graph, we plot log(running time) versus log(n), hence if 
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no.ofedges Ave. Time Sarf1)1eSet1 Sarf1)1e Set2 Sa!Tl'le Set3 STDev. log2(n) log2(AveTrme) Frtted Points 
n C10 
2300 16.83717083 1.76E+01 221E+01 1.08E+01 S.692254457 11.1674181S 4.073577838 4.144227532 
200) 1S.58297874 1.58E+01 1.34E+01 1.75E+01 204404031S 10.96578428 3.961899131 3.888846:92 
1727 11.21884255 7.14E+OO 9.93E+OO 1.66E+01 4.858032293 10.75405237 3.487851935 3.579673232 
1297 8.242350211 4.27E+OO 7.65E+OO 1.28E+01 4.299667762 10.34096276 3.043055764 3.015496117 
974 7.32817165 1.00E+01 263E+OO 9.31E+OO 4.086635456 9.927777962 2873059503 2451188985 
732 3.1S9188427 4.58E+OO 3.16E+OO 1.74E+OO 1.420322519 9. S15699838 1.659553988 1.888393298 
549 245481S254 214E+OO 3.14E+OO 208E+OO 0.595958146 9.100662339 1.295496909 1.32155584S 
412 1.244688072 1.38E+OO 1.17E+OO 1.18E+OO 0.121258838 8.686500527 0.31S784238 0. 755914382 
310 1.234405187 1.07E+OO 8.59E-01 1.78E+OO 0.481900619 8. 27612440S 0.30381603 0.195443164 
232 0.8894634 1.59E+OO s.ne-01 5.04E-01 0.609411758 7.857980995 -0.168992853 -0.375638167 
174 0.746621289 7.13E-01 S.59E-01 9.74E-01 0.209735661 7. 442943496 -0.41769202 -0.94247362 
141 0.394658789 3.10E-01 4.82E-01 3.92E-01 0.088274207 7.139551352 -1.341322217 -1.356631432 
98 0.431671843 S.10E-01 2ne-01 S.13E-01 0.138671662 6.614709844 -1.211993n1 -2 073633708 
37 0.10557389S 1.20E-01 6.91E-02 1.27E-01 0.031750557 S.209453388 -3.24367 4949 -3.992862705 
10 0.04584276 3.05E-02 6.20E-02 4.50E-02 0.015759481 3.321928095 -4.447162274 -6.570750292 
slope of fitted ~ne Intercept 
n = 2300 to232 1.365749973 -11.1076735 
no.ofedges Ave. Tome Sarf1)1e Set4 Sarf1)1e SetS Sarf1)1e Set6 STDev. log2(n) log2(Ave Tome) Frtted Points 
n C300 
200) 7 49.6553414 738.7949784 6727058122 837.4652338 8291488016 10.96578428 9.55008365 9.441482057 
531 261.oon592 181.6533488 374.n8677 226.6412537 101.0213507 9.052568051 8.027948885 8.24S183399 
141 1421733033 119.9288201 149.0398126 159.3512n1 20.44486637 7.139551352 7.1S758243 7.0489695()1; 
37 158.6203992 160.291858 97.38703983 218.1823017 60.41497454 5.209453366 7.309434509 S.842094827 
10 1326988058 58.2046958 173.4312953 166.4804262 64.60787543 3.32192809S 7.052011577 4.661840521 
slope of fitted tine Intercept 
n = 200) to 141 0. 62S291923 2584665714 
no.ofedges Ave. lime Sarf1)1e Set4 Sarf1)1e SetS Sarf1)1e Set6 STDev. log2(n) log2(Avelime) Frtted Points 
n CS4 
200) 95.33204183 94.40396034 88.27040762 105.321757S 9.559523243 10.96578428 8.S74889291 6.888160606 
531 22.67110921 16.4095701 323114255S 19.29233196 8.472269674 9.052568051 4.502783073 4.31619031 
141 3.65822514S 2924212437 4.14S189084 3.905273913 0.646893201 7.139551352 1.871143888 1.964445114 
37 2196311968 2592473742 1.27S233336 2n1228826 0.60027111 S.209453366 1.135062992 -0.408298n 
10 1. 7!XJ03:8733 0.839190183 2540432142 1.n0493874 0.850805419 3.32192809S 0.785587616 -2 728708373 
slope of fitted tine Intercept 
n = 200) to 141 1.229338582 -6.812480682 
Table 6.2: Computational results for the graph m Figure 6.2. 
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the algorithm approaches theoretic worst bound (proved in Chapter 
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9 10 11 
G1 Code2 p= 10 G2 Code2 p= 54 
n Time1 log2(n) log2(G1) n Time2 log2(n) log2(G2) 
1999 800.6064 10.96506 9.644949 1999 5569.35 10.96506 12.44329 
1501 227.1209 10.55171 7.827316 1501 1508.111 10.55171 10.55853 
1049 135.5031 10.0348 7.082182 1049 910.3904 10.0348 9.830341 
733 70.51185 9.517669 6.139794 733 489.4109 9.517669 6.934902 
513 35.99306 9.002815 5.169647 513 275.1847 9.002615 6.104256 
359 18.30188 8.48784 4.19392 359 165.3224 8.48784 7.369138 
251 9.22791 7.971544 3.206004 251 92.50003 7.971544 6.531382 
175 4.624486 7.451211 2.209293 175 54.07557 7.451211 5.756905 
123 2.271561 6.942515 1.183884 123 30.66013 6.942515 4.938292 
85 1.15478 6.409391 0.207619 85 18.92075 6.409391 4.241696 
59 0.588235 5.882643 -0.76554 59 61.6576 5.882643 5.950879 
41 0.318165 5.357552 -1.65215 41 159.9433 5.357552 7.321417 
29 0.213942 4.857981 -2.22471 29 12.59575 4.857981 3.654865 
21 0.129288 4.392317 -2.95136 21 7.072654 4.392317 2.822252 
15 0.076302 3.906891 -3.71214 15 4.817674 3.906891 2.268337 
11 0.071535 3.459432 -3.80521 11 4.297779 3.459432 2.103591 
n range 1999--123 1999--85 n range 1999--123 1999--85 
slope 1.97345 1.960563 slope 1.716463 1.673326 
G3 Code3 p= 10 G4 Code4 p = 10 
n Time3 log2(n) log2(G3) n Time4 log2(n) log2(G4) 
1999 450.6589 10.96506 8.815892 1997 315.1575 10.96382 8.299929 
1369 110.3163 10.41891 6.785502 136g 74.80759 10.41891 6.225113 
937 60.68451 9.871905 5.923256 937 42.88627 9.871905 5.422444 
643 31.25757 9.328875 4.968134 641 21.32219 9.324181 4.414264 
439 15.11175 8.778077 3.917598 441 9.98886 8.784635 3.320031 
301 6.946 8.23362 2.796162 301 4.808388 8.23362 2.265553 
205 3.236315 7.67948 1.694352 205 2.329923 7.67948 1.220282 
141 1.603051 7.139551 0.68082 141 1.214087 7.139551 0.279872 
97 0.911635 6.599913 -0.13347 97 0.703258 6.599913 -0.50787 
67 0.492952 6.066089 -1.02048 65 0.383696 6.022388 -1.38197 
45 0.22016 5.491853 -2.18337 45 0.223094 5.491853 -2.16428 
31 0.150795 4.954196 -2.72934 29 0.075757 4.857981 -3.72247 
21 0.057018 4.392317 -4.13243 21 0.050428 4.392317 -4.3097 
13 0.051275 3.70044 -4.28561 13 0.04353 3.70044 -4.52185 
9 0.05926 3.169925 -4.07679 9 0.030337 3.169925 -5.0428 
n range 1999--97 1999-141 n range 1999--97 1999--141 
slope 1.975145 2.020618 slope 1.941553 1.997473 
GS Code3 p= 10 GS Code4 p= 54 
n TimeS log2(n) log2(G5) n TimeS log2(n) log2(G6) 
1999 3022.621 10.96506 11.58158 1997 2125.337 10.96382 11.05348 
1369 632.1217 10.41891 9.304059 1369 418.4387 10.41891 8.708872 
937 351.7382 9.871905 8.45835 937 234.6085 9.871905 7.874112 
643 189.5959 9.328875 7.566784 641 132.293 9.324181 7.047593 
439 99.50355 8.778077 6.636676 441 68.78852 8.784635 6.104054 
301 50.73024 8.23362 5.664774 301 39.89215 8.23382 5.318033 
205 32.67467 7.67948 5.030101 205 24.28136 7.67948 4.601m 
141 17.44503 7.139551 4.124744 141 10.8063 7.139551 3.4338 
97 9.212867 6.599913 3.20365 97 6.943785 6.599913 2.795722 
67 15.48373 6.066089 3.952681 65 9.124672 6.022388 3.189773 
45 70.04872 5.491853 6.130287 45 8.619963 5.491853 3.107682 
31 4.930413 4.954196 2.301709 29 3.126404 4.857981 1.645427 
21 4.132936 4.392317 2.047167 21 2300064 4.392317 1.201674 
13 2.500528 3.70044 1.322232 13 1.816381 3.70044 0.861051 
9 2.296833 3.169925 1.19952 9 1.168712 3.169925 0.2494 
n range 1999--141 1999-97 n range 1999--141 1999--97 
slope 1.800793 1.761138 slope 1.795954 1.743381 
Table 6.3: Computational results for the graph m Figure 6.3. 
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Code3 P"5 G7 Code4 P"5 G8 
n Time7 log2(n) log2(G7} Time8 log2(n) log2(G8) FotG7 FitG8 
3001 392.19(17 11.5512276 8.615433586 279.9081 11.5512276 8.128809426 8.421074 7.904658 
1999 200.1797927 10.96506276 7.645152537 141.0076737 10.96506276 7.139629867 7.239617 6.729433 
1369 50.8161815 10.41890673 5.667216065 35.50520418 10.41690673 5.149958598 6.1388 5.634423 
937 28.62921686 9.871905238 4.839416303 19.73396857 9.871905238 4.302609211 5.036279 4.537718 
643 14.24665935 9.326674927 3.832774529 10.2162392 9.326674927 3.352792304 3.94136 3.448574 
439 6.91404777 8.77807713 2. 789530571 5.020395623 8.77807713 2.327801058 2.83159 2.344859 
301 3.405819543 8.233619677 1. 768001996 2.423996238 8.233619677 1.27738746 1.734197 1.253055 
205 1.570779674 7.6794801 0.651480835 1.076673201 7.6794801 0.109525316 0.617289 0.142039 
141 0.729235279. 7.139551352 .0.455543738 0.529465766 7.139551352 .0.917390684 .0.47098 .0.94049 
97 0.372964663 6.599912642 ·1.42266915 0.279423038 6.599912642 ·1.83947712 ·1.55888 ·2.02243 
67 0.191667101 6.06608919 ·2.381820738 0.140590663 6.06608919 ·2.830427101 ·2.63462 -3.09271 
45 0.08561407 5.491853096 ·3.548008266 0.078589446 5.491853096 ·3.706710579 ·3.79203 -4.24402 
31 0.049731808 4.95419631 -4.329687302 0.040698804 4.95419631 -4.618869766 -4.87572 ·5.32199 
21 0.026443621 4.392317 423 -5.24093646 0.024664647 4.392317423 -5.329760242 -6.00822 -6.44852 
13 0.013060058 3. 700439718 -6.256694912 0.010379825 3.700439718 -6.59007 4048 -7.40275 -7.8357 
9 0.008075898 3.169925001 -6.952161616 0.010749426 3.169925001 -6.539596604 -6.47204 -6.69935 
G8 G7 
n range 3001--141 3001-·97 n range 3001-141 3001-97 intercept intercept 
slope 2.038029551 2.015571647 slope 2.03250702 2.004939517 -14.6613 -15.2549 
Table 6.4: Computational results for the graph in Figure 6.4. 
the intercept of the plot of T1 is greater than the intercept of the plot of T2 then c1 > c2 • 
Furthermore, we found trees for which the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n2 ), 
see Table 6.4 and Figure 6.4. 
6.1.2 Time Complexity of the Algorithm as a Function of p 
In the second section, the relationship between the number of cuts and the running time 
is examined, by varying the number of cuts of the tree with fixed number of edges. The 
algorithm is applied to series of trees and the running time is recorded. 
p Ave. Time STOOev. p Ave. Time STO Oev. 
T250 0.0001 0.001 T10 0.0001 0.001 
10 0.366460927 0.196628 0.1 0.1 10 3.53E-02 9.12E-03 0.1 0.1 
20 0.663661927 0.469251 0.8 0.4 20 1.38E-01 4.75E·02 0.8 0.4 
30 1.486703933 0.778326 2.7 0.9 30 3.26E-01 1.25E-01 2.7 0.9 
40 2.180794473 1.103664 6.4 1.6 40 6.26E·01 2.71E-01 6.4 1.6 
50 3.037462625 1.447876 12.5 2.5 50 1.07E+OO 5.06E-01 12.5 2.5 
60 4.036876235 1.839708 21.6 3.6 60 1.63E+OO 7.98E·01 21.6 3.6 
70 5.212041047 2.241588 34.3 4.9 70 2.41800 1.26800 34.3 4.9 
60 6.49798542 2.853802 51.2 6.4 80 3.37E+OO 1.80800 51.2 6.4 
90 7.9T21377638 3.15844 72.9 8.1 90 4.59E+OO 2.46E+OO 72.9 8.1 
100 9.633895835 3.668949 100 10 100 6.24800 4.04800 100 10 
110 11.39713588 4.26471 133.1 12.1 110 8.27E+OO 5.79800 133.1 12.1 
120 13.28019721 4.921021 172.8 14.4 120 1.06801 7.42800 172.8 14.4 
130 15.30544137 5.70794 219.7 16.9 130 1.30801 8.82800 219.7 16.9 
140 17.29630603 6.616107 274.4 19.6 140 1.58E+01 1.03801 274.4 19.6 
150 19.53592585 7.700631 337.5 22.5 150 1.92E+01 1.33E+01 337.5 22.5 
180 21.82554251 8.649394 409.6 25.6 180 2.28E+01 1.57801 409.6 25.6 
170 24.13446791 9.93373 491.3 28.9 170 2.72E+01 1.87801 491.3 28.9 
180 26.75895838 11.24949 563.2 32.4 180 3.28E+01 2.58E+01 563.2 32.4 
190 29.46465281 12.60682 685.9 36.1 190 3.77801 2.66801 685.9 36.1 
200 32.38108735 14.4525 800 40 200 4.40E+01 3.60E+01 800 40 
Sample size 30 Sample size 30 
n" 250 
"" 
10 
Table 6.5: Computational results for the graphs in Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.5: The graph of some maximum running time from some 
set of randomly generated trees with same number of edges. 
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Figure 6.6: The graphs of some average running time from some 
set of random trees with same number of edges. "" 
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Again, the algorithm was applied on a set of randomly generated trees and graphs 
of log2(t) vs log2(p) were plotted. Most of the slopes of the average running time are 
strictly below 3, which indicates that the time complexity of the algorithm on most 
of the trees is less than O(p3 ). We presented in Figure 6.5, a graph of the maximum 
running time on the randomly generated trees with same number of edges. The standard 
deviations of the average running time of the algorithm, executed on the random trees, 
are very high, which indicate that the coefficients of p depended on the structure of the 
trees. See Table 6.5 and Figure 6.6, where we plot the average running time against the 
number of cuts with the error bars to indicate the variations. 
Consideration of the slope of the plotted lines seems to indicate that the bigger the 
ratio between the number of cuts and the number of edges, *' the steeper the slope. 
The top two graphs in Figure 6. 7 are of the running time versus number of cuts for the 
tree, selected from a set of random trees with same number of edges, with the largest 
running time. In Figure 6. 7, the graph of the tree with 10 edges has a slope of 2.98. 
This implies we have found a tree for which the time complexity of the algorithm is 
O(p3). 
Graph of the worst time tree from 30 Graph of the worst time tree from 30 
sample trees with 10 edges sample trees with 170 edges 
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Figure 6.7:· The graphs of some worst running time. 
We applied the algorithm on series of strict binary trees and strict 3-ary trees. We 
are interested in those tree structures, because for a given n those tree structures have 
a large number of forks, which increases the number of bottleneck points during the 
execution of the algorithm. 
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Figure 6.8: Graph of the computational results of random binary 
and 3-ary trees. 
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Figure 6.9: The graph of some maximum running time from some 
set of randomly generated trees with same number of edges. 
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9 
Binary trees 
n p Timet2.1 Timet2.2 log2(p) log2(t2.1) log2(t2.2) fltT2.1 fitT2.2 
25 10 0.185617416 0.143644174 3.321928095 -2.429596016 -2.797421304 -3.596761087 -2.1566697 42 
25 11 0.202355879 0.178709288 3.459431619 -2.305033331 -2.500550224 -3.240587111 -1.862917274 
25 13 0.270058988 0.274313166 3. 700439718 -1.888853529 -1.888104227 -2.612800804 -1.346045203 
25 15 0.320094185 0.372150033 3.906890596 -1.643431626 -1.426043732 -2.075030355 -0.906998853 
25 17 0.429450688 0.453857 427 4.087462841 -1.219435812 -1.140324816 -1.604669469 -0.521237319 
25 20 0.636282 0.623205181 4.321928095 -0.652261785 -0.882220889 -0.993926195 -0.020342906 
25 24 0.880612282 0.81609476 4.584982501 -0.183421 162 -0.293191417 -0.308784997 0.541584555 
25 27 1.1245410n 1.343588808 4. 754887502 0.169336361 0.426069535 0.133861576 0.904599895 
25 32 1.694916847 1.800951136 5 0.761214496 0.848759036 0. 772339163 1.428240302 
25 37 2. 730278592 2.24383148 5.209453366 1.449048169 1.165964328 1.317930598 1.875701148 
25 43 3.924919733 3.011236185 5. 426264 755 1.97266315 1.59035587 1.882688469 2.338881137 
25 50 5. 790632257 4.404416511 5.64385619 2.533720879 2.138950906 2.449478231 2.80372756 
25 56 7.888581815 6.109244685 5.657960995 2.976103637 2.610994024 3.007237995 3.261188128 
25 67 10.60535314 8.4505n793 6.06608919 3.406720756 3.079049988 3. 549325484 3.70575525 
25 n 16.10462451 11.82612529 6.288788541 4.009403119 3.563905582 4.072108944 4.134510385 
25 90 24.48643649 17.99773692 6.491853096 4.613910929 4.169743605 4.658370162 4.615326108 
25 104 36.16281992 32.30829442 6. 700439718 5.178435276 5.013632887 5.201703872 5.060935306 
25 120 51.48019025 42.43655361 6.906890596 5.68594548 5.407235591 5.739474321 5.501961856 
25 139 74.24728189 65.59144506 7.118941073 6.214266306 6.035435755 6.291830803 5.954990981 
25 161 105.2676626 91.35n1687 7.330916878 6. 717918509 6.513454691 6.9439927n 6.407840583 
25 187 188.0711844 106.9539529 7.54689448 7.555135011 6.740845994 7.406578718 6.689239287 
25 216 251.0305113 148.2078116 7.754887502 7.971718916 7.2114n88 7.948366252 7.313580405 
25 251 341.3912101 236.7346857 7.971543554 8.415282103 7.69926436 8.512719495 7. 778428543 
25 290 632.4736576 341.2480884 8.17990909 9.304861583 8.4146n154 9.0554n313 8.221585429 
25 336 888.8694287 410.1133218 8.392317423 9.423892084 8.679878798 9.60876595 8.675339051 
25 369 1425.847053 528.1620804 8.603626345 10.47740114 9.044836916 10.1591908 9.126763972 
25 451 1773.293257 786.3353023 8.816983623 10.79221543 9.619000815 10.71495129 9.582584851 
25 522 2681.876022 1032.081424 9.027905997 11.36902663 10.01134108 11.28436924 10.03316398 
25 604 . 3408.3211 1433.040808 9.238404 739 11.73484554 10.48486398 11.81268371 10.48285809 
25 699 4278.2265 1863.99564 9.449148645 12.06279715 10.864182n 12.36163679 10.93307595 
Slope from 104 to 699 intercept 
Fitt2.1 2.604834892 -12.2516353 
Fitt2.2 2.138326637 -9.25339368 
3-arytrees 
n p Timet3.1 Timet3.2 log2(p) log2(t3.1) log2(t3.2) FitT3.1 FitT3.2 
25 10 0.104037107 0.107 444807 3.321928095 -3.28482991 -3.218332336 -5.591541548 -5.349100708 
25 11 0.128056928 0.129864724 3.459431619 -2.987829793 -2.944918495 -5.215668584 -4.976291392 
25 .13 0.188544854 0.17403157 3.700439718 -2.588017321 -2.522579058 -4.556860532 -4.322853122 
25 15 0.20051961 0.214396811 3.906890596 -2.318184765 -2.221844845 -3.992516425 -3.763108845 
25 17 0.224375186 0.286018856 4.087482841 -2.158014959 -1.805817826 -3.498912892 -3.273528553 
25 20 0.287907089 0.358179802 4.321928095 -1.796324763 -1.481244109 -2.657990046 -2.637829711 
25 24 0.456271987 0.459472141 4.584982501 -1.125723996 -1.121950706 -2.136971951 -1.924872155 
25 27 0.611864897 0.853161264 4.754887502 -0.708714962 -0.614468862 -1.674473208 -1.463959426 
25 32 0.844939525 0.878617897 5 -0.243080009 -0.186363644 -1.004445571 -0.79939302 
25 37 1.036871696 1.2124305n 5.209453366 0.055017 487 0.277902141 -0.431894009 -0.231508164 
25 43 1.503630547 1.847493997 5. 426264 755 0.58845013 0. 720273209 0.160771089 0.358328247 
25 50 2.116649502 2.356613263 5.84365619 1.081782392 1.236715034 0. 755568484 0.948275594 
25 58 2.921040242 3.289539527 5.657960995 1.546462234 1. 717885848 1.340869667 1.526825969 
25 67 3.982808732 4.683184549 6.06608919 1.993786196 2.221309339 1.909784137 2.091063663 
25 77 5.405510169 6.58085633 6.268788541 2.434430785 2.718275764 2.45836068 2.635208588 
25 90 9. 017824108 9. 773737675 6. 491853096 3. 1 72779371 3.288910363 3.073611701 3.245425013 
25 104 13.1697012 13.68663461 6. 700439718 3.719150709 3.n4906645 3.843793975 3.810959871 
25 120 17.87785309 19.35416504 6.906890596 4.160101592 4.274572165 4.208136081 4.370704148 
25 139 26.10062956 29.30914611 7.118941073 4.7060127 4.873279032 4.787788981 4.945830457 
25 161 42.41256489 47.84604055 7.330916878 5.406420507 5.57 4284424 5.367235762 5.52035431 
25 187 62.96951223 69.3437429 7.54889446 5.976581587 6.115693804 5.957621605 6.105928084 
25 216 90.57934651 108.2336508 7.754887502 6.501110226 6. 758005305 6.526181298 6.669853567 
25. 251 139.6128985 157.0675137 7.971543554 7.125288425 7.295241009 7.118421n4 7.257266837 
25 290 210.3466722 215.1492398 8.17990909 7.716825184 7.749193933 7.887999698 7.822202272 
25 336 308.1117631 383.8212529 8.392317 423 8.267309952 8.50708601 1 8.288626815 8.398098824 
25 369 469.9020903 524.7910234 8.603626345 8.876216375 9.035599232 8.848252637 8.971014576 
25 451 672.1755234 867.3181157 8.816983623 9.392694199 9.760417433 9.429475748 9.5494839n 
25 522 1057.444179 1109.807484 9.027905997 10.04636579 10.1180937 10.00604292 10.12135189 
25 604 1384.741406 14n.181122 9.238404739 10.4144119 10.52863102 10.58145207 10.69207083 
25 699 2463.700682 2249.471514 9.449148645 11.27827581 11.13537036 11.15753139 11.26345467 
Slope from 104to899 intercept 
Fott3.1 2.733551502 -14.67220308 
Fitt3.2 2.711210996 -14.35574801 
Table 6.6: Computational results for the graphs in Figure 6.10 and 
Figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.10: Graph of the computational results in Table 6.6. 
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Figure 6.11: Graph of the computational results in Table 6.6. 
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9 1 
The algorithm is applied on sets of randomly generated binary trees and 3-ary trees. 
The average running time for each set is then calculated and the results are plotted in 
a graph (see Figure 6.8). The slopes of these plots are less than 2.4. Since we have a 
tree for which the time complexity of the algorithm is O(p3 ) (see Figure 6.7), we will 
compare the computational results with respect to p3 • Hence the slopes in Figure 6.8 
indicate that it is not sufficient just to increase the number of forks in a tree, to increase 
the magnitude of the order of p. 
We then tested the algorithm on series of trees, where the height of the tree and the 
edge-lengths are varied (see graph in Figure 6.9 is one of such plots). The edge-length 
of a tree does not have significant effect on the slope of the graph, but the height of a 
tree does effect the slope (see Figure 6.11 and Table6.6). 
6.1.3 Conclusions 
The computational results indicate that the n2 part of the time complexity (O(n2p2 + 
np3 )) is correct for the implementation used. The p3 part of the time complexity is 
correct also. However, the computation results seem to indicate that our algorithm might 
have a lower time complexity on most trees. We assert that the regularity hypothesis 
(see page 94 for more details) contributed to the lower time complexity on most trees. 
Here is a summary of the computational results: 
(1) For a given T, the running time of the algorithm increases when p increases. 
(2) Given two trees T1 , T2 and for a fixed p, if T1 contains more forks than T2 , then 
the running time on T1 will generally be greater than the running time on T2 • 
(3) The computational results indicate that the edge-lengths ofT do not affect the 
order of n nor the order of p. 
( 4) The order of n in the time complexity increased with respect to the height ofT. 
(5) For trees with n edges, the coefficients of n increased with respect to the height 
ofT. 
(6) From the computational results, the maximum order of n in the complexity of 
the algorithm is approximately 2. Hence the computational results indicate that 
the n2 part of the time complexity (O(n2p2 + np3 )) is correct. 
(7) From the computational results, the coefficients of p depended on the structure 
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of the trees. 
(8) The order of p in the time complexity increased with respect to T with large 
number of forks. The computational results indicate that trees with higher value 
of height increase the order of p in the time complexity. 
(9) The maximum order of p in the complexity of the algorithm is approximately 
3. The computational results indicate that the p3 part of the time complexity 
(O(n2p2 + np3 )) is correct. 
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Appendix A 
A Detailed Proof of The 
One-to-One Correspondence of (]" 
Here we will give the formal proof for Lemma 4.3.4 (hence Lemma 5.2.5, since they are 
the same). 
Under the assumption that all edge-lengths are integral, the reduction ofT to a tree 
T' can be performed using the reduction algorithm defined on page 57. The resulting 
tree T' has O(p!nlmax) nodes, where lmax is the maximum length of an edge ofT. 
Let xk be the set of those points X ofT such that dist(x) E Njk, (k = 1, 2, ... ) 
Let x, y be two points ofT. The pointy is a descendant of the point x if either edge(x) = 
edge(y) and dist( x) 2: dist(y) or edge( x) =f. edge(y) and edge(y) is a descendant of 
edge(x ). 
Lemma A.O.l There exists a one-to-one correspondence a between Xp1 and the edge-
set ofT', such that, for all x, y E Xpt, y is a descendant of x iff a(y) is a descendant of 
a(x) in T'. Furthermore, if c1 , ... , Cp-1 belong to Xpt and are the cuts of a p-partition of 
T, then the p-partition ofT' whose cuts are a( c1), ... , a( Cp-1 ) has the following property: 
for i = 1, 2, ... , p - 1 the weight of the down-component of a( c;) is equal to the length 
of the down-component of e; multiplied by p!. A similar property holds for the root 
component. 
Proof: In the discrete shifting algorithm we may assume, without loss of generality, 
that the edge with a cut belongs to the down-component of the cut. Hence, a cut is 
placed at the tail of an edge. 
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We will define a recursively. Let a maps the root of T to the root of T' and the fork 
of T to the zero weighted node of T'. Furthermore, if v is a terminal vertex of T, then 
a(v) = </>. 
Let x E Xp! n (u,v), where (u,v) be an edge in T. 
If dist( x) = ~, then one of the following cases is true: p. 
• If v is a terminal vertex, then a( x) is the tail of the edge which incident to the terminal 
vertex of T'. 
• If v is a fork. then a( x) is the tail of the edge which incident to the father vertex of 
a(v). 
• If v is a vertex of degree 2, then a( x) is the tail of the father edge of a( v). 
Now, if dist(x) > ~'then a(x) is the tail of the father edge of a(y), where dist(y) = p. 
dist(x)- ~andy E (u,v). p. 
It is clear that a satisfied the conditions stated in the lemma. I 
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Appendix B 
Some Results For Chapter 5 
B.l The Formal Description of the Algorithm 
Here is the detailed formal description of the procedure. In what follows, 
• TOTAL-LENGTH is. the total length of the tree T; 
• DC(k) is the length of the down-component of the k-th cut; 
• RDC(k) is the length of the resulting down-component of the k-th cut; 
• A is the index-set of all active cuts; 
• speed( h) is the speed of the h-th cut, h E A; 
• father( h) is the index of the father of the h-th cut. 
CONTINUOUS DOWN-SHIFTING ALGORITHM 
begin 
k := 1; 
Ck := ro; 
DC(k) := RDC(k) := LARGEST := TOPCOMP :=TOTAL-LENGTH ; 
SHORTEST := 0; 
A:= {ck}; 
do repeat 
JUMP: 
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if LARGEST < SHORTEST then stop; 
if there is some blocked cut in A then 
choose some blocked cut ch E A; 
ch := jump(ch) ; {if cp is the dummy cut, then by convention jump(cp) = cp} 
ADDCUT: 
if there is no cut at r0 then 
if k ~ p - 1 then 
k := k + 1; 
Ck := ro ; 
DC(k) := RDC(k) := TOPCOMP ; 
endif 
end if 
FAST UPDATE: 
m := father( ch)i 
DC(m) := DC(m) + DC(ch)- RDC(ch); 
updateRDC(ch); 
if RDC(m) =LARGEST then A:= AU {m}; 
if RDC(m) >LARGEST then 
A:= {m}; 
LARGEST := RDC(m); 
end if 
if k ~ p then SHORTEST := min{DC(1), ... , DC(k)} ; 
{SHORTEST is 0 as long as some component is empty} 
else {all active cuts are unblocked} 
SLIDE: 
if LARGEST= SHORTEST then stop; 
else 
Find the index set P of all passive cuts; 
Find the index set N of all neutral cuts; 
{that is b4 = 0} 
for each hE A compute speed(h) (see algorithm for speed below); 
compute b1 using (1); 
MAXNEUTR := max{RDC(h) :hEN}; 
b2 := LARGEST - MAXNEUTR; 
compute b3 using (3),(4),(5); 
b := min{bt, b2, ba, b4}; 
for each h E A make ch slide by b.speed(h); 
endif 
UPDATE: 
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for each i = 1 to k update DC(i) and RDC(i); 
LARGEST := max{RDC(1), ... , RDC(k)}; 
TOPCOMP :=TOTAL LENGTH-DC(1)- ... - DC(k) ; 
if k ~ p then SHORTEST:= min{DC(1), ... , DC(k)} ; 
{SHORTEST is 0 as long as some component is empty} 
A:= {h: 1:::; h:::; k, RDC(h) =LARGEST}; 
end if 
enddo repeat 
end 
Algorithm for calculating the speed of a cut 
fori= l..k do 
begin . 
speed(i) := 1; 
if son( i) -:f. </> then 
{k is the number of cuts that have been introduced} 
for each ck E son( i) do 
if Ck E A then speed(i) := speed(ci) + speed(ck)i 
endif 
end 
Note that we introduced the cuts from 1 to p-1 in that order during the continuous 
shifting algorithm, and hence the for loop does a bottom-up search on the cut-tree. 
Notice that each iteration of the repeat loop corresponds to a single stage. The role 
of the dummy cut cp is to ensure that the optimality test (SHORTEST ~ LARGEST) 
is performed when Cp becomes active, that is, when the length of the top-component 
becomes equal to LARGEST. Consider, for example, the problem of finding an optimal 
p-partition for the trivial tree consisting of a single edge e. When all the p - 1 cuts 
become unblocked nothing would prevent them from being down-shifted all the way to 
head(e), were it not for the presence of the dummy cut cp above the root. As soon as 
the lengths of the p components become equal, Cp becomes active and the while loop 
halts since the condition LARGEST= SHORTEST holds. 
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B.2 Complexity of the Continuous Down-Shifting 
Algorithm 
We shall prove that the time-complexity of the continuous down-shifting algorithm is 
O(n2p2 + np3). 
A sliding stage is said to be of type i if it ends with an event of type i, that is, if 
b = bi ( i = 1, ... , 4). A sliding stage is hybrid if two or more among the four bottlenecks 
coincide, that is, if the stage is of more than one type. 
Theorem B.2.1 The continuous down-shifting algorithm runs in O(n2p2 + np3 ) time. 
Proof: We shall first establish a polynomial upper bound on the number of stages. 
CLAIM 1: The total number of jumping stages is at most (n- 1)(p- 1). 
Proof: Each jumping stage consists of a single jump. Since all cuts move down, no 
cut ever jumps over a fork more than once. Furthermore, no cut jumps over any leaf 
other than root. It follows that the total number of jumps (or equivalently, of jumping 
stages) never exceeds ( n - 1) (p - 1). 
CLAIM 2: The total number of sliding stages is at most (n- 1)(p- 1)(2p- 1) + 1. 
Proof: Let us assume for the moment that there is no hybrid stage. 
When an active cut becomes blocked, before getting blocked again it must jump 
over some fork. Then, in view of CLAIM 1, the number of stages of type 1 is at most 
(n -1)(p -1). Next, observe that a stage of type 2 or 3 always results in a unit increase 
of the number of active cuts (all the cuts that were active at the beginning of any such 
stage remain active at the end of the stage). As a consequence, any stage of type 2 or 
3 is followed by at most p- 2 stages of these two types: afterwards, either a jump or 
a stage of type 1 or 4 must necessarily take place. Therefore, the number of stages of 
type 2 or 3 is bounded above by 2( n - 1 )(p - 1 )2 • Finally , there is at most one stage 
of type 4, since right after it the algorithm halts. 
The above bounds hold a fortiori if some sliding stage is hybrid. Thus the total 
number of sliding stages is at most (n- 1)(p- 1) + 2(n- 1)(p- 1)2 + 1 = (n- 1)(p-
1)(2p- 1) + 1. 
Next, we analyze the complexity of any single stage. Our estimate is based on a 
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(n =no. of nodes, p =no. of components= no. of cuts+ 1) 
Complexity of single stage 
Computation 
Initialization 
Active 
Fleets 
Passive, Neutral 
jump( c), V blocked active c 
speed (c), Vc E Active 
bt 
MAXNEUTR 
b2, b4 
ASc, Sc, V unblocked passive c 
ASc(g), Sc(g), V blocked passive c, Vg E Son( edge( c)) 
f3c, Vc E Passive 
b3 
b 
Sliding 
Cut-tree 
h(e),eEE 
DC(i), Vi 
RDC(i), Vi 
LARGEST, TOPCOMP, SHORTEST 
Overall complexity of a single stage 
No. of stages 
Overall complexity of the algorithm 
Order of complexity 
0(1) 
O(p) 
O(p) 
O(p) 
Overall O(n) 
Overall O(p) 
O(p) 
O(p) 
0(1) 
Overall O(p) 
Overall 0( n) 
Overall O(p) 
O(p) 
0(1) 
O(p) 
O(n) 
overall 0( n) 
overall O(p) 
overall 0( n) 
O(p) 
O(n + p) 
O(np2) 
O(n2p2 + np3) 
Table B.1: COMPLEXITY OF THE CONTINUOUS DOWN-SHIFTING AL-
GORITHM 
somewhat crude implementation of the algorithm (in particular, we assume that all 
relevant values are computed from scratch in each stage, instead of being updated from 
the previous stage). Thus, it is not unlikely that a better bound can be achieved. On 
the other hand, our primary purpose here is to establish the polynomial complexity of 
the algorithm rather than looking after the details of an efficient implementation. 
Table B.1 summarizes the order of complexity of the different computations required by 
the algorithm. It turns out that the running time of the continuous shifting algorithm 
is O(n2p2 + np3). Hence the algorithm is strongly polynomiaL I 
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